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General Sickles, who in other times was one
ol the foremost of the
democratic leaders In
New York, has written the
following letter,
which will, no doubt cause the McClellan and
Pendkton men to denounce him, as they did

General Logan lately,

as “an abolitionist":
New York, Sept. 29,1804.
“
Dear Sir: Your inquiry in behalf of several members of the Union Congressional Convention for the Ninth district, whether I would
accept a uomination for Cougress, has receiv“

attention due to the patriotic
source from which the suggestion emanated.
KJUAHIt.
*
nor aquare daUy first
In declining the use of my name as a candidate
week; 76 oenta per week
IjWtUrte
**or;
fnsortions or less, S1.00; continuing
for this high trust, I only adhere to a resolu* erery ether day alter first week, 60 cents.
tion formed when I entered the military seron«
oents;
vice, to retire altogether from politics while
week, 81.00; 60 cents per week alter.
tinder head ol amusements, $2.00 persquare per
holding a commission in the army. This deweek; three insertions or lees, 81,60.
termination, with other considerations, had al0IAL
81.76 per square first week,
constrained me, during the present canNoti^.k8»
ready
81?d0 per square after; three insertions or less, 81.26; vass, to decline a similar request made by a
three insertions, 81.00; one week,
number of my old and esteemed constituents
Advertisements inserted in the Maim State
in the Fourth district, who desired to present
Fmbbb (which has a
large circulation in every part of my name to the Democratic Convention. I
the State) for 60 oents per
sqnarein addition to the yield to no citizen or soldier in my solicitude
awove rates, for each insertion.
for the honorable termination of the war. The
Legal Notiobb at usual rates.
war was inaugurated by the rebels and is
must be paid forln ad*
persistentlp waged by them to divide and conBusihbbs Notiom, in reading oolumns, 12 cents
the
Union.
It
is
not so strange that our
quer
per line for one insertion.
No ohargelo6sthan fifty
enemies should find allies
oents tor each insertion.
among European an14T All communications intended for the paper
of
free
tagonists
institutions, but it will never
Should be directed to the •*Editor of the Press,1' and
cease to be a matter of humiliation and
wonfcoae of a business charaoterto the Publishers.
der that our own
people could be seriously divided upon the [question of submission or resistance. Let who will be for submission, I
Oct
«*

ed the

respectful

„iifcfi?lSreJ„tllreo,i,180rtion?orless,,?6

^^^^Rtadvfertisements

6,

Thursday Morning1,

1864.

am

for resistance

long
battle field left.
as

as we

have

a

bat-

talion and a
Until the constitution and laws are vindicated in their supremacy
throughout the land,
the government should be confided to no hands
that will hesitate to employ sdl the
power of
the nation to put down rebellion. The resources of the insurgents are
already so far exhausted that they will give up the
struggle as
soon as a majority of the
people at the ballotthe
martial summons of Farrabox, seconding
gut and Grant, demand the unconditional surrender of the enemy.
Peace so won, through the noble aspirations ol the people, will exalt the national
character and challenge the homage of all who
honor patriotism and valor. Peace
imposed
upon us by an audacious and arrogant foe, who
would owe his triumph not to the superiority

Can the Blacks be Educated?
It is a favorite theory with some sientifle
men that the blacks can only be educated to
a certain
point, and beyond that all effort is
useless. They allege that up to thirteen or
fourteen years of age black children will learn
as readily as
white, but after that, make but
little progress. The following extract from a
long article in the Presbyterian, giving an account ol the way in which a very remarkable
colored man, whom the writer recently met,
acquired his education, is not quite in harmo-

ny with this theory;
of his arms, but to a degenerate
While a small boy, and before he was put to
population,
work, George was tne playmate of his master’s unworthy of their lineage and forgetful of their
children.
could
them
last
until
often repeated, he
traditions,
the contempt
only
Hearing
learned from them the names of the letters i of mankind evoked from our shame enough
manhood to renew the struggle.
in their order. Corrected by his
mas“young
Very respectfully,
ters,’’ or “young mistresses,” when he went
“Daniel E. Sickles, Major-General.
wrong, he learned to repeat them accurately
aud orderly. Here he stopped for some time.
“Homer Franklin, Esq.”
At length he found, confiscated and hid, an
old spelling hook. Over Ibis be pored for
months, whenever he could hide himself from
observation. Knowing well that such a book
was coutraband to him, and that he would be
punished If found with it in his hands, he was
obliged to use great caution. But his white CLEVELAND Sr
playmates had inadverdently given him a
No. 147 middle
starting point. He knew that the first letter
of tho alphabet was called A, the second, B
EVAN'S BLOCK,
the third, C, the fourth, D, and so on, HuntHave on hand the largest assortment of
ing up what ne at the time supposed was the
nlpbabet, he soon became so familiar with the
leatures of the sererai letters that he «ould
recognise them at sight. Next came the
more difficult matter, to one
learning without
the slightest assistance, of combining sounds
In New England,—purchased before the very great
in the simple monosyllables ba, be, bi, &c.
advance in all kinds of material, are prepared to
Bnt this difficulty was mastered in time, aud sell at
ffcon. {laying bin l(tt|e trouble with the longer
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,
words, he soon learned to read.
Lower Than any Other Establishment
tor a long time ms flrst was his only book.
How many times it was read through it would 1
in the city.
be
to say. Hut po did not rest :
The services of Mr H. Q. SMITH,
formerly of
flere. Abstracting from bis master’s house
Boston have been secured to superintend the
such books os were least likely to be missed,
and returning them as soon as possible, he
GILDING
read much—more, perhaps, than any member
and they cgn assgre
thejr customer, and the public
pf hjs master’s family. He felt perfectly safe generally that all work will be done in the NEA T*
so long as he was pot discovered indulging in
EST and matt WORKMANLIKE
MANNER,
this dangerous amusement, for if a book was
missed for a few days, no one would suspect
FRAMES RE-GILT,
George of having taken it. Finally, “young
master” studied Latin and Gfftek- Borne limit j
To look equal to new.

PICTURE FRAMES!

OSGOOD,
St.,

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

j

impossible

DEPARTMENT,

©I*©

patter, the slave, hi his explorations, found a
Latin grammar, which bad been cast aside,
and would never be missed. Why should he
not work this new vein ? He did work it, secretly and unaided, of course, but patiently,

j

&
| Portraits
Cleaned and

diligently and pcteovortn*iyt ctui-u&* wove
gradually Overcome, the'grammar was Unally
plastered. And then

came

old copy of which

was obtained gp
mar, an
Latin grammar JhmI beep. TW* was a
The
he
Held.
now
ore the
task
pew
solitary

the

god unaided Blave-student

was

Rosewood, Black Walnut,and
GILT

all Kinds ol

constantly

on

hand.

fpapiffiar.

wimiiinmi
For

Sale.

THE BUSINESS AND STOCK
—OF—

had the bait, but could he catch the fish ? At
the risk of exposing himself he resolved to
try. He did try, and he succeeded. For so
ANfi
many pints of whiskey he received so many
(lours of secret instruction, ynder the strln- j
Room
laws
of
the
State
the
tutor
run a heavy
gent
risk, and probably no other temptation would In the Store 55 Excnange St, Portland,
have been sufficiently powerful. This new
and additional engagement In the family did For nearly twenty years occupied by SANBORN
tf CARTER, and recently by
not seem to improve the teacher’s habits, and
after a few months he was dismissed. But
meanwhile the black student had profited
greatly from the instruction he had received, Is offered for sale on favorable terms. The stock is
He was cow able to go on alone, and did so. in
good order and well adapted to this market, and
Soon after this, came this rocking convulsion
the stand one 01 the most cesirablein New England,
of our civil war, in tie courss of which George
commanding a lar*e portion of the trade ot this
State and the Pro' iDco»-. Rent of store reasonable.
finds himself a freeman, and a private in the
Those wishing to purchase will please eomraunicato
“First Tennessee Light Artillery of A. D.”
early with
EZRA CARTER, JR.
Sept 80—dtf
Fitz-Greene

Books,

Stationery,
Papers,

O, L. Sanborn & Co.,

Haileck on Literary Style.
An Andover correspondent of the Independent writes as follows;
Among the pleasures of a short residence
in Guillord, Ct., was an acquaintance I formed with Fitz-Greene Haileck, the author of
“Marco Bozarris.”

Meeting him one day in
ped me and said: “I learn

the street, he stopthat you are going
to be a minister.
I want you to call upon me.
I wish to read you a sermon, that I deem a
model lor men of your profession.”
I promised to call, and the next morning I
went to the poet’s house and was shown into
the sitting-room, where the poet bade me wellie beckoned me to a chair, and then
come.
look down from the shell a volume, and begau
to read iu that sonorous, dreamy, undulatory
tone of voice so peculiar to him. The volume

Charter’s Sermons.”
Scotch preacher, located
was

land.)

Tiie poet read from a

(Charter was a
at Wilton, Scot-

sermon on

“I tvould notlive alway.”

the

text,

He read until the

tears gathered into his eyes and coursed down
his cheeks. He finished the sermon, laid aside
the book aud asked, “How do you like it?”—
Very much,” was my reply. Said he, “That
sermon is what I call a perfect poem.” I then
ventured to remark, Its great charm, in my
is Its simplicity. Many of the sen-

opinion,
tences, I notice, are composed wholly of monosyllables.”
“I think so, too,” said Haileck, “and that

New Hat

Cap and

Fur Store!

COE 8c Mo CALL AR

WOULD
land
taken the

Inform tbs citizens of Portvicinity, that they have this day

respectfully
and

store

No. 95 Middle

Street,

recently occupied by Boilins A Bond, for the purpose of oarrying on the

Fnr, Sat and Cap Business,
in all its varieties. Our stock will embrace all the
latest and most Faghionablb Paris, London and
New York Styles, of plain and laney Hats and

Caps.

For

Goods in

Great

Variety.

UMBRELLAS!!

UMBRELLAS!

Gy Particular attention given to Rkfatbivo
Furs, by our Mr. Coe, recently in charge of that
department at J. P. Shaw's.
Our numerous friends will please call and see us
at 96 Middle street.
Alfred H. Coe.
J. F. McCftllar.
Portland, fcept 16,1864 dim
—

New Bedford
Tare

Copper Oomp’y.

Yellow Metal & Copper

C°mp“y'

v-

M?s.

Clothing \ Clothing \

Philadelphia,

the

Languages.

As Good as the Best A

in

schools and families, lectures In
schools, explanation in Frenoti Idioms A native of Franoe, lOrmerly insl motor of Uhetorio and
Belles letters in charlesmagne College, one of the
drst institutions in Paris.
For further paatioulars, apply at Messrs. Bailey A
Noyes’ between 11 and 12 A. St., where information
aatoterm, Ac, will bo given.
RSPRREKCKS.
Hon. W. H. 8i ward, Secretary of 8tate.
Kev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D D„ of Philadelphia.
Kev. A. Cleveland Coxe, ot Baltimore.
Prof. C. D. Cleveland, of Philadelphia.

LESSONS

holder at

maturity, into six per cent, gold bearing
bonds, payable not less than five nor more than
twenty years from their date, as the Government
may elect. They will be Issued in denominations ol
fifty, one handred, five hundred, one thousand, and
five thousand dollars, and all subscriptions must
be for fifty dollars, or some multiple of fifty dol-

prepared.
the notes draw interest from August 16, persons
to that date must pay
the interest accrued from date of note to date of deAs

feptMdV*Fd^8tre**’undw D'8-Ho**1-

MR.

burnishing

WOULD

Middle Stieet,
Oppoaite the Poat Office.

Special Advantages
It it

of this Loan.

thorough and extensive Commercia
THE
College in New England, presents unequalled
iacilities lor
most

National

Savings Bank, offering a higher
rate of interest than any other, and the best security. Any savings bank which pays its depositors in
U. 8. Notes, considers that it is paying in the best
circulating medium of the country, and it cannot
pay in anything better, for its own assets are either
a

imparting

to

young
complete business education.
Send lor

circular

a

address

ladies

and

men

Having just

a

full Iniormation—
& WARNER,

WORTHINGTON

large

addition to the very liberal interest

Cloths, Cassimeres
Embracing

before the

war

the premium

IS

QUALITY.

from State

or

Municipal

e

ple.
Up to the 21th of September, the subscriptions
this loan amounted to

OKAY. A- M
RESIDENT PRINCIPAL,

BRYANT STRATTON
Portland,

Having leased

ONIONS.
ICW BBLS. SWEET POTATOES.
For sale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 and 21 Silrer Street,
Sep28d4w

Apples

and Potatoes.

TUBS FAMILY
25
1000

Bept27

We

d4w

tend to Onr
We

fit*

86
41
10
5
6
2
2
6
6

600
000
000

Tubs eboiee Butter.

C. W. SMITH,
6 and 8 Silver st.

**

000
000

"

9

Sept 2itb—dtf

re-

161 Commercial St.

0AK TREENAILS.ibr

Gent’s

accepted.
The amount of accepted offers must be deposited
with the Treasurer, officer or bank authorized to act
undor this notice, on advice of the acceptance of ofOne half on the 20ih October, and
fers, as lollows
the balance, (including the premium aud original
two per cent.deposit,) on the31st October.
The bonds will bear interest from November 1st.
Interest on doposits, from their date to Nov. 1, will
be paid by the Government in coin.
Onc-half of the first instalment, or twenty-live per
cent of accepted offers, may be paid, with accrued
interest to Oot. 14, in United States “Ceifificates of
Indebtedness,” bat such certificates will be received
in part payment of tho first installment only.
Offers under this notice should be endorsed “Offer
for Loan,” and addressed to tho Secretary of the
Treasury. The right to decline all offers not considered advantageous to the Government, is reserved
Secretary.
W. P. FESSENDEN,
Secretary of the Treasury.

HHDS*

300

muscovado

iCU0ICE

su

10 TC8.
GAR.
)
UHD8 Superior Musoov&do, and
TC8 Clayed Molasses,
BBL8 from Sierra Morena,

371
37
11

Now landing and for sale by
THOMAS ASENCIO k CO.,
maydtf
Custom House Wharf.

Sierra morena molassesOOKUUDS
_

Now

,

!i CHOICE SIEKKa MOKENA

30 TIERCES
>
10 BBLS
landing from Brig

May3.—tf

MOLASSES.

“C. H. Kennedy"
THUS. ASENCIO fc CO.,
Wharf.

c. II.

Sale.

Interest semi-annually, payable in paper at the
rate of seven and throe tenths per oent. per annum.
Bonds con vertable in three years into six per cent
five-twenty bonds, upon which the interest is payable in ooin.
The notes will be delivered here free of expense.
The purchaser will receive the interest to
August 16

subscriptions are made before that time.
One-eighth per cent. commission will be allowed
subscribers at this Bank upon all amounts
of $1,000
if

over.

E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, July 80th, 1864.—d&wtf
e. r> Tr

Government 7 3-10 J.oan.
This Bank i. prepared to receive -ubacriptlone to
the new 7 3-10 loan in snms of *60 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
16th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are convertible at the end of three
years into specie paying 6 per cent 6-20 bonds.
One-eighth per oent will be allowed on all amounts
B. C. SOMEBB Y,
of S1000 and over.

Berry,
on

No. 69

Exchange St.,

Manufacturers of all

CO.,

—

kinds of

frames
—

Oil

FOB

The Cabinet

&

Looking

Glasses.

Manufacturers of all kinds ol

IMTOULIDIINra-S
—FOB

Picture Frames and

—

H. S.

elsewhere.
our

We invite purchasers to call and examvery fine Engravings of which we have a

large variety.

seplOdtf

Office of the U. S.

U. 8. marshal’s Sale.
op

America,

I

District op Maine, ss.
J
to an Interlocutory Order oi Sale, to
me directed from the Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge
of the United States District Court, within and tor
the District of Maine, 1 shall expose and Sell at Public Vendue to the highest bidder therefor, the following property and merchandize at the time and place
within said District aslollows, viz:—
At the Warehouse op the Montreal Ocean
Steamship Company, Grand Trunk
Ucin Portland, on Fr day, the fourteenth day
tober next, at 10o'clock A. M.:—
32 Locomotive Tire Irons, “Low Moor” Ikon.
31 Plates Boiler Iron—assorted sizes and
thicknvbseb, raved from the wreck of
u
steamship Bohemian; tbe same having been Libel 1Salvage, and ordered to be sold bv the District Court of the United
lor the District of

PURSUANT

Wh/®,f»

3VE.

manner

Pay

Clothing!

and

JAMES

Saddlery

Beavers,

Cassimeres &
-FOB-

mice Custom

Work.

We would inform our firiends and the publiothat
we intend to keep the best the market
affords, and
can sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fit at all times. We would also call attention to our
niee Custom

Ready-Made Overcoats,
Undercoats, Pants, Vests,
And

Famishing Goods,

All of which will be sold low for Cash, at the old
stand of Lewis A Smith.
ABIEL M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.
Sept 20—dtf

To Contractors*
Proposals will be received by the under*
signed nmil 12 o’clock M, Saturday, Oct 8th,
1864, for the erection and completion of a four story
brick block of Dwelling /oases, proposed to be built
(foundation now laid) on Congress St, near Central
Church, for .1. W. Lane, E«q.
Plans, Specifications, Ac may be examined at
the office of the Architect.
G. M. HARDING,
lowland, Oct 8,1864-dlw

SEALED

[

Army

AHD

&

St*, over

Casco

Canvas,

-worn BALM BY-

JAMES T. FATTEN A

0LBAVB8.

MANUFAOTURRR

200raiEftSSS
I W« to,
to
tract," {Alto*
eminent

Silver

Aug6d6m

OF

MAUI

CO.,

Force Pumps and Water

NOS. 54 * 56 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND,

NO. 194 EXCHANGE

Manufacturers and Dealers In

PORTLAND, ME.
Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bowls, Brass * Silver Plated

Cocks,

EyH«YHoB«PH°?
ung Hoases, Hotels, S.‘vtor
Public
‘r[‘nse<1 »“d set op In

r

superior facilities for manufacturing,
and a large experience in the business, w <
we are able to sell as low as in Boston or elsewhere.
Dealers are respectfully invited to eall and examine onr stock before purchasing.
Orders by mail promptly attended to.
Portland. April 23.1864d«n

WITH

1.10K
the

our

The Cheapest Agency
collecting all classes of claims arising
*
war

is that of the

“MAINE WAR CLAIM
In which the expensee

I

a

,r°r,alc’

»t

Chamber!

j

Wholesale Dealen in

rCKNISHING GOODS,
■

Sol. 1 and 2

ft Lewu!
_

Free Street Sk‘ek,

PORTLAND, MR.
Jylldtf

Lewis, Rollins
JOBBBBS

20 Preble St.,

Light Carriages,
sold on the most favorable terms. Feraons intend,
ing to purchase
wUl find it for their Inter
Carriages
eit to oall and examine beibre buying elsewhere.

and

(Over H. J. Ubby A Co.,)

dawlr

his establishments variety

LEAD and BK»R
apSdti

T_ Lewis && Co.,

*

in the neatest and most subcV„..l,C rla*e6 made
The assortment comprises all the
iV“ttal.nl.an,Derdifferent
snd they wUl be
styles of

loneSMtf

hand

AND

uuiniet-

Neatly Finished.

LIBBEY, No.

Hhons

READY-MADE CLOTHING-

from

Carriages, Carriages!
F inn! Y B ui
and

Build in?*

the beet manner, end all

SHEET
PDMPHn?^P/1PE8'
rUMPS of all deaorlptlona.

J

Fixtn"« for Dw«l.

faithfully executed. Al.
conn,7
romptW attended to. Conatan t It

Manufacturer,

WhMaVd'j^’ol.VlK

J. F.
i

on

ASSOCIATION,’

are controlled bv
J
eeted Kxecutlve Committee.

drafting garments. Mr. J. fully understands the
theory and practice as well as I do. and can communicat as well to others.
OTIS MADISON.
Portland, Sept 16.1864.

Closets,

STREET,

Men’* Boy*’ and Youth’* Thick, Kip
and Calf Boots,
Women’* Misses and Children's Goat, Kid
and Qalf Balmorals, Bubbera. Shoe
Stock, Findings, *o.

HAVE left with Mr. W. D. Jemee, No. 62 MidI ale
street, Portland, copies of the true soience of

apfSdtl

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBE It!

manner.

Old

ArfcroaU.

J

WARE,

Re-finishing

Aln. w.

oon

too to Extra All Lou tlax 1
*
*00 do Nary Pine
Oellrered la Portland or Bottom.
Bath. April SO. 1MI.

OF

A. & S. SHUBTLEFF A

■

CO.,

Bath, Me.

_•

W. D. JAMES,

\

Hoot oil

Bank,

MR.

NATHAN

Also, Repairing and
Ware.

Junelddtf

Engineer,

ichl7 dhwtfTuruBnnr.

Law,

*39 Congress St., Opp. Court House, Portland,Me.
figp"All kinds of Ware, such as Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, *c., plated ia the
best

and Civil

OFFICE, CODJHAN BLOCK,

CLEAVES,

SILVER

XT. S. Christian Commission.

Sept 16—3m

Surveyor

M. PEARSON,
Silver Plater,

Committee

from Mr. Madison, 1
am prepared to fnrnish all the necessary information, and supply those who may wish with the rules.
St Mr. N. 8 G»rdiner’«,No. 62 Middle rtreet.

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

Jyl8dJtw3m

OW THU

Having received authority

•eptOdtf

& Counsellors at

JOSEPH HOWARD.

Attachment.

To Merchant Tailors and Cutters.

ment*.

STREET,

PORTLAND,

Chairman, T. B. Hayes, receives Stores at 118 Kiddle street.
Treasurer, Cyrus Sturdivant, reeei»es Honey at 76
Commercial street.
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, rece'vee Letters at
80 Commeroial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr. W.
Johnson.

Manufacture* to order and in the beat manner, Military and Nary Uniform*, and Bo>*^ Gar-

Partnership.

Office 01 Middle

and

--.---

Portland

CO.,

Hard-Ware Dealers,

HOWARD

Attorneys

preventing

Doeskins,

Tailor Ac Draper,
08 EXCHANGE ST.j

Jyl3U3oi

The former places the control of the maohine entirely under t»eoontrol of the feet of the operator,
all backward motion of the wheel, allowing the freedom of both hands to handle the
work, and saving the breaking of needles and the
entangling of the thread.
The latter will allow the free use of linen thread
or of inferior cotton, and
entirely does away with
the soaping of the cloth.
Call and see and you will not fail to have them applied to your machines. JOHN PORTER, Agent.
Mr. Porter will put machines in order and teach
the operators how to use them, so that they will
have no trouble.
dtf
Portland. Aug. 10.1864.

German and

__Jnneleodtm
Alexander D. Reeves,

Sales \ 1
&

Oata.

and

BT'Cars leaded with Corn in balk free of charge.
Warehouse No. 120 Commercial
Street,
And City Mius, Dee ring Bridge.

PORTLAND,.ME.

BLOCK,

Hjdo’i

Sleighs, Bariev, Rye

BAILEY

Law

merchant

*OB PURCHASE AID BALI Ol

8ALB AT

MIDDLE

102

operation of two of the most important
of the day—

William’i Patent Crank lotion, and

IVo. 171 Fore Street.
as

the

Also, Ground Bock Balt

Commission

KIMBALL,

FOB

IT?

Corn, Meal and Flour,

made to
junel6dtf

hand and

and

Portland, Mo.

WHOLESALE DIALER

Portland, Me.

Sales \

improvements

Boys

a fine stock of Cloths, such
American Moscow and Castor

see

LEMONT,

janeltf

Office 88 Exehange street, Joes Block.
F. BRADFORD,
Z- K- HARMON.
T
o.
June
31.—dtf

NO. 11 CLAPP’S

Street.

____leSStf
EDWARD H. BURGIN,

POBTLAND, ME.

obtained*’

SMITH’S,

Also

*5®.

States,
Maine.
Ternw o/Sofc-CABH.
Dated at Portland this 80th
day of Sept. A. D.
1864.
CHARLES CLARK,
U. 8. Marshal, Dist:ol
octldtd

of

HEAP of MERRILL’S WHARF,

Sole Rooms, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,

And all other olaims against the Government, h y.
ing been duly licensed therefor.
IV AH advice free. Terms as low as at any oth
ED<1 D° W ^“irsd until the olaims are

May be found at

A.

P.

01ALB8 IS-

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Preble street, (Hear Preble Uooss,)

are

and

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

junelddm

Carriages

apr!3dtt

T_H

Men

No. 16 Union Street.

MANUFACTURES OP

I N G ! Sewing Machine Improvements.
owners ot approved Sewing Maohlnes
ALL
Invited to call at
SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF

Marshal,

Diitrict of Maine.
\
Portland, October 3, 1864. J
Proposals will bn received at this office
until Saturday, the jif tenth day of October
current, at noon, for furnishing the United States
Courts with Lehigh Furnace Coal for one j ear lrom
the 8rst dav of October A. D. 1864. The Coal to be
of the be9t quality, free from slate and dust, and to
be put into the basement of the Ous om House in
Portland, in such quantities and at tuchtimts as the
Marshal of the District ot Maine
may direct.
Proposals to be endorsed “Proposals for Fnel for
the U. S. Courts,” and addressed to the United
States Marshal for the District ot Maine
CHAKLF8 CLARK,
oct4dtdU. 8.
arshal Dist. of Maine.

United States

Scotch

6ept 29—eodtonov21

For

E. HERSEY. Agent,
dtf

POBTLAND, ME.

O^Carriages and Sleighs on

EDWARDS,

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears
Prize Honey,

Esquimaux, Moscow and London Fur Beavers.

Fall and Winter

MOODY,

order-_
C.

Rooflng

FOX FLAT ROOFS.

Preble Street,

STILL

<

A

MIS.

MERCHANTS,

K.

WATER-PROOF

Gravel

Carriage manufacturer,

(Established ia 1861.)
oontinue to devote their special and exclusive attention to the prosecution of Claims for

Beavers, Pilots, Chinchillas,

manufacturing facilities enable us to furnish all artioles in this lino as low in prices as oan be found
ine

,

Ever brought to this city, consisting of

C L O

E.

IHPOKVED

—AID-

PORTLAND,

FrlmkHnC-M^y, }

BRADFORD A HARM OH,
Pension and Claim Agents,

Glaases.

The Trade supplied with Black
Walnut, Imitation
Bosewood and Ebony, and Gilt Oval Frames, Our

AND

FELT COMPOSITION,

No. 5 Galt Block, Commero'al St,

Organs

No.3491 Stewart's Block, Congress St.

FALL AND WINTER

Looking

FIRE

)

juneldtf

WOOD,

dly

WARREN’S

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

are in oonstant use in the concerts oi
the most distinguished artists—as Gottschalk and
others—as well as in the jporas in the principal cities, whenever suoh instruments are required. Price
$35 to $500 each. These instruments may be found
at the Mueio Rooms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers’ prices.

FOB—

All of which be will make up iu tne neatest
at reduced pricet. Call anu Examine.

febld

And W holesale Dealers in

Are the beat instruments of their olass in the world.

and New York

and

CO.,

Widgery Wharf,)

head

SOFT

delivered to any part of the olty.
Omen CoHwnnoiAL St., head or Franklin Wharf.
S. ROUNDS! Jk BON.

Grocers,

COMMISSION

instruments

S

HARD AND
inn

GENERAL

Nearly all the most pronrinen* artists in the oountry
have given written testimony to this effect, and these

H

PORT I,

BOLE A

MASON & HAMLIN

York,

Freuch, German, English

Barker,}
Lynch )

Thoa.

HADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

Street,

T

Lynch,

Jnneldtl

Gentlemen’s Fall and Winter Wear,

—

Paintings, Engravings,

Photographs,

O

John

Pelog
~

McCarthy & berry,
No. 96 Exchange Street.

OF

L

Block,

Commercial street.

(Opposite

Have you seen the new style CRIMPED-FEON1
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by McCarthy & Berry f For neatness, comiort and beauty, It surpasses
anything ever got up in this oity. Call and see it;
samples always on hand at the old stand of M. Mc-

one

C

Produce.

AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

the

LARGEST AND BEST STOCKS

R. J. D. LARRABEE &

of

)

Gage.

Granite Stores,

Buckle Boots.

"NET CASH."

Boston

SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, HEZILTON.
SUGAR LOAF, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH, LO^
OUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, WEBttTEK and BLACK HEATH. These Coals are ol the
very best quality, well seroened and picked, end
warranted to give satisfaction.
Also for sale boat of

—

Portland, Aug 10,1864.—dtf

just returned from
HAS
with
of the

&

of oarrying

y

F.

CHEAP FOR CASH !

CO.,

Granite

Wholesale

Selected from New York and Boston markets
Our Ladies’ work is from the oelebrated Burts
Manufactory of New York.
For Gentlemen’s wear we have the best assortment
ever offered for sale in this oity; such as line Frenoh
Patent Leather Boots; Glove Calf and Calf Congress for gentlemen’s wear; Patent Leather Congress, and Calf Congress Balmoral, and new Frcnob

the Novelties of the season.

No. 104 Middle

vers

adlan

137 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, )
Henry A. Jones, [

Ladles, Gentlemen, and Children’s Wea

Our facilities for supplying our customers! with
promptness, fidelity and despatch are nnexoelled.
Our Stock is large and desirable, preeenting ail

Augustus

And Be

imported

Furnishing Goods,

TEEMS

WOOD AND COAL

16,186S_

JOKES A

Western and C

and dispatch. Our work will be made of the
best of
stock, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give
perteot satisfaction, it is our aim
that our work shall not be second to any in the United States.
We have also completed a stock or ready-made 1
work of the iirst quality, tor

No. 87 Middle Street.

j

|

__

PUKTLANP, II.

ness

And Dealers in

SLMONTON k KNIGHT,
48 Commercial Wharf.
18,1864.
junel6dtf

ed to Insert Artlfloial Teeth on the ‘r fnloanite Base,”
and all other methods known to the profession.
Portland, Mar
U

FL0UR& GRAIN DEALERS,

BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS
In all its branches, and having all the facilities for
getting up ttrst class work for gentlemen and ladles,
wear, are now ready to execute all orders with neat- !

Merchant Tailors,

Sugar and Molasses.

i

For the purpose

J. E. FERNALD S SON,

Treenails.

June

THE

Corsar k Son’s” Leith,

superior quality, just
Liverpool, and for sale by
MoulLVERY, RYAN k DAVIS,

irom

I

maylgdtf

B. W.

subscribers having on the 7th day of May
formed a copartnership under the name of

T. C. LEWIS,
N. C. ROLLINS,
W. M. BOND.

8ept 6—dim

Scotch Canvass.

Portland,

the square.

on

HAVING

& Varnishes.

JOHN LYNCH &

Bought

State.

or

Dr. I. H. HE A) D
disposed of hie entire Interest In Me
Office to Dr. 8. C FEKNALD. >»ould cheerftiUy
reooommend him to his former patients and the
pob*"• Dr. Fusald, from long
eape> ience. Is prepar-

IH

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENT __Inneldtf

Grateful to our friends and the public for their
liberal patronage at our former places of business,
we still solicit their favors, and we
pledge to deal

ISAAC LitfERY, Head Long Wbf.

100 ’ OOO V^U^TE

City

DENT1SI,

No, 176 Mill(11
p treel,
H**™"0".Dn. Baco And Haui.lV,
Portland, May U, 1868.
U

Color Factory, No. 29 Munjoy St.,

BLAKE,

-AND-

FIRST CLASS CUTTER.

with them

of "David
,)AA BOLTS
a
Hail-cloth of

Can be

mchlStf

(Thomas Block.)

Copartnership Notice*

Is under the direction of Mr. Bond, well known to
the public as a

208 000

-*-i'’V/

and At-

CO.,

Nna. »4 and •«.Mi Idle Street.
Nendlee and Trimming, alwayi oahantf.

or

Hikey H. Bcbokss,
Cbaelbb S. Fobes.

Coal !

A

AGENTS,

OSee h Salesroom., 80 Commercial Nt.,

Delivered to order in any pert of the elty.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer fc Whitare
ney
respeotfolly invited to give ns a oall.
RANDALL, MCALLISTER fc CO.
Portland. Jane 13.1864.—dly

OUR CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

Bd
«
3d
Angelitaa.
let
Prinsados.
2d Reg Britanicas.
2d Britanicas
Eutriaetus Galenaslst.
2d.

600
Angelitas 3d Londres Prinsados.
000 A (J 2d Brevss.
10 000 A C 3d Londres.
2Q 000 A M London Flor.
32 300 A M Flor Prinsados.
25 300 A M London Cortes.
7 400 A M London Fino.
33 000 Londres Port Mahons.

ceived d.rect

as

WOODMAN. TRUE

A CARD.

Paint and

Superior Coedfor Blacksmiths.
Also, Hard and Sou Wood,

Business

own

SEWING MACHINESl

DR. s. C. FERJiALD,

Drugs Medicines, Paints, Oils

White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorberry,
Together with the best quality of

McCarthy

000

Sept 12—lm

Low

as

In this

Designio 1st Londres

000

Locust Mountain.

Pattern, and
ooldtl

SI1VG£K »

OF

A

enabled to offer to the publio

are

Goods

For Sale.
CIGARS of tho following ohoioe

brands:
HAVANA
27 400

)

Cashier.

Goods

and Sell for Cash

Apples and Butter.

dollars.

Portland, Aug. 1,1864.—dtf

Furnishing

Buy

For sale by
F. A. BMITH,
19 & 91 8ilver Street.

BBLS. Apples,
For sale by

Washington, Oot 1,1864. j
Sealed offers will be received at this Department,
order the aot ef Congress, approved June 80th, 1864,
until the noon of Friday, the 14th instant, for bonds
of the United States, to the amount of forty millions

Jfci

CLOTHING,

!

tr Work executed in every part of the State.
Juneltf

▲ HD DKALSR8

Lehigh,

John’s,

Cm' *”*• inraiahad

WOrdor.for Machine Jobbinr
Porglng., promptly axeoated.

No* 144- Middle Street.
PORTLAND, MB.

xAMUFAOTunaas

Company Lehigh,

Lehigh,
Hazelton

Tailoring,

DAVIS,

MAHUFACTURHB

Maahiiiiota, Millwright,,and Ship-Bnlld.
““d*

juneldti

Sugar Loat

ES TABLISHMENT.

BUTTEB,

NICE CHEESE.

5-10

Oa nal

Old

attention of

Japan, White Lead, Zinc, Paints,
And Ground Colors,

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

Pnil«yi,t

itud

at*ihort uoSoaT*1*1,1

BURGESS, FOBES, A CO.,

fine assortment of

Butter and Cheese.

sept26dlm

foi

Joalah

Cumberland

Gents

BBLS CHOICE JACKSON POTATOES.
1 r dale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 & 21 Silver Street.
nept27 d4w_

purchased the Stock of
taken the stand recently

Sawyer f Whitney, head of
Maine
are now
prepared to supply their
former patrons and the pnblio generally, with a

above store at a very low rent,we
propose to open a

FINE

BBLS APPLES,
500
100

All respectable Banks and Bankers, throughout
the oountry, will give further information and
afford every faotlity to subscribers,
Aug 20—d&w2m

Seven-Thirty Notes

by
Wharf,

the

First Class

200 BRLS.

Subscriptions will be received by the Treasurer ot
the United States, at Washington, the several Assistant Treasurers and designated Depositaries, and
by the
First National Bank ot Portland, Maine.

Octfiwlw&dtd

Formerly Occupied by

eisrsssa

SOHUMACHEB;
Fresco and Banner Painter,

Coal and Wood J

sixes and pattern*,

JoneldOm

OKAS. J.

the present.

St.

lfO»TIFIOATIO»B.
Irom Stairs and other Architectural
dork.

POBTLAND, UK.

__

SAWYER fc WHITNEY.
Junel3d3w

Burleigh.

Onions and Sweet Potatoes.

$40,000,00Q,

The bonds ottered will bear an interest
of six per can turn, payable semiannually, in coin,
on the first days of May and November, and will bo
redeemable at the pleasure of the Government,after
five years, and payable in twenty years from Nov. 1,
1864.
Each offer must be for fifty or some multiple of
fifty dollvrs, and must state the 'sum including premium offered for each hundred dollars, or for fifty
when the offer is for no more than fifty.
Two per
cent.of the principal (including premium) of whole
amount bid for, by each bidder, must bo deposited,
as a guaranty for the payment of subscriptions if accepted, with the Treasurer of the United St&tp3 at
Washington, or with the Assistant Treasurer at
New York, Boston, Philadelphia or St. Louis, or
with ihe designated Depositary at Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Louisville, Chicago, Detroit, or
Buffalo, or with any National Deposit Bank which
may oonsent to transact the business without cbargo
for which deposits duplicate certificates will be issu*
ed to the do ositors by the officer 0? bank receiving
them—the originals $f which must bo forwarded,
with the offers, to this department,
All deposits
should be made in time for the certificates with the
to
reach Washington not later than the mornoffers
ing of Ootoher 14, *a aforesaid. No offer, not accompanted by its proper certificate of deposit, will be
considered.
The Coupon and Registered Bonds, issued under
this proposal, will be of the denominations of $50,
$100, $500, $1,00"). Registered Bonds of $6,GOO and
$10 00Q will be issued ii required.
▲11 offers received will be opened on Friday, October 14th The awards will be made by the Secretary to the highest offorors, and notice of acceptance
or declination will be immediately given to tho respective offerers. In cases of acceptance, bonds of
the description and denomination preferred will be
sent to the subscribers, at the cost of the Department, on final paymeut of instalments. The deposit
of two per oent. will be reckoned in the last instalments paid by successful offerers, and will be immediately returned to those whose offers may not [be

Store

Maine.

MERCHANDISE.

to

undersigned maybe found for

subscriber having
Nos. 1414; 143 Middle Street, THE
Coal and Wood, and
Messrs.
occupied

GRAY,

augSl d&wSm

over

Department,

&

Groceries,

PAPER HANGINGS.
No, 63 Exchange Street, Portland, He.

Portland, June 6, 1864.

LEWIS, ROLLINS 8 BOND,

For fnrthor informations please call at the
college, or send for Ciroular and College Monthly,
lnolosmg letter stamp. Address
_

ol the

one

Union

Uaar Hooaa Wou of all
description., and all
Unas of work required in kaiidiuu

Premium Paged Account Books.

Coal and Wood to Messrs. Randall, McAlister f |Co., do choerlully recommend them to ear
former customers.
All persons having demands
against ns are requested to present them tor settlement, and all persons Indebted to us are requested
to make immediate payment at the old stand where

deecrlptlea!

prepared to fo/hirh

ox various

Bookseller, Stationer,

WE,

and VESTS,
At the lowest figure of which the times will
admit,
and in the latest
style.
dust received a HEW STYLE of Cloths for
LADIES' CLOAKS.
septl6dlm

DuVe.

Tekaeee
Cluurm

Mtu Pipe ud Puttm, till Swing,
SUftiig,

DBALKBB IM

j

Ij.
▲ HD

1.0,1...
Hourv
5
S'lit.

STB Alt ENGINES and BOILS B 8,

CO.,

"Wholesale and Retail.

——1-L___ |
NOTICE.
the undersigned, having sold oar Stock of

11
le

DBSOBIPTIOB,

So that Money can be Saved in these War Times,
J. B. STORY, No. 23 Exchange St.
Aug 27—dtf

PANTS,

L. A.

KVKttY

Seed,

Lemon Syrup,
Nun.
Nu.o. eU kind.,
Ralelue,

im wurar,

Commercial Street,

j USSlaSBSSL

Retail

end

Cocoa.

IMo.

Merchants,

&

“4

Domestic Fruit I

Wholeaale

Maine.

WUOLUALI

No. 61

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES'

COATS,

The object of these Colleges is to furnish young
and ladies the best facilities ihr obtaining a
thorough Business Education.
Scholarships for full courseof Bork-keeplng, Commercial Law, Commercial Calculations,
Spenoerian
Penmanship, Correspondence, Lectures and Praoti.
cal Exercises, is good throughout the chain
for an
unlimited period.

But aside from all the advantages we have enumerated, a special Aot of CongreBS exempts all bonds
and treasury notes from local taxation.
On the
average, this exemption is worth about two per
oent. per annum, acoording to taxation in various
parts of the oountry.
It is believed that no securities offer so great inducements to lenders as those issued by the GovernIn all other forms of indebtedness, the
ment.
faith or ability of private parties, or stook companies, or separate communities only, is pledged for payment, while the whole property of the country is
held to secure the discharge of all the obligations ot
the United States.
While the Government offers the mostliberal terms
for its loans, it believes that the very strongest appeal will be So the loyalty and patriotism of the peo-

and

BEBT

or

Salt,

Flour, Provisions

WEALTH.

and

__

Commission
AMD

SAWYER.

exchange Street,

Lime.,
Pruaoe,
citreu,
|
Oliree,

lunaldtf

informs his friends

w. CARR & CO.,

“*•» the Pnilt Store
formerly octeiwdb

Surdluee,
ruey Candles of all
oetddtf

JOHN T. ROGERS A

orders

Repair Gentlemens’Garments

I

men

Exemption

ECONOMYJS

all the most

He it prepared to make
np to order

a link in Bryant, 8tratton & Co.’s
chain ef International Business and Commercial Colleges,
established in twenty-two of the leading commercial oities in the United States and Canadas.

on

annum.

to the

THE

Clapp’s Block, Congress Street,

Taxation.

of

PORTLAND COLLEGE,
Located in

the present market rate, is not less than ten per oent.
Its

Vestings,

—AND OF—

six per cent. U. 8. stooks were over twenty percent.
It will be seen that the actual profit on this loan, at
per

and

subscriber

THE

Woodbury Dana,!

maySdtt

P"P^,00£Ua^/*‘“*«

Portland,

,

*

respectfully
in general that he will
FASHIONABLE STYLES, THE

notes tor three years, this privilege of conversion is
now worth about three per oent. per annum, for the
eurrent rate for 5-20 Bonds is not less than nine per
cent premium, and

exertkn will be made to bare all
promptly attended to.

*

G.

Co.

John A. 6. Dana.)

HATS & BONNETS DYED.

a

&

Provisions,

)

itooxjts.

Il®. 5

Cloihs and Trimmings

of

and

Luther Danu,

j

aug313m.

the

on

Bleached & Pressed at the Shortest Notice

and Well Selected Stock

Convertible into a 6 per oent. 5-20 Gold Bond.
In

Fish

-ALSO-

H

GOULD,

Dana

JANES B. RACKLYFT.

in Government securities sr in notes or bonds payable in Government paper.
It is equally convenient as a temprary or permanent investment. The notes can always be Bold lor
within a fraction of their face and accumulated interest, and are the best security with banks as oollatdials for discounts.

'_

a. e.

others to make.
Sept 12—d3m

Leghorn Bonnets

Every

Principals.

Ang 9—d&wSm

IaOBSBT
w.
_

jy* Particular attention given to cutting for

GENTLEMEN'S HATS,

returned from New York and Boston
with

containing

good assortment
constantly on hand.
ers.

-AND-

Exchange St.,

—

Lace &

Goods,

Merchant Tailor, Foreign
removed to No. 131 Middle street, where he
will be pleased te meet his driends and oustomHAS
A

MAINE.

...

NATHAN

•

Bleachery,
Oongres Street,

PORTLAND

Alexander D. Reeves,

Commercial College,
Central Hall,
HSTo. 98
Concord, N- H.

oent.

Grain and

REMOVAL!

be£™XYw”' Maine Bonnet
308

Furnishing

PORTLAND,.MAim.
sept8dtl

PAINE’S Music Store, No. 163 Middle St.
Any information wanted concerning me, can be
had by inquiring at Paine's Music Store.
Reference, H. Kotzbchmar.
Sept 13—eod2m*

Straw,
NEW HAMPSHIRE

!

Slate at

posit.
Parties depositing twenty-five thousand dollars
upwards for these notes at any one time will be
allowed a commission ol one-qnarter ol one per

Flour,

ia

68 Commercial street, Thoms* block,
BkALXT, I
X.XOOLTOX, }
PORTLAND, UK.

No. 62 Middle St.,'comer qf Lime Street, opp*.
site the Post Office,

hour.)

one

Geu s’

And

Quarter,

per

(24 lessons, each lesson occupying

CUSTOM~TAILOR!

and

i

PAINE,
patronage.

Groods,

tofTaeCX?end

making deposits subsequent

R.

Terms, *13,0#

GARDINRR,
At

G.

announce to those interested in Music, in Portland and vicinity that
he is giving instrnction on the Piano Forte, in thif
city, and respectfully solioita a liberal

Of the beat
quality at the LOWEST TEICES by

N- s.

Tailor*,

Beady-Made Clotniug,

respectfully

MOOLTONtROGIKS

Wholbb.il* Duiui

-AMD D SAL SR I»_.

Cheap

701

CARDS.""

BUSINESS
BRADLEI,

Merchant

shade and quality on hand or
,he latt8t ety'e
In the beet

SInne?. if.oj11

|

\ Instruction in Music!

the Cheapest !

as

Prof. H.Coppio, otPenna University.
Geo. B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
R. H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
Epes Sargent, llsq., of Boston.
Rt. Rov. Bishop T. C Brownell, D. D., Hartford,
Ct.
Dr. E. P. LoProhon, Portland.
Sept 6. d2m

lars.
The notes will be transmitted to the owners free ol
transportation charges as soon after the reoeipt ol
the original Certificates of Deposit as theyoanbe

business cards.

Custom and_Ready-Made!

French

Sheathing, MUST NATIONAL BANK. SEALED

reminds me of an incident that came under
Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal
,
my observation while in New York. While
Spikes, Wails, fc.,
there, a letter fell into my hands which a
Scotch servant-girl had written to her lover. at short notice and delivered at any port required.
Its style charmed me. It was fairly inimitaMcGILVEBY, BYAN A DAVIS.
ble. I wondered how, in her circumstances
8ept 6.—*dtf
in life, she could have acquired so elegant and
Sewall €. Strrut,
perfect a style. I showed the letter to some
ot my literary friends in New
York, and they
Of the late firm of Howard
Strout,
unanimously agreed that it was a model of
beauty and elegance. I then determined to Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
solve the mystery, and 1 went to the house
105 Middle Street.
where 6he was employed, and asked her how
it was that in her humble circumstances in
International
Bank.Portland.
Opposite
life, she had acquired a style so beautiful that
the most cultivated minds could but admire
Aug 12—dfcwSm
it. ‘Sir,’ she
said, ‘1 came to this country four
years ago. Then I did not know how to read
First National Bank.
or write.
But since then I have learned how
This Bank will convert the seven-thirty notss mato read and write, but I have not yet learned
Aug. 19, and Oct. 1, Into six per oent. bonds
how to spell; so always, when I sit down to turing
Of 1881, in all the denominations in which the note
write a letter, I choose those words which are
were
issued, via:—*60, *100, *600, and *1,000— at a
so short and simple that I am sure I know
commission of I per cent.
how to spell them.’ There was the whole seW. E. GOULD, Cashier.
cret. The reply of this simple-minded Scotch
Portland. July 80,1864.—eodtf
girl condenses a world of rhetoric into a nutshell.
Simplicity is beauty. Simplicity is
Billiard Table for Sale.
power.”
with marble bed; also
1 would that
anthis
man
read
could
Afl.rB«7*.^?lllllr'lT**)le,
every
blU*11,(1 1 set of points, and
ecdote. How
bommuch
t0
how
1
»«» famished table.
many words,
A7fil“,n|5
Will be sold
on liberal terms.
bast, would this principle, here inculcated, wT7i
Applv to
eliminate from ambitious sermons and adJ-MCDONALD,
1

and Latin

three-tenths per cent per annum,—principal and interest both to be paid in lawlul money.
These notes will be convertible at the option of ths

Treasury

FRAMES,

of

Instructor in

Secretary of the Treasury gives notice that
subscriptions will be received lor Coupon Treasury
Notes, payable three years from August 16, 1864,
with semi annual interest at the rate ol seven and
The

which they off,r at lowest rates.

Looking-Glass

neighboring plantation, and being known as
an active,faithful and intelligent “boy,” though
It was not even suspected that he could read,
ho was put in charge of a distillery. In the
family of hjs new master he found an Irish
tutor, who was teaebiog both the Latin and
Greek, and who inherited, as was soon discovered, the national love for whiskey. George

Recently

—

FRAMES,

It required unflagging perseverPlaces of all Sizes Ee-Set.
Bat as he had been to others, so he was
They have also a large variety of Photograph
equal to this emergency. By dint of long and Stock and Chemicals, Cases, Camaras, !fc., $c.
hard study, he went through with his Greek
\* Mamtlr AMD yum Glabsxb made to order.
And then he secured an e|ementaWith the facilities afforded them they can get up
y book in each language, and tried to learn
any piece of work in their department of business
to read it. But his progress was slow. He ; as well and as cheap aa can be done in Boston or
needed an instructor—some one to give him a ! New York. Liberal discount made to the trade.
Sept 27—dtf
Start; and he obtained one in a singular way.
About this time George was hired upon a

perplexing.
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THE DAILY PKESS,
PORTLAND,

Yet; stand fas:. Don’t be frightened.
Washington, D. C., Sept. SO, 1864.
What if gold has /alien thirty per cent, and i To the Editor of the Frees.
To a truly honest mind, nothing is more disdry goods, pork and produce are tumbling afis
because
the
nagusting than a false pretence. Deceit either
ter? Ifthesegodown.it
crime
tional credit rises; because men daily gather covers or enters into almost every
law. Moses redivine
determination
and
known
to
and
the
the
human
in
abtliconfidence
to maintain itself buked it; the Jewish prophets rebuked it; the
ity of the government
its open and its secret foes. That
Christian churches in all ages of the Christian
both
against
in
fall
the
gold means. Speculators era have rebuked it; and even among the rudis what
is held more detestable
suffer, but the nation gains; and every intelli- est of savages nothing
in
other
or
who
man
than
words, “deceit or
loves
his
truly
hypocrisy,
gent

MAINE.

Thursday Morning, Oct 6, 1864.
-——-—•

of the Daily Press U larger
ihan any other Dally paper in the State, and
double that of any other in Portland.
lints—*5,00 per year in advance.
on

all Four Faces.

this

at

dawn.

country rejoices
unmistakable sign of the breaking

Unfortunately there is no earthly good

with-

admixture of evil. Men have been doing business on a highly artificial basis, and
the movement towards

temporary

return to real values
confusion and large loss
a

and when the reaction comes mustshare in its
effects. The shock of re adjustment is felt
many, but the return to a sounder ?nd

^3

by

IIWIOM NOniMTION».

more

healthy basis caunot fail to be beneficial

The fortunate ones are those,
having seen in time the inevitable
to all.

ELECTION TUESDAY, NOT. 8th.

of events, have jbeen preparing for the storm
by taking in all their superfluous canvass.
These, having curtailed their business operations to meet the approaching change are
ready now, with everything close reefed for
any wind that chooses to blow.
The change, involving though it may, a
present loss to some even of our fair-dealing,

PRESIDENT,

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
ILLINOIS.

VICE-PBEBIBENT,

non-speculating

business men, must, we rerepeat, be in the end beneficial even to them.
It is a mistaketo suppose those who make their

ANDREW JOHNSON,
OF

TENNESSEE.

money by
an

For Eloctori.

1«( Dist.—RICHARD M. CHAPMAN ofBiddelord.
td Dist.—'TuOWAS A. L) KESBENDEN of Anbnrn.
Sd Dist.—GOING HATHORN of I'lttufleld.
U.h Dist.—BEN,I P. GILMAN, of Orono.
Ah Dm«.-JOHNN. BWaZET of Bueksport.

“

enormous

inflation of

by such
prices. They can-

keep up with the rise. It is like the
“Jumble Spirit of the West Indian negroes,
always before them, always tempting them
on, never overtaken.
They cannot possibly sell goods so fast but that when they
come to replace their stock they find that the
advance has eaten up all their profit.

B.

McClellan's Masterly

regular

trade are benefitted

not

BROWN, of Portland,
of Damariscotta.
STETSON,
ABNER

JOHN

who,
tendency

In the meantime, to all consumers, among
whom are numbered an immense majority of

Strategy."

the

her Statute

Books, and enlorced by her courts
when the parties concerned were
not of her own nationality. With what feelings must every honest Englishman regard
the impunity with which the British Government permits the use of her flag for the basest

—especially

and most cruel of all purposes, that of pibacy
on Tint high seas ! Is itnot known through-

soldiers

mind.

out the world that rebel

were

have not heard one word of rebuke or

complaint from this immaculate government
concerning this shameful prostitution of her
national flag!
How can the English Government, under
these circumstances, be regarded other than
as recreant to her own principles and laws, or
astoo selfish and cowardly to resist such an
abuse and violation of her national ensign?—
A day of close and severe reckoning will assuredly come.

From South America—War against
clared by l*eru

|

,j

_

Remedy.

of

prompt

scrape”

ly

stolen.

j

much much like the
strategy of John Phoenix,
who held his
antagonist firmly on top of him,
by adroitly inserting his own nose between
the teeth of his
adversary. McClellan practiced his strategic retreats because he couldn't
help it. and he became so

perfectly demoraliz
Gen. Sumner’s
testimony will
shew, that when he his own troops were flushas

ed with

victory
Malvern, he sent to them at
midnight from his gunboat cltidel to retreat to
the place he had selected before the baltle
at

commencedf

The Maine Twentieth in Battle.
At Peebles’ Farm, a place situated about
five miles from
Petersburg, and about the
same distance from the Danville
Railroad, on
the 30th of

September,

Gen. Griffin's division

made one of the most
gallant chaiges known
in the history of the war. The Maine 20th
was in this division
and

I

participated in the
charge. To Lieut. Prince, of the Maine 20th,
acting aid ot Colonel Gwynn, is credited the
capture of a rebel Major,
commanding tbe
first redoubt. The Major fired at
him several
times with his revolver, during which
firing
the Lieutenant kept bravely
advancing, and !
use
of
the
his own rethreatening
finally, by
volver, compelled the Major to surrender to
him as prisoner.
The following are the casualties suffered in
this regiment
during the conflict:
Li*ut A

r1B;
Em,i

L B

Miller, Jr, C, leg, Corp

0 It Uedraond, F, anconcussion; Geo A Kamsdeli, K
Bide; Geo V Mills, head; Geo 11
Jo* K Tartan, II, shoulder; Randall
u- thiKh : ScI»t E
Unrtou'
‘di, l>. side; 0 Hoafflt. H,
IrilS. .‘ u
A ^r’
n":,0^Ba"Ml1' "• «lbowi A

V.V’rloclc» E,
Walker, II,

iiv O
fmt
D mrriTr
Wm

w ^h

’7*S

Z:JfNP 5KLVJ"

K,arm; Serg.J Walker D,

Ue° “

«“*£•
side*' BcShi^ r„Nj22’.

Geo H Richardson B. arm; S^rat VV A
N D Willing. B, aide; James

Diu.more,

<wn'

faithfully delivered, but subsequently
It is a burdeu that we ought not to

bear.

very

ed himself,

and

In many places parties desire to have their
papers put under lha doors. Do they consider that a boy cannot well
put a paper under,
so that a rogue may not extract
it, unless he
consumes more time than consists with a

to the radicalisms of the
Administration.
lftive regarded him as a conservative,
n a r*C' nt
sPeech Mr. Blair uttered thefollowj
ng noble sentiment, which
shows the quality of
his conservatism:
Tbe Pe°P‘« °w slaves in

ijtion
hey

the rebel States
can never again bo re.-oznized as a„V,
? tb«
Stats. No

United

auwcit? S

c

LEGISLATIVE ACTION, STATE OB Nation A,
The following casualties occurred in the
9th can be admitted to re-enslave a people who are
Me. regiment, in the same battle:
associated with our own destinies in this war
of defense to save the Government, and whose
T G Ricker, shoulder;
Saunders, thigh; R j Qrav.
fapt W Bigelow, foot; J E Pishe, side; 8 Whitman I manumission was deemed essential to the resUstule: .T c Howe, wrist; J E Palmer, hand; C D kiah’ i toration and
preservation of the Union, and
*
back; 8 T Strout, arm.
to its permanent
—

|

peace-”

ery.

Respectfully

yours,
A. J. H.

de-

cation

meeting in Newburyport was actually
postponed because he declined to speak, pleading illness as an excuse, but when the day for
the adjourned meeting arrived he was no better. There is a report, credited
by many and
told for truth, though we cannot avouch for
its correctness, that he recently said if Lincoln is elected we shall have a speedy
peace,
but if McClellan should succeed four years
more of war would be the result.
We give
the report as it comes to
/
us.

Saturday evening

on

A

manufacturing

was

British

H., Sunday afternoon,

there is

a

pulse

yFenelon

in our

hearts; he

charge of the eduBurgundy, said, “What I

police, Saturday, for having stolen a
The watch was
gold watch in Portsmouth.
found in his possession.

garrotted in Chicago,
evening meeting, a

thousand copies of “Thayer’s Life of Abraham Lincoln” have been sold.
It is an excellent work tor the young, and may

3^*General Sherman, at last accounts, was
near the junction of the Macon and
Montgomery
Railroad, 20 miles south of Atlanta, and Hood
was intrenched on the Chattahoochic river, be
tween Fairburn and Palmetto.
y Lieut. Wm. J. Ladd, son of Alexander
Ladd, Esq., of Portsmouth, serving on the staff

reported in

cing, and

sometimes seems to
in which all liars have apart.
Iiy Mr. Charles S. Perkins,

the New York

forget the

In the dark days ot the Revolution the patriotic friends of liberty fcj{ the effects of the
war as few feel it at the present tint®, and yet
those who were able indulged in extravagance
even as the corresponding class does at the
cost seven

a

Physiological

Regenerator has proved

very plain way,and yet,
of Dr. Franklin, in a letter
a

Paris, “there Dever was so
much pleasure and dressing going pn.” In
answer to his daughter, who expressed a dasire for some “French finery,” the prosaic old
to her father in

merous white

Price 75 cents per

Bottle.

N. H.
Sold at wholesale and retail by W. W Whipplb,
21 Market Square. Portland, Sole
Agent, and by
Druggists every where. #
sept9 64 eodtolanl

t_i

o

families,

refuge here.

The population qf Ney Qrleauj, from tips cause,
js larger now than ever before, while many
other parishes hive been nearly depopulated.
jy The Boston Traveller says U leading mer-

M

saw one of the
Georgia Peace
Commissioners, recently, in New York, aud
conversed with him on the subject of his mission

EpfOAL

E

n

rent or and

DR.

«!>»•

GREiNOUGH & CO

St,

M0ontdaavdSeSd26aandK°0m9|

Argue and Courier

BY TEL KO BA PH TO MBB0J1AHT’8 XZCHABOE.
GLOUCESTER, Oct 6. Sch Edward (of Belfast)
Uendersoo, bound to Boston, was run into about 9
o’clock, last evening, off Eastern Point, by the sch
Torpedo, of Beverly, aud immediately sunk The
Capt and crew were taken into Ulouccster by the
Torpedo.

vnn*

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Ar 4th inst.ahip Dread naught,

Geo H Warren, (new) Wm F Jones

Menan^

Oct.

PORTLAND,

C—dim

ki*£

U L

B

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Glasgow 19th ult, Tanaro, Keller, Ponoaron.
Ar at Glace Bay CB 24th ult. brig 11 B Emery,
Lord, Pictou, to load for Wow York.
Ar at Lingan CB 10th ult, scbs Starlight, York, fm
Now York; 14th, Oriental Thompson, do; loth. Mabel Hall, Hall, and Cyclone. Babpldge, do.
Cld loth, scbs Star igbt, York. New York ; Catawaiuteak, Hix. New York; 17th, Campbell, Soule,
and Calista. Hall, do
Ar at Bicbibucto 26th ult, brig A J Smith, Atkinson, Boston.
Cld at St John NB 80th ult, bartjuo
Hall

Norton,

Warren Point.

Wood for Male.
acre,

>'ord,* for

Montevideo.

t,l*IUri Uth ult’ M“"nl»ln Wave, Uopltins,
Malaga

Bo1.dtUibr*1Ur
Hl,mbur,:

16tb

cilhL>fl“

21“

Warren
Col

Smith.

Adam., Watt.,

a

Boarding.

To the Hon. County
of Cumberland:

Commissioners of the County

ritaE undersigned re'pectfully represent that the
A
publio interest requires an alteration in the
County Road as laid out by the County Commissioners on petition of Luther Billings et
al, August *8,
18tKl. Said a|tprat on
commencing at t he angle near
l orry and Taylor's b aratug bouse, and
|i tersectipg
at some point in the newly located Road in the
fleid
of Nathaniel Martin, iu said town oi
also
Bridgton;
tooiscontinne as tnucn ot the Hoad laid out by ea d
Commissioners Msy ill, 1862. as they may deem proper, and they beiieye that af.er duo notice and examination such alteripion will ho deemed of common convenience and
necessity
They there tore
pray your honor that its alteration may be grtnted.
Hated at Bridgton, this 10th day of sept. 18C4
Lot 0 NjtLaos,
Signed by
John P. Pkblby,
UKOBQB E.

Selectmen of Bridgton and

our

CHAOBOOBBE,

others.

OE -MAINE.

ST4T*1
CtJMBEBLABD, M.

At the Court of County Commissioners
begun and
lio.den at for land, w.tbin and for the C
uuty
Cumberland, on tho Brat Tuesday of June
Anno Domini, 1864. to wit at an
adjournment
thorenf heid In Portland on tho fourth day of October, A. D. 1864.
On the foregoiug Potillon it
being satisfactorily
*hown to the ..ourt, that the
petitioner!* are roeponHibieana that a hearing is expedient, it is
hereby Ordere-i, that the County Commissioner will meet at
the boarding hog^e or
perry fc I avlor in said lirtdgton, on Tuesday the 16th day oi’Novtiober next, at 9
o’clock A.
and that th
rttitionen* give noiico
to a I persons interes cd,
by oan-iog at ested onpios
oi said petition and this ort-or of
oourt thereon, to
be served upon the Town Ocrk o' said
Bridgton and
also by post a y up copies of the same In ti ree
publio
places in each ot said Towns, and publishing the
same tbreo weeks successively in the Maine
State
a
frees, paper printed in Portland in said County,
the firstofsaid.publications.and each of t-e other notioes.to beat least thirty days beiore the time of said
meeting! at which time and place (after it baa been
satisfactorily ebown that the abore notice baa been
duly given,) theCommi-sionors id proceed to view
the route -et forth in said petition, a d otheroute#
and roads connected tborewirh, acd after such vl«w
they will give a hnariog to the parties and their witne-ses at some convenient
place in the vicinity
when and wh- re all persons and corporations interested, may appear and show canse, if any they have,
why tho prayer of said petition should »«t ne grant-

Iol

D W. FESSENDEN. Clerk.
Att?*A:
o ....
of the Petition
and O' der of < nnrt thereon
Copy
Attest,
D.\y. FESSENDEN. Clork.
flwDw
v-

CATARRH r
DR.

R.

GOODALE’S

CATARRH REMEDY
AND MODE OF

TBEATMET IS

THE ACME OF PERFECTION.
It Cures

Hay, Rose,

and Periodic Catarrh.

It Cures Catarrh in all its

Types and Stages.
Consumption.

It Cures Catarrh and averls

NO

VIOLENT

SYRINGING

Of the Head.
THE

SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL
RESTORED.

centuries Catarrh has defied the skill of phyFOR
sicians anil surgeons.
No medical work
sins

ton-

t

a proscription that will ersuicafeit
Nothing
Dr. Goodale’s Remedy will break it up, radtcally destroying toe principle of the disease, and
precluding the possibility oi relapse
No tbim of Catarrh can withstand its
searching
power and no mode ot treatment e ver afforded such
immediate relief, or gave such universal »a
iafactiun
It penerratee to the very teat of this
terrible oiseaao, and external ates it, root and branch, forever.
save

From the Commercial Advert Her, Xew Yotk.
Rote anil Periodic Catarrh.—Dr. K. Goodalesuatarrh Remedy, and mode ot treatment not
only affords the greatest relief in every variety of
Catarrh, but it extinguirhea ihe disease forever in
all its tyyesand stages. Every one
speaks well otit.
From John J. Beebe, Xcm London, Conn.
M*8»bh. Nobton a Co.
GentJuncn—lbs bottle ofGoodale'a Catanh
Remedy you sent me baa cured me oi the Catarrh ot ten
years .tand.ng. 1 gave a tew dose, ot it to three of

my neighbors, and they say it has cured them
have now halt a bottle loft aud would not take I
thousand dollar, for it if I
procure more
y- dlHCOve^d the true enure oi
Catarrh, aud an unfailing iemedy to cure it.
JoH3f Is. BJCEBK.
Lew London,
June

^*r°hdt? *4h*8 8ttP
NhoT««}0ttr!-'rttly,f
Conn,
Pamohioe

could* “t
9, ISfcJ.

Dr R. Gocdale's New
„Snn,d a?ta™P
U~ltS ,Wr,Mt mod' ottreata.t t

iudTpid “u,e

Depot,76Bie<Her
stMet nn»H°“A1E,,8iand
?o„.;,H.„d2r
,weHt 01 Broadway, New fork. Norton and tp Sole
Agents
June „!**?
3d, 1863,

Agont

lor

Portland.
June2d!y

Quarterly

Pleport

OF THE

First National Bank of

Portland,

(JOT. 1. 1SU4.
LIABILITIES.

Capital Stook.*650,000
Circulation.In7,601
Deposits,.
**2,427,02
Due to Banks,.885,8.2 gy

Profits. 56,3y0.lt
*2. 891,048,42

RESOURCES.
ui egg 710 ry
Notes Di’counted.
United States Bonds,.
'675*142 43
Beal Estate,,,,.
10 097j4
Expenses... .'.
5 i*h,65
bpeoie and Lawfu, Moiny. 3 .9 898 04
Due trout other Banks,....
163,Gi9,s7
*2 391,048 42

Suspended paper,.nothing.
W. K. (iOULD, Csehiar.
H. Ilslit, Justice of Pe'ce
Swombcforo
oct5dlw

TASTEFUL
AND ELEGANT!
you aeeagentlnman wearing
hat which
WHEN
attraoto geueral attention b* the
beauty of the

taorto, and its
aty le y ou may

remarkable neat in as ai.d elegance of
be assured that It la t ne of

Harris' Latest Introductions.
KW~Hia establishment is opposite the Post (idle, t
1
Sept 22—ti

for

SPOKEN.
13 60 W’ ’“P Webfoot- fro“

SUeU|d.?fo?tide1N'l0D

on

gain.
Acquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON. at Geo. H.
BaqCvOk’s, Federal Street, or ot ASA HANSON
he« nf Berlin Wharf,
OOt8-tf

a

Per steamer China, at New York.
Cld at Liverpool 22li ult, Penguin, Bangor
Sid im Cardiff 23a, Luoy A Nickels,

I

ME.

ot Pine Wood
eight
the stamp
ABOUT
at Graves tit.1, Weetb ook, will be
sold at
bar-

Cpton’

London.Gordon, Bangor for New York; |
do lor New London: Eben
Herbert, Snow, do for Boston; Gen Washington,
Sargent, do lor Lynn; Susan at Mary, IlalJ: Albion,
M loon; Lizzi* Guptlll.
Guptil: Marietta, Mall; Angeliue, Hix: Maria Whitney, Hall, and M 8 Partridge. Hix, Rockland lor New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 1st inat, schs Unison, Williams, Bangor; 2d, Emma Wadsworth, Bartlett, Pembroke: Concord];*. Flint, JJockJapd,
Cld 8d. brig H H fycGjlvcry, till key, Bqstoq.
BANGOR—Cld 4th, sch 8ol I raucis, Cottrell, for
Portland.

ThreelSrdr““”UI,W1I»'“|aj'.

CLARK,

Office No. 69 1-9 Union Wharf,

yesterday,

uil1,
du' for
SSw^Vork’
I
fSSu ^l*1• ^oore* *'roiu Gouldsboro tor

H°“V

140 Middie street.
copy.

SAMUEL B.

The new ship Pleiades, built by J P Morse, Esq. at
Bath, was towed to this port
and will
load immediately for Liverpool. She is a superior
white oak ship of about 1200 tons, rates Al. and will
be commanded by tapt Nathan Winslow, of Gorham.

Cld 6th, barque DGodf.ey, llallett Valn...i.n,
CuMWi 6eh w u

R T R R,

New York Prices.

Oct 6—d^w2m

SAILED—wind N—U S frigate Sabine, 1or Hampton Roads.; and others.

S?

Vorif Electrical

Kultin

CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapei^Mi, Willetts, New York—Emery
k Fox.
Sch Mary Fruer.(Br) Pett s, Parsboro NS—master
Sch Eclipse, (Br) McBuruie, Parsboro NS—waiter
Sul* Maracaibo, Henley, rimaaeipuia—L 1 Knight

Forytl«d°Wer'

Proprietor.

pcrmitiing, nrol'eiwinn./ia '-w*
and read his documents, The condition on
&t ,he E1m
on
which Georgia is willing to oome back into the
Oct 17.
is
that
she
will be allowed five years
Union this,
at his «»<»»»durlfl* ‘he
dav^L evirJatle"te
in which to get rid of her slaves; which President
examine all
caJes of dilSlf/x T.” au<1 wll0re be will
seelfS
to
Magnetic ilaLincoln
uujend by substituting four Chino fWith
*® ?huyJ"xaeWu^lB0tr>0
Machine he can at once determine
u ha* ive »
disease is, and wncre located, and the proyears.
gress it nas
systira wj bout any guess
I^-The Gen. Naglee whose McClellan letter i wora or made upon the
It matters not whero the disgucercalnty.
ease }$
is going the rounds of the copperhead press, is
whether on the lungs, heart or liver,
located,
or any other
this new machine will instantly
a man who was occasionally beard of
early in point out anyorgan,
pain or discomdture to the pa lent.—
the war, when Brigadiers were cheap, but who
lhp Doctor will, after ho has ascertained the disease
its location, pres Bribe the best remedies now
faded out long, long ago. The character of his and
known lor tue immediate cure ol the patient to
be
of
letter may
judged by the faot that he is those who wish it. All female complaints especially
treated. Particular atten; ion paid to Paralysis,Conlavish in praise of Biel and Fitz John Porter, sumption Catarrh, Scrofula, Rheumatism,
Neuralintimates that Meade has been maliciously held
gia. OaDoers, so Diseases ortho Eye and Ear
treated successfully.
make
room for men of smaller
back to
The sick ot both sexes are respectfully invited to
calibre
visit the Doctor, at his rooms on the above mentionand says Grant has lost 130,000 men south of the*
ed days only and consult with him, as all consultaBapidan since May 4th ! How these copper- tions are entirely free. Gentlemen received from 9
to 12 a. m and Ladies from 3 to 6 p. m.
Patient#
heads do hate an efficient officer like Grant, and
visited at ther own houses after 6p.m.
19—dfcwSw
labor to create popular prejudice
dept
him
1
against

about live tons ooal.

Rockport.
Ar oth, barque Ellingwood,
Rllingwood, fm Glare
Bay CB; schs Compliance. Turner. Grand
U“We8' tiould'bor'>; Citizen,

LECTRIOITY

P O

A member of tue Jlsv
242, 244 and 246
will (providence

over

Liverpool; barquo Fchamyl, Tripp, Smyrna: schs N
Berry, Plummer, Norfolk; Onward, Blatchiord

Good News lor tie Sick I

chant of Boston

:

Sole i

tbia Faah

M.;

BOSTON—Ar 4th, brig Maria Wheeler, Wheeler

Certain parties arc making and
imitation, purporting tp tp put up by

sepJlOdlwfwSm

PORTLAND.

Wednesday.October 5.

from Pictou.
Cld 4th ship

Upon eyery f)0ttle;
base

OF

vidence.

VEGETABLE HAIR REJI1WER

Austin B. French,
a

FORT

news.

DiGRTON—Ar 2d, s;ha Hepzibah, Lunt, and
Clara Norton, McKay, Baugor.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Sid 4th rchs Defiance. Fo b
Baugor lor Georgetown DC; Union, eudlet< n, 1m
Rockland for New York; Red Jacket, Averil, Spruce
Head for do; Jas Tilden, Davis, Ellsworth lor Pro-

n

Will bear in mind that thero is none
genuine without this signature,

selling

MA-REsTe

Bangor.

Persona buying

FRIJiCfi’*

Thursday.......October 6.
rise*.6.04 I High water,(p m).... 2 20
11 27
sets.5.31 I Length of days

Sun
Sun

PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, sell Gov Cony,
Brown,
J
Augus a.
NEWPORT—Sid 3d, gch Susau Toylor: 4th. brig
Trocus; Rchs Betsey Ames, Pierce, Hudson. Sarah
Jane, and others.
SOMERSET—Ar 2d, sch Harbinger, Ryder, from

TIBgETTg BROTHERS,
Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,

u

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

CJa3d. brig Abby Thaxter, Walker, Elizabethport;
sch Ada P Mimpson, Cummings, Eastport.
Ar 4th, barque Almoner. Lanpher, Cow
Bay CB.
Cld 4th. ship Webster. Norris, Liverpool;
barque
Brothers, Long, Monte Cristo; brig* B F Nash Lancey, Cow Bay CB.
Sid 3d, "hips Wm Frothinghem, Cha« A
Farwell:
barque Josie Nicholas.

FRENCH,

have taken

....

Glasgow.

keeps

j

frugality necessary; and, as I am always
preaching that doctrine, f c qjnqt it) conscience
or in decency encourage the contrary by
my
example in furnishing my children with fool-

...

Rockland.
Cld 3d, barque Selah, Gould, Port Royal SC.
Cld 4th, brig Mattapouy, Wyman. Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 3d, brig Abby Watson,
Allen. Fortress Monroe.
C!d 3d. sch Fantauzzi, Wooster. Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, ship Kobena, Martin, from

A. E. Ricker & Co.
Banks says; “Of 703,000 whites and
There is no such firm existing
having in any wav
in
there
are
now
not
blacks
I860,
more than 451,any claim whatever to the proprietorship, or any
000 within the State, two-thirds of whom are I true
of
the
composition of his preparaknowledge
within the lines of our army. Almost the entire tion. 1 he article bearing their signatuxe is
fjmrij! ous and an
not
of
northern Louisonly
imposition upon the public.
negro population,
AUSTIN B.
iana, but of the surrounding States, and nu-

our

Geo Cromwell.Now York. .Now Orleans. .Oct 8
.Opt 8
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.
North Ajnerican.. Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 8
York.
ol
Baltimore..New
.Liverpool.Oct 8
City
Roanoke...New York. .Havana.Oct 10
York.
New
.Liverpool..... -Oct 12
Olvmpus..
Asia..
Liverpool.Oct 12
Boston
Nova Scotian.Quebec...... Liverpool .Oct 15
China.New York. .Liverpool.< 'Ct 19
Evening Star.,,,, .New York. .Npw Orleans. Oct 22
Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans. .Oct 29

SAN

jf^Gen

“The war, indeed, may in some degree raise
the price of goods, and the high taxes which
are neoessary to support the war may make

China...Liverpool.Boston.Sept 24
11 ansa..«...Southampton.New York. .Sept 28
Europa i.Liverpool.Boston.Oct 1

Cuetnng. iielv tia.
BALllMORE—Ar 3d, sch Silas Wright, Adams.

fives

—

author of “Poor Richard’’ wrote as iollows:

and

new

a perfect success.
It is not a "Dye,” and will not stain a particle. It
will positively “KubtoekGray Hair” in all cases
to its O'-igiual color. It promotes a growth of new
hair in ail cases on Bald Heads when the glands or
roots of the hair are not completely disorganized.—
It prevents the hair from falling off, and removes all
dandruff, heat, humors and itching from the scalp
It
the hair soft, moist and perfectly healty,and
it a glossy gud beautiful appearance.
It is
ighly p :rthmed, and as a dressing it has no superior. The “Regenerator” is warranted to
produce the
above results kin all cases, if not the monoy to be
refunded. With it
every “Gray Head’’ in New England can be restored in less than thirty days.

a

BAILS

FOR

FROM

Bremen. Southampton.New York.. .Sept 14
City of Limerick..Liverpool.New York.. .Sept 17
Etua.Liverpool.New York. ..Sept 21

fore refore reported, aud landed at Uyannis.
The wato-logged sch reported the ’’Cohern
seen
Sept 30, in tow of sch John S Hall, was probably the
Josiah Aohoru, of hockland, from Portland lor Lingan CB, before reported captured by the pirate Taliahassee.

of the
healthy action, the

glands, and create

ERMINE!

have a few more beautiful seta of
ionable Fur, which we can Bill

Sunday, until 11 o’clock Monday forenoon, when
they were picked up by steamer Island Home, as be-

complete baldness.
To remedy this patbologioal condition

o

ROYAL

of

healthy, and the hair keeps its natural appearance
and color
But when humors and other diseases affect the scalp these glands become involved in the
same disease, and the h*ir gradually turns
gray, dry
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to fall
off, and in many cases, if not arrested, will produce

of Augusta, who has
been on Gen. Howard’s staff for the past iwo
It will
years, has returned home quite unwell.
he rpujembered that he was seriously wounded iu
Sherman's advance to Atlanta, a ball passing
through his lungs, fly a miracle, almost, he recovered, and was able again to take the field a
month or two since. Recently, however, fie yas
Seized with hemorrhage of the partially healed
wound, und was compelled to leave the field
and return home. J Lewiston Journal.

eoffimoil gauze twentya fortune was
required to

MODUB OPERANDI:

Immediately beneath the scalp there are very
small bodies called Glands ;or more commonly Roots
of th9 Hair. It is from these Glands that every hair
of the head is formed and seoreted
As long as the
scalp in tree from ^diesase these bodies alBO remain

jority."
J3F"Capt. Henry Stinson

yard of

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
ST BAM HR

DISASTERS.
Sch Oriental, (of Macbias) Thompson, from LinYork, put into Boston 4th inst, in
distress, having encountered a gale on the 33d ult,
lat 44, Ion 63j, which split foresail and caused her to
spring a leak. On the 1st inst, off Cape Sable, encountered snot er gale, which caused the leak to in
or. ase, and was compelled to put in for
repairs.
Sch T B iiodgman, Cooper, Irom Camden, was
abandoned at sea, [no date given,]
having
sprung a
leak aud become waterlogged.
Crew saved -aud
lauded at Marblehead.
Sch Charlotte. Kiohardson, of and from
Bangor
with lumber, for Newport, struck on Pollock
hip on
night, at 9 o'clock, and at 1 o’clock went to
SaturdayThe
pieces.
captain and crew floated off on the quarter dock, with nothing but what
they stood in. drifting about all that night and through the severe storm

ENERATOR!

Hair

presentstook, which is very small, is sold.
BYRON GRIS ENOUGH &
CO.,
Oct 6-d**2m
140 Middle 8t.
Argus a ad Courier eopy.

uufurDished, with board,

gau CB for New

HAIR

city.
J3p"There are now in successful operation in
Baltimore, five manufactories of substitutes for
coffee, and it has really become an extensive business. From statistics obtained at the internal
revenue office, it appears that an aggregate production of these establishments for the quarter
ending 31st June, 1865, was 375,680 pounds.
lyGen Cameron, in a speech at Pittsburg
on the 99th ult., said that a thorough canvass of
the State (Pennsylvania) shows that the Republicans would gain four iuemhsrs of Congress
at least, and probably seven; aud he added—
“That we shall carry the State in October
there is uo doubt. The only question is the ma-

New.

NOTICKS.

PHYSIOLOGICAL

“lake”

Year’s Fricee,

our

Oota-rtlw-

Sch Olivo Elizabeth, Hamilton, Boston.
Seh Boquet, Johnson, liarpswell.

DB. TEBBETTS*

ITS

w§

private boarding house No. 77 Free Street,
THE
newly papered and painted. Booms turnishcd
sud

HILLSBORO KB. Brig Clyde—ICO tons coal, to
Kerosene Oil Co; 10 cords wood, muter.

broke bulk and threw

Maine, to whom all orders must be addressed.
Aug30 eod&wtf

REG

Hudson Bay Sable.
? ar’ ^bioh is next in value to the Hustiam
TU01S,
Sub.e,
«hall offer at

Lagrange,

arrived.

for

a graduate of the
last class of the Bangor Theological Seminary,
will be ordained to the work of the gospel ministry on Thursday evening next, at the Main St.
Free Baptist church in Lewiston.
The sermon
will be preached by Rov. Dr. Graham of this

Fortress Monroe, Oct. 4.
hospital steamer from Point of Rocks,
has arrived with wounded soldiers from the
army of the James. She reports that Gen.
Terry assaulted and captured a rebel battery
on the New Market road.
Admiral Farragut arrived at Fortress Monroe to-dav on the frigate Susquehanna, and
proceeded up the James river.

of

Steamer Montreal, Knight, Boston.
Steamer Lady i.aug, Roix. Bangor.
Steamer Scotia, Kimball, Augusta.
Ship Pleiades, (new) Winslow, Bath.
Brig Clyde, (Br) Wood, Hillsboro NB.
Brig Shibboleth. Johnson, Bristol.
Brig Mazatlan, Maddoeks. Glace Bay CB for New
York—reports, during a gale on the night of the 2d,

while Anally tried it for every member of his family
and told me he would not take 100,00 dollars tor the
cure just, for his family, and I dont believe he would
take it in go'd even at its highest premium. It reminds me of the ** Brazen Serpent,” a sure cure.
Very Kespoctfully Yours,
E. AI. Spkncbb.
H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland, general agent

Herald of Sunday, to have been mortally wounded Sept. 29th, during Gen. Butler’s brilliant
advance on Richmond.
y Money at the West is getting to be tight.
More than $7,000,000 are locked up in whisky
speculation in Chicago. Wool, too, has another
A fall in pork and
great sum in its keeping.
grain is expected to be among the results of this
state of things.
tyThe Boston Post says “John P. Hale,
Salmon P. Chase and Wm. H. Seward, voted Jor
a dissolution of the Union as senators in Congress.” The Post is strangely bent on roman-

A

iest loss incurred was in the Second division
of the Eighteenth corps, and in Payne’s negro division of the Tenth corps. This latter
charged half a wile across an open field without firing a shot, and carried the rebel works
As was to
at the point of the bayonet.
have been expeeted, from the fact that they
wero so long exposed to the rebel fire, their
loss was very heavy, and a large number of
their dead are still lying on the field to-day.”

persons of

any age.

was

Libbcy,

1), 20th Me Keg.

IMPORTS.

is a verse from the conclu-

I)r. Watson's Dipiheriit Ouro,
Obkrlin, May 6th, 1864.
Sir:—Having cured four cases ol Diptheria in my
house, aud watched its wonderful success in mao)
neighborhoods in my travels; I call Dr. Watson’s
Diptheria Cure a sure cure for that awful scourge.
No one dies who takes it in season; and I may >ay it
cures all who are thorough in using it; even after
the disease is called fatal by attending physicians.
I challange any one to show a failure where the
medicine has a reasonable chance. Who would not
have it in the house; it they knew its power. A
Celebrated Druggist here who feared to try it for a

jyTwenty-seven

Stannard,

following

SPECIAL

an

short time since, and robbed of various articles,
including a valuable watch and chain presented
him by his congregation.

of Gen.

a

Peace be to their ashes !
Far away they lie,
Among their poor beneath tile equal sky.
Among their poor wbo Messed tnomere they went
For ail the loving help ail <‘ calm content.
Oh ! happy beings, who have gone to hear
‘•Well done, yefaich'ul servants,sounding clear;
How easy all yoar virtues to admire i
How hard, alas ! to copy and aspire.

station

profit by

of

ding poem:

jy Michael Leavitt, a substitute broker .doing
business in Boston, was arrested by the first

was

The

der.

india-rubber breast works for ladies, as his advertisement says—“rivalling nature in grace,
shape and elasticity !”

from

son

Count and Countess during their lives, and by
will after death, contributed the greater part of
their fortune to the wisest and most carefully
conducted charities.
They died within two
years of each other and were buried among
their poor in the district of Taden.
The story the author undertakes to versify is
full of interest and the poetry of the highest or

going tosaY to this child, will be the occahappiness or misery to twenty millions of
people.”
tyCotton being scarce, a Yankee “patriot”
has invented and is selling like hot dumplings

returning

vited to attend.
In this city, Oct 2, Seth II
aged 21 years—member of Co

Governor of the town and castle of Dinan. The

am

theXew-

of Colored
Troops.—The
correspondent of the New York World
a paper which has always sought to underate
the services of the negro troops, says of the
recent battle near Petersburg, that the heav-

noble .family,, being jthe younger

who can hold

sion of

yA clergjman

Garaye,

who founded a “Hospital of Incurables,” in
Dinan in Brittany. Count Garaye was of the

when he had

cation of the Duke of

Potomac I
Headquarters,Army
October 4.
(
The utmost quiet has prevailed in front of
Petersburg since Sunday.
In passing over the ground where the 2d
division 9th corps met with a reverse, Saturday, our dead were found entirely stripped of
their clothing. Two or three bodies were
Several men had evihorribly rautlaited.
dently been murdered after they were wounded. One body presented a spectable too horrible oven to be described.
McGregor.

Bravery

in verse in the life of the Countess de la

the one knows how to think, and he who can
move the other knows how to feel.

or the

army

The Lady of La Garaye: By Hon. Mrs. NorNew York: John Bradburn, publisher.
ton.
12mo, pp. 115. For sale in this city by Bailey
& Noyes.
This is a striking and simple detail of events

put through the process of naturalization in
that city are for McClellan.
y There is a thread in our thoughts as

From the Army in front of Petersburg—
Treatment of wounded Soldiers.

cock’s tail.”

a

yThe New York Journal of Commerce says
that nine-tenths of the foreigners that are being

New York, Oct. 5.
The Herald’s correspondent details at length
Sheridan’s operation. As a specimen of Gen.
Grants orders, lie cites the following:
Do all the damage you can to railroad and
crops, carry off stocks of all descriptions, and
negroes so as to prevent planting. If the
war is to last another year let the Shenandoah
Valley remain a barren waste.”
U. S. Grant.
( Signed)
The destruction done by Custer and Merretts division was on the largest scale. In
one day wheat enough to subsist the whole
rebel army a year was destroyed, besides
collecting 1500 head ol cattle and 300 sheep.
The work continued.

ish modes and luxuries. I therefore send all
the articles you desire that are useful and necessary, and omit the rest; for, as you say
you should ‘have great pride In wearing anything I send, and showing it as your father’s
taste,’ I must avoid giving you an opportuni
ty of doing that with either lace m feathers.
If you wear your cambric ruffles as I do, and
take pm not to mend the holes, they will
come in time to be lace; and
feathers, my
dear girl, may be had In America from every

poverty and other unfavorable circumstances,
as he will be inspired thereby with fresh courage
and increased determination.

young man by the name of John Hall, clerk at
the Squamscott House, about 23 years of age,
committed suicide.

be read with interest and

daughter

every young

trict.

JNO. P. bMiril, Business Agent.

invited to attend.

In this city, net 4, of consumption, Dr Henry J
Boynton, aged 62 years.
5^'Fuueral this (Thursday) afternoon, at 2 o’cl'k,
from his late residence, No. 369 Congress street.
Kelatives and friends are invited to attend.
In this city, Oct 6, Elmer, only child of William,
Jr, aud Sarah D Kohs, aged 3 years 3 months.
jgJT’Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at No 13 Myrtle street. Kelatives and friends are in-

lay within him a
unbending resolution.

force and stern

The life of “Jean Paul” should be read by
man who is struggling against

Lewiston Journal learns that Hon.
Nahum Morrell, of Auburn, has received his
commission as Provost Marshal of the 2d Dis-

Oete-dtd

In this city, Oct 4. Mrs Martha, wife of Capt Dan’l
White, aged 86 years.
gEST"Fuueral this (lhorsday) afternoon, at 4 o’clk,
from No 77 Brackett street. Kelatives and friends
are

MINSTRELSY.

to

mane.”

jyThe

N.

But,

“He shook off the little evils of poverty and
pain, as the lion shakes the dewdrops from his

man.

Gen. Grant's order to Gen. Sheridan- Destruction of crops in the Shenandoah Valley.

said the

giant’s

in the port ot New York a short time
by H. W. Stewart, a colored

yin Exeter,

of themselves.

his brothers to take
says his biographer, there
care

ago, is commanded

while

four dollars, and
maintain .a family In

the age of 19 he was at “hand grips with actual
want,” and he was also very much troubled on
aocount of the sad and reckless incapacity of

man-of-war, Georgianna,

Rock Fish aud Brown’s Gaps are strongly
fortified by the rebels and defended by a considerable force. But if they attempt to stand
they can be flanked on both sides. Many
refuges some rebels, and large numbers of negroes arrive here daily. Gen. Max. Weber
has been ordered to report to Gen. Sheridau.

A-J>air°f

many, in the year 1763. His father died when he
was about fifteen years of age, leaving him to
struggle for ten years with extreme poverty. At

England.

which

Charlottesville. The report of disaster to our
cavalry is untrue; on the contrary they had a
victory capturing 100 prisoners and driving
the rebels through Swift Head Gap, which
they had fortified.

gloves

the mountain

bead and

al the

Surveyor of Lumber,

DIED.

published. “Jean Paul” was born in
region, in the very center of Ger-

was

peerless and alone

SELECT

allot Yarmouth.
lu Windham. Oct 2. by 8 M
Baker.Esq, Peter Carroll. ot Chatham, Canada East, and Mrs Susan
E dor, of W.

lyears since the first
distinguished German

and

Ailmis ion 26 Cents. Kr served seats 60 Cents.
Doors open at 7; to commence at 8 o’clock.

5, by Rev H D Moore, Daniel
en,tett* *' da“*Ut*r 01 Uir,“

Oct

ENGLAND,

CEOKOE C’HHISTV,
Who Mauds
front of

Yarmouth, Oct 4, at tho Central Church, hy
Rev Mr BltUugcr, David \V
Blanchard and Mis.
Adelaide 0, oldest daughter of Ferdinand
Ingraham

It is now twenty-two
edition of the life of this

poet

THEIR RETURN FROM

WE
2 Dow,®^il““w
S“P‘ 22. by Rev J Adams, L(cut Joel Less Ilian
a“d
Julia A
h“boi
of Gorham77,
BYRON
lu

Life of Jean Paul Frederic Richter, compiled
from various sources, preceded by his Autobiography: By Eliza Buckmiuster Lee. Boston: Ticknor & Fields, publishers. 12mo, pp.
531). For sale in this city by Hall L. Davis.

for Lincoln and Johnshn.
jy Jackson Haines, the American skater,
whose departure for Europe was announced not
long ago, has issued a challenge to the skaters
ty The

1Westbrook,

New Publications.

proceeding. ’’—[Punch.
y Gen. John A. Logan, an old wheel horse
of thelllinois Democracy, while at home from
Atlanta on a furlough, is stumping in that state

of

of Portland.

who were around him.

Vichy-vashy sort of

On Saturday morning Gen. Sheridan’s infantry were at Harrisonburg, and the cavalry were east of Blue Ridge reconnoitering

kid

and landed in a quiet place where there were
spectators. With as little delay as possible,
It is said that he
he was carried to London.
appeared calm and collected, and while on
board the tender, conversed freely with the few

FIRST APPEARANCE IN Til 18 CITY SINCE

Until

In this city, Oct 4. by Rev 10 C Bolles. W T KUboru, Esq, aud Lut:o S, daughter of Alvab Libby,
all or Portland.
In this city, Oet 6,
by Rev S F Wethei bee, assisted
by Rev u 51 triale, at the residence of 13 M U Dunn,
Esq. Jam's 11 Morris and Miss Persia M Dunn, both

no

Congress far this state.
jy The Emperor of the French is at Vichy,
! and daily takes a bath. The King of the Belgians is reported to have called this “a very

The Tribune’s Martinsburg dispatch of the

present time.
dollars, and a

fortnight

CHRIST’Y MINSTRELS.

Last

MARRIED.

howeve ”, for he was put with the mails on board
out to meet the Etna,
a tender, which was sent

ySurgeon M Dougall, Medical Director of
the Eastern Department, arrived in Manchester,
N. II., Friday evening, on a tour of inspection
of hospitals.
y They tell of a New Jersey railroad which
“kills its man” daily.
We suspect it is the
Camden and Amboy, for it killed a member of

4th says:

High Prices Nothing

Muller, thealleged rail wav
murderer, at Liverpool, occasioned great exoitem^-nt, and people rushed to the docks in great
numbers to see him. They were disappointed,

riIS ORIGINAL AND ONLY

.do.103)

1 800

and Tuesday,

Oct 8tb, lOtb and llih.

100.do.:."l00j

The arrival of

ted.

New York, Oct. 5.

on

in

Saturday, Monday

uij
196,

19 030 U S Coupon Sixes(1881)r.106
19.00 .do.104!
1,0(0.do.H‘5{
105}
1.000 .do.
700 .do (small).108}

try—sooner than one stripe shall be obliterated,
the whole land shall sink beneath the surges of
the sea, to go down to oblivion forever.”

by the decline in the price of cotton goods.
yThe story that a railroad train was stopped
the other day by a United States Collector, because it lacked a revenue stamp, is contradic-

Sheridan

another Rebel Battery
market Road.

a

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THREE NIGHTS ONLY!

""

3.000 .do.
1,0)0 United States 7 3 lOtha (Aug).

1.000 .do (Oet).104 j
1,300 .do..,.,,,,.,,,.,,,,,,...,,,.j04j
ICO.do..
1.000 United States 5-30’s. XOei
5.000 .do.!<*»
2.500 .do (Coupons off).101
7.500 .do.1005
3.000 .do.101}
680O .do (small).
103}

said, “May we not resolve, here upon this sacred spot, that sooner than ruthless hands shall
be laid upon our Constitution—sooner than one
star shall be torn from the banner of our coun-

firm in Fall River is

said to have lost $253,003 within

j

Plymouth, in which, after referring to the Mayflower and the institutions springing therefrom,

Louisiana.

ment had 1600 troops. The Ecuadiau government holds rather in a precarious position
owing to the operations of other Republics.
The Pernvlan government is said to be concentrating troops on the frontier. It was announced in Panama officially on the 15th, that
the blockade of the Mexican coast had been
raised, and that the ports of that country
were open to all the world.
The President of New Granada has been requested by the Legislature to withdraw the
exequator of the French Consul at Panama.
Rice the United States Cousul at Aspinwall,
has notified the agent of the national Government that he intended to resist the collection
ot a tonnage tax on goods delivered from ships
in Columbian ports until instructed by his
Government to do otherwise.
The sloops-of-war St. Mary’s and Narraganset were at Panama.

Capture of

distinguished

a

6,0u0.do.. I1891
jgqi
Certificates.!.. 9ft

800 United Sates Coupons.
31.000 United States Currency

Sir rlev. T. J. Greenwood of Malden, a wclong Democrat, recently made a brief speech at

favor of the election of Lincoln and Johnson.
y Ten thousand white troops and fifteen
thousand colored soldiers have been enlisted in

Moreno(s government.
The Government dispatched a new steamer
to the scene but they tailed to effect a landing
and returned to Guayaquil, where the govern-

--wr

Hon. Calkb Cushing.—This gentleman
has been but little heard from of late. We
are told that the Democrats have tried in vain
to get him on to the
stump, and that the ratifi-

Curtis,

Uostou Stock List.
.Salk at thi Bbokebb'
Boabd, Oct. 6.
5,030 American Gold..
.uai
1,700 .do.

growing.

Emerson.

Hon. Charles P.

delphia Union League

The steamer Costa Rica from Aspinwall
26th ult. has arrived, bringing $190,000 in
treasure.
She brings advices from Valparaiso
and Callao to 13th. Resolutions were passed
in the Peruvian Congress that war be declared against Spain as the last measure to obtain
honorable satisfaction by the surrender of the
Chincha Islands and a salute of the flag of
republic by Spain had tailed. A resolution
was pending to seek intervention from European powers to enable Peru to cope with Spain
on the seas,
The news from Ecuador is interesting. Ex
President Urbina with a revolutionary force
of 400 had lauded in the province of Machala
with the intention of overthrowing Garcius

From Gen.

Tuesday, the 18th inst., under the

y

New York, Oct. 6.

Bowdoin Centre, Oct. 1,1864.

To the Editor qf the Tress :
About three years ago I was a subscriber to
speedy delivery of his route? Ten seconds a paper which you edited
in Bath. Since that
each
on
three
huudred papers, wi 1 time I have taken a variety of
delay
papers, to suit
amount to nearly an hour, and it is a smart
my taste as a democratic sustaiuer of this
For the last year I have been watchboy who can tuck a paper through the narrow country.
ing aud studying the movements and actions
space under a door without a delay of more
of those whom I supposed were right; but
than ten seconds. More than this: when the
since the Chicago convention met and estab
lUhed the Platform for us Democrats to stand
weather is sharp and frosty it is no pleasant
I have come to the conclusion that if
they
job for the little fellows, with their numb lin- on,
wish to stand on that rotten fabric, built
up
such
gers, to do
work; and then in winter by such men as Seymour aud Vallandigham,
when snow has fallen, it is a severe thing to
they may do so aud go to the bad place we
require them to brush it away or thrust their often hear ofI from tho pulpit without my
company, for will not follow such damnable
bare hands into the cold deposit.
leaders.
What is to be done, then ? We ask, intreat
And now wh&t shall I do? I want to do
our
friends, to have places made in their doors right and justly for my country and my own
conscience in this great struggle which we
for the
paper to be put through. It is not ne- are
now undergoing lor ;Liberty and Union.—
cessary to make a box upon the inside but We Democrats
have had presented to us Geo.
simply cut a slot in the door, four inches long B. McClellan as the candidate for us to
supand half an inch wide, and when
port in the coming campaign. I think a great
put through
deal of Geo. B. MeClellan, but I must say as
the paper will be safe. Will
they do it, or, by the old farmer’s boy said of his
pet lamb in dineglect will they require us to lose more every
viding the sheep, that he has got in bad comin
morning
supplying duplicate copies, than pany and so we must part.
And now, Mr. Editor, to make short of the
the entire profits on all the
papers delivered
matter, I want you to forward me your paper
upon their streets? A quarter of a dollar
for one year, and the money shall be forthwill pay the expense of a neat arrangement
coming, and this fall when voting time comes,
for almost any shop door iu the city. Who !
my vole will be given to the men who will
will commence the good work, and report to i offer no peace to the Rebels but powder and
balls, till they lay down their arms and come
us 6o we can inform the carriers
accordingly? back
Into the Union, and without that accursed cancer upon the body politic, negro slav-

Montgomery Blair on Slavery.
The copperheads have greatly exulted over
the supposed
sympathy pf the Ex-Postmaster
for their cause, and his
supposed oppoI ^eneral

»
bl
B’

__..

Tue fallowing letter from a hitherto efficient party worker in his town is not a solitary one of a similar kind that has come to us.
It shows a loosening of party screw, and that
patriotism will assert itself:

Spain

indefinite
trying climate for an almost
of the invention
period. The most curious part
is that it does not involve the use of chemicals
of any sort, such as steeping in creosote, &c.,
and that the process is applied to the tree while

the negroes fought bravely in the recent attacks
on the rebel works north of the Jat.nes.
jy Hon. Thomas F. Marshall, the well-known
his
Kentucky orator, died on the 22d ult,, at
residence at Versailles, Ky.
y Gen. John Cochrane addressed the Phila-

Tranquility

Late Turin advices say the mob repeatedly
insulted the soldiers at Hotel de Vilie, before
they were fired upon. The troops fired several times.
Several arrests were made.—
Dashers and revolvers were found on those
arrested and wounded.

may
the most

residence in that
lawyer in Boston, died at .his
city, on Tuesday last.
All accounts agree in the statement that

Liverpool,Sept. 24, P. M. Tbo-U. S. steamer Sacramento from the South for the Westward, arrived at Deal to-day and anchored.

Sporting

“pet

y

LATEST.

I

on

direction of Prof. L. O-

resumed on the 23d.
The Prussian semi-official Journal says the
Government is prepared and armed for a renewal of the struggle on internal questions
with the opposition.

j

Nor will it be forgotten that it was
his culpable indifference to duty in this very
connection, and his evident purpose to have
Pope destroyed, that lost Fitz John Porter his
place in the army and came so near forfeiting
his life.
McClellan’s masterly “strategy,” during the
six days battles, proved to have been

Lewiston

was

the people of the eountiy, the benefit is im
Tbe Argus, anxious to convict the Press of
mediate and most timely. It has been a quesfor
Juinconsistency, copies from the number
tion often and anxiously asked, how, at the
But wane we nave tuese paradoxical Ini
as
follows:
a
ly 14,1862, laudatory paragraph,
and in tact
stances of severe punishment and immunity
lately
quoted,
prices
poor
people,
“McClellan’s strategy was successful. A
all those who live by wages, were to obtain
fi-orn punishment for the same offence on the
chauge of front—a movement requiring the
the necessaries of life. The winter which is
nicest calculation even in the presence of an
part of England, we have some cases oi
inferior enemy, was effected in a manner "that coming upon us like an armed man, must, at
false pbetences to look after at home.
must stamp our chief as the leading military
What is the Chicago Platform? A false
the best, be hard for the poor. The precarimiud of the age.”
ous state of the market will necessarily unsetpretence. What is General George B. McOur neighbor has thought this worthy of be- tle trade to some
extent, and make wages un- Clellan’s letter of acceptance ? A false pre“
From
ing printed in large capitals, headed
certain; and if in addition to this, the enor- tence. What are all of Governor Seymour’s
it
think
the Portland Press,”, but he did not
mous rates at which all needful articles have
and Auguste Belmont’s speeches in favor of
worth while to be honest and tell the whole
been sold were to continue, the destitution
peace and a restoration of the Union but
his
that
it
readers
was
not
truth, by informing
and suffering must be extreme. For the sake
What are all their defalse pbetences ?
editorial, but was clipped from an army letter
of this class we cannot enough rejoice in the
nunciations of the present Executive and
writteu by a subaltern officer in a Maine regirecent reductions, and in the prospect of even
Cabinet but false pbetences ? What are
ment.
greater ones to come. What if importers of all the attem pts of this unprincipled party to
If it had been editorial it would have provdry goods are obliged, in order to save them- hood wink the soldiers in the field, and their
ed nothing, only that its author but imperfectselves from ruinous loss, to re-ship their goods friends at home, by promises of honorable
ly understood the “miud” of whom he wrote to Europe? Is It not better that they should peace, but false pbetences? And what
punishment, according to law and equity,
A great many errors of judgso fulsomely.
miss the profit ou which they had counted
should be awarded to these deceitfnl and false
ment have been corrected since July, 1862. A
than that the poor should perish of cold and
pretenders ?
The People abe not False.—There is
great many wind bags have been pricked by hunger? It is admitted that the heaviest
a common honesty permeating the popular
the pointed pen of the truthful historian, and
losses wail fall, not on the regular trade, hut
mind; and these deceivers and false pretend
a great many military mountebanks have been
I on those who have invested money lor the ere who would decoy the people to their
unhorsed. Why, in July, '62, a large portion
ruin, will find, after the November election,
Some exceptions
purposes of speculation.
ihat their hypocrisy has been unmasked and
of the leaders even ol the Democratic party,
there are doubtless to this rule, instances ol
rewarded according to that inevitable rule
succeededjn imposing upon the people tbe im- business men who can
ill afford the loss they which rnaketh all things work together for
pression that they were honest and patriotic; must suffer, but this class may console them- good.”
T.
now they are proven to be as arrant traitors as
selves with the conviction that the business
Jeff. Davis himself. Then Fit* John Porter
The
Season.
crisis though severe is wholesome. It indiheld a Major General’s commission in the arNow when the forests are becoming leafless
cates that the excitement and feverishness aie
my and was McClellan’s pet; now he is out of
passing away, and a more natural and healthy and th3 insect scourge has passed away for
the service, having been cashiered for offences
circulation is being restored. The true course the season, is the time when sportsmen sally
for which many officers in other countries
i for such men is to keep a quick eye on the f jrth in pursuit of the larger kinds of game
have suffered death. Then Grant and Sherfound in our northern climate. Deer, moose,
lookout and a steady hand at the helm.—
man and Sheridan were men of small note
; Venture nothing
rashly, but don’t be fright- black bears, and those prowling sheep-fold
compared with G. B. McC., but to day they ened at a capful of wind. Individuals make beauties, grey wolves, not to mention racoons,
loom as far above him in a loyal people’s eyes,
foxes, squirrels, skunks and woodchucks, are
the nation. The goveruuent is but the repas heaveu does above the nether regions.
found abundant in some portions of the state,
resentative of the people. White the credit
The intelligent people of the country have
while water fowl cover the lakes and lagoons,
! of the nation is rising every day, business
not yet lorgot.teu the humbuggery and cruel
men cannot permameutly suffer.
Gold falls and front exhibit their kaleidoscope backs beimposition that was practiced upon the public ; because the fact is becoming demonstrated neath the surface of the crystal waters. It is
iniud in July, 1862, iu connection with Mcrare sport to pursue such game—for those who
that the people are equal to the dread emerClellan’s retreat from the neighborhood of
enjoy it, but for one we have always regarded
gency through which they have been called to
Richmond to Harrison’s Landing.
The six
this huuting all day for a distant glimpse of a
pass. The decline is the index of the extent
days’ battles were heralded as six days of suc- to which the fact is becoming
rifle mark, or sitting hours for a nibble, too
The
recognized.
cessive victory, and the public was assured
monarchical nations of Eurobe begin to see much like toiling up-hill with a sled for the
that what so soon proved to have been a semomentary pleasure of sliding down again, to
the intense vitality which is in republican inries of disastrous retreats and terribly losing
And in it sufficient temptation to draw us
the
which
freerecuperative power
i stitutions,
battles on our part, were all according to Mcfir from home. It is fortunate, perhaps, that
dom gives to the constitution of nations.
Clellan's programme !
Who has torgotten
all are not afflicted with such unromantic
In view of all these considerations surely
this ?—that day after day we were told that it
views of sporting life, else the moose and deer
all patriotic men will rejoice in the recent
was
all in the play"; that McClellan was
changes, and will take patiently their share of might range the woods with none to molest or
cheating the rebels; that he was practicing a the sacrifice involved in
make them afraid, and the fishes might suffer
bringing them about.
great strategic movement; that he was changntglect and go unbooked.
Epsilok.
ing his base so as to attack Richmond from a
Those who propose to try their hands at
different point, and that he was making some
either kind of sport should go forth fully preA
Grievous
and
Evil
its
of the most brilliant exhibitions of the age 1
pared for the exigencies of the occasion, with
We invite the attention of many of our city
And so the public was humbugged and impos
gun or tackle that shall do the work without
subscribers, whose papers are left on Comed upon, until the whole heart became sick
disgracing the brute or flsby creation. No
mercial and other business streets, to an evil
and the head faint at the intelligence, which
ouo will be so brutal as to mangle a noble deer
which bears heavily on us, but which they
could be concealed no longer, that McClellan’s
with an old smooth bore or Queen’s arms, nor
can remedy at a very
trifling expense. Our will he hook a trout on a
army was nearly used up, and that his wonrusty, unfinished
carriers must be out by five o’clock in the
derful “strategy” wa3 all to save himself from
piece of iron or with a rough, kinky line that
in
order
to
make
their
morning
rounds
in
utter ruin, and to get a chance to
would make the flsh feel as though ho had
escape from
season.
They go upon Commercial street, been made the victim of a cruel
almost inevitable destruction!
April fool
for example, before the places of business are
Aud who has forgotten that Pope was sent
joke. Let those who would do the handsome
and
opened,
very few of the shops and stores
down towards Richmond overland, on purpose
thing step down to Bailey’s (Q-. L ) on Exto make a diversion in McClellan’s favor, so as [ are provided with places in which papers can
change street, sign of the Ashing rod, and he
safely be deposited. If the papers are put in will At them out with all kinds
to give him an opportunity to save the remof tackle, suitthe door handles or laid upon the
nant of his once magnillcent army ?
threshholds, able for a minnow or larger flsh
These
thatare“very
they afford a tempting opportunity for the like a
facts will not soon fade from the public mind;
whale,” or if they prefer to hunt land
of
gratification
neither will the other, more disgraceful fact,
newspaper thieves, who are
game he cau furnish the hair trigger, or those
around earlier than the business places are
that when Pope had been used to save Me
of less delicate escapement, of a quality to
Ciellan, the latter showed a criminal lndiffer opened. Some mornings it has cost us a dol- suit the taste, and all the et cetras needed
lar or more to supply papers where we have
ence to his (Pope’s) fate, and proposed to Pres
for a sportsman’s perfect outfit.
every reason to believe they had been
idem Lincoln to lot him
out
his

unaided!

severely wounded.

on

yThe following deaths have been reported at
Was^higton: Thatcher Severance, 1st Maine H.
L. Rayden, 17th Maine.
Art’y; .Martin
of the Springfield Republican
editor
The
gy
has seen a“-s’lemisl1 beauty” pear that weighed
a' ounces.
a pound and fiv
Convention is to be held in
Musical
\
gy

McClellan would be in the same predicament as Lincoln.
Great depression continued in English
commercial circles and much distrust., owiug
mainly to heavy losses on cotton. Walker,
Colesworth& Co., of Liverpool, and Otlrichs
& Co., of London, cotton operators, have suspended ; liabilities of Dose of Havre are, estimated at £400.000 sterling. The failure of
Leeds Banking Company proves a bad affair,
and brought down numerous firms with it.
It is feared that there are more to follow.
The Franco-Italian convention for the evacuation of Rome by the French troops, &c., is
fully confirmed.
Hostile demonstrations had asain occurred
at Turin on the evening of the 22d. Seditious
cries, and shots were fired in front of the
royal palace. The military again fired on the
people killing and wounding twenty; several

the government of that country should manifest so little regard for principles laid down in

we

public

world,the

employed

NEW

Photographic Gallery, NEW CITYHALL

isssid to be better for machinsperm oil.

ery than lard or
y There are 35,000 freedmeu
the plantations in Louisiana.

failing

Memory recalling my experience in England during these twelve years, I have of late
felt astonished, chagrined and ashamed that

yet

y Petroleum

The Times correspondent says there is little
to choose between Lincoln and.McClellan; one
seeks to restore the Union by war and extermination, and the other by offering the South
everything except independence. That offer

portation beyond the seas,” varying from seven to twenty-one
years, have been pronounced in scores of cases of “false
pretences.”

pirates deceive and
decoy United States merchant vessels by a
display of the English flag, until, like the
snake which fascinates the bird, they have
them in their power; when then, and not till
then, they unfold theirreal character and purposes by running up their piratical flag? The
instances of these deceptions, or false pretenees, during our unfortunate civil war have
been numerous to an appalling degree; and

yOf the seven million Jews in the
United States have two millions.

ult. via Queenstown 25th, arrived this morning. Her mails go by morning train.
The New York correspondent of the Daily
New*’ represents that there is nothing to look
for but war, whoever is elected
President,
there being no peace party to weigh in the
contest, unless some great change comes over

courts for

twelve years as a law reporter, the writer of
this can say with truth that he has been present in these courts when sentences of “trans-

cupidity the recent high rates have been
mainly owing, we should have little to regret,
but when speculators have forcedthings up
to inordinate figures, those in the legitimate
walks of trade are forced to follow their lead,

FOB

practitioner in English

Chicago

is

$48,497,923.

PAPERS.

Liverpool,

pretence.”

As a

y The valuation of property in

Two Days later from Europe.
New Yoke, Oct. 5.
The steamship China, from
24th

The laws of England are especially severe
on persons who obtaiu goods by false pretences.

in business circles. If the only losses were
the rash and reckless speculators’ to whose

OF

false

out Its

creates a

FOB

a

THE-

EVENING

j

the circulation

;f Ksadlai) Matter

-TO

VrVarritft af trie unity rress are no* allowed
jyGen. viaMcilan commanded the Amy of
1
sell papers on their routes.
the Potomac about fifteen months, and during to
that time by a series of masterly retreats, he
fought the enemy from Fair Oaks to Antietam— Portland
$0 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, Me.,
from within hearing of the church bells of the
Rebel Capital clear across the Potomac into the
A. 9. DAVIS,
Proprietor.
maylMdl*
Portland, May 12,1864
loyal State of Maryland. Had he continued in
at the same rate of progress,
power, how long,
art
In
want
0IP1USXIK6
of
kind
.KVIlyou
any
*■
would it have taken him to crush the rebellion T all at tte Dally ProaaOffioe.
has discovered a
Russian
scientific
jyA
Sy CAKDS and BILL LltADb neatly print*
newly felled, %♦ thla ottion
ti
process by which timber, though
the influences of
become so pard as to resist
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False Pretences.

Stand Fast.

House and Store Lots to Lease.

North and Cumberland
ONCongrcaaa,
Washington street, Including the deeinbielot
corner of Congress and North streets.
Apply
A. r. fULLKJt, W (Si
SeplBdSm
aw.
*

to

_m__1

PORTLAND

AND VICINITY.

National Sailors' Pair.
Boston, (Mass.) Sept. 1.

Advertisement* To-Day,

iioarainff—77 Free Street.
Hudson Bay Sable?—fj-«--

m.

■toy al Ermine—Byron

Fruit and Floral Exhibition.
The Fall exhibition of the Portland Horticultural Society opened
yesterday afternoon,
at. the Senate Chamber in the
City Government building.
The display of fruit, flowers
and vegetables was the
handsomest we have
yet seen, more especially as it regards grapes
and pears, which shows that
greater attention
lias been paid to the cultivation of these fruits
this year than ever before in this
vicinity.

burg, Black Hamburg, &c.

One cluster of
is the handsomest ever exhib-

ited hero.

T. 0. Hersey, Esq., exhibits nine varieties
cf
splendid fruit, among which the Wilmot and
are

upwards of

one

Capt. Charles Richardson exhibits some
Sweet water and other varieties of
open air
cultivation.
Hon. Geo. W. Woodman exhibited six varieties of out-door culture, some of which are

720

Total for four
months,.295,801
In consideration of the
large amount of
travel and continued increase
the

monthly,

Directors have concluded not to raise the cash

fares,

have been

band-

magnificent, em-

bracing
popular varieties.
T. C. Hersey, Esq., exhibits fourteen varieall the

ties,

among which stands predominant the
Flemish Beauty.
Misses Jones exhibit eight

Rolfe, Esq., eight varieties.
George Jewett, Esq., eleven varieties. William Moulton, Esq., ten varieties. Hon. Geo.
W. Woodman, four varieties.
S. L. Goodale,
eighteen varieties, some of which are new.—
Hon. J. B. Brown, Beven varieties.
Joseph
Walker, six varieties, S. C. Rand, four varieC. 8, Clark, seven varieties.
ties.
W. L.
Southard, three varieties. Samuel Small, some
splendid St. Michael’s. N. A. Foster, a basket
pf various kinds, all handsome fruit. William
Merrill, Westbrook, a plate of superior fruit.
Charles Richardson, a specimen of handsome
fruit,
Probably there were other exhibitions of
Samuel

much to

this

j

carrots, tomatoes, corn, celery, squashes, cauliflowers, parsnips, Ac. Qis plate of strawberry tomatoes looked so very tempting that the
managers had to put it under a case.
Capt. Coyle furnished a handsome display of

need

various kinds of

vegetables, among which were
cabbages, parsnips, squashes, cauliflowers, Ac.
Isaiah Vickery, of Cape Elizabeth, exhibited some handsome vegetables, and E. T. Homer some superior squashes and melons.
Hon. J. B. Brown exhibited a haudsome lot,
noticed some

grand display of

Mrs. Fraser exhibited
Mrs.

Stevenson,

Miss Louisa Andrews and
basket of beautiful wild

a

flowers.

Edward Pennell exhibited handsome dahlias.
Mrs.

Tenney exhibited
a floral design.

a

basket of wild

flowers and

a box of honey comb.
The case of fancy pigeons exhibited by W.
W. Stevens, attracted great attention, from

Misses Jones exhibited

tbe beautiful
last

and

evening.
we

of tbe birds.

plumage

The exhibition

was

advise every

Fob tiie Fkont.—Lieut. Lapham, 7th
Maine Battery, left this city last evening in
the boat for Boston with 350 recruits frora

Gamp Berry.
his

The mere announcement of this fact should
fill the hall to overflowing.
But when it is
learned that the profits of the entire exhibition
are to be divided equally between the Widow’s Wood Society and the Soldier’s Home
Institution, it should lead every person to purchase a ticket, whether he goes or not.
Tickets can be had during the day at Messrs.

Cressman & Co.’s store.

U- S. Circuit Court,
CLIFFORD, J.,

$119,447.00
week last year,

$5,800.00

Heath's Counterfeit Detector, which
is advertised in our

columns,

it.

Shawls

—,

-»

Seizures.
Yesterday Deputy Marshal
Wentworth seized a small quantity of liquors
in the shop of John Greenwood on Union
—

street.

Deputy Marshal Merrill visited the Canakept by John Herquantity of liquors.

dian House on Fore
street,
bert, and seized a small

A Meeting of the Directors
of the Maine

Camp Hospital
Association, will be held
this (Thursday) evening at the
residence of
Rev. Dr. BoswCrth, No. 10 Spring
street, at
7 1-2 o’clock.
Per order.

Attention.—The Bricklayers Uqion, will hold their monthly
meeting this evening, at thair Hall, at 7 1-2
o’clock. It is important that every member
should be present.
Bricklayers

plaintiff was employed. Mot finished.
bhepley & Daua,
J. jj Drummond.
Business in the Offioe of the Provost

Northern people know little of the terA southrors of Confederate conscription.
ern Unionist says lie has seen a small farmer
drive into one of the county towns of North
Carolina with his wife and two children In his
one horse wagon, and be pulled out of it with
seaioely a word by the conscripting officer,
and hurried off to the conscripting camp, with

Marshal,

Twenty recruits and substitutes for the
army, and twelve for the navy were passed at
the ofllce yesterday to the credit
of the following places:—Lebanon 7, Westbrook 0,
I’arsonBQeld 4, Portland, Berwick, and Wells !
! hardly a chance to
two each;
Yarmouth, Otisfleld, Windham, : who may never see
Kennebunkport, Naples, Harrison, Sanford,
A

Drafting

will be resumed on Saturday, comwith the town of Kennebunkport.

Christy's Minstrels.—The Original and
only Christy’s Minstrels, and the great comic
grtiste George Christy, will appear at new
City Hall,commencing Saturday, Oct. 8th, for
three nights only. This is their first appearance here since their return from England,

say
him

good by
again.

to

his

family

married lady was placed in a crit
ical position while bathing at Douamenez (Finistere.) She had entered a small grotto on the
shore, and having remained too long admiring
the natural beauties of the cavern, found,
when she attempted to retire, that the tide had
risen and prevented all egress. The water still continuing to rise, she was at
length
obliged to cling to the projections of the rocks
to keep her from drowning, and remained in
young

each.

j

E/Wc

this precarious situation, half submerged, for
hours, when the ebbing of the tide
brought welcome release.

four

are

For

also

prisoners

considerable stores and

were

81 Middle

New

Square

&

New

i

284

Having

All kinds of

few

H

CHEESE,

AKD DBALKRS

Hams, Beans,

C APS
'W

L

&

Merchants,
IK

Dried

LARD,

Apples,

dec.

STREET,

Any

go

into the

BEOEMT

\MJL

NO.

orders in the city
ly filled.

New Fall

Hotel,

SUBSTITUTES

VALISESj

latest

8ept 20—<33w

RECRUITS.

MEAD, DAME & BUTMAN,
105 Federal

Goods I

Street,

C

L

Near TJ.

8.

AND

A K

S

,

PORTLAND,

Have just received a very large assortment of Cloaks,
Capes and Cassocks, from New York and Boston,
ana wnich are now open and ready for inspection
at our place of business. 133 MUldle Street.
We will

sell for cash both WHOLESALE and
at

SELECTMEN,
NOW IS THE TIME TO

Comp’y,
Maine.

such

SiH AWL SI,

stlye; Hoods, Hood Nubias, Sontags, Nubias, Gloves, Hosiery, Mittans, &c.
Gocdi

the dozen

v

as

or case

aa Spool Cottom, (by
price?.)

usual, such
at market

Dress Trimmings, Duttons, Needles, Edgings,
Laces, Veils, Netts, Undersleeves Hoop
Ski rts, (a full assortment) Scarfs,
both Silk and Worsted.

GLOVES,

the Best in the

and Fall

SONj

DU. O. H. RICH,

Cigk

SURGEON

DENTIST,

NO. 145 MIDJDIjN 8T., PORTLAND,

vices of a skillful Dentist. c.vtry branch qf' l/e>
Cistry will receive careful attenliou, and perxuct satisfaction will be warranted.
j>26d3m

THE AFFLICTED 1

DR. W.A.

iktedical

DMIA^,

Electrician,

So. 11 Clapp’s

Block,

CORNER or CONGRESS AND ELM STEER 14

respectfully announcoto thecltjeni ol
WOULD
Portland and viomity, that h© has permanent-

located in this city. Daring the
ly
that ae have been in town we have

eleven months

oored

some

ol

the worst forms of disease in person* who have trie 1
other forms of treatment in vain, and
oaring petiente in so short a time that the question is ofit t
asked, do they stay cured f To answer this questio »
we will say that all that do not
stay out ed, we will
dootor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical .Jeetrician fcr
twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
physionn
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic uiaeascii
In the form or nervous or sick headache; neural s
in the head, neok.or extremities: consumption,when
in tho acute stages or where the Innas are not fully
Involved; acute or chronio rheumatism, sorotula. hie
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, eurvatv *
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limb u
paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, dealness, Stan
palsy oror
mering
hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigo—
o|>n, oonstipr.tion and liver complaint, piles—we cat a
every ease that oan be presented: asthma, bronchus, strictures of the ohsst, and ail forms offemait
complaints.

The Bheumatlo, the gouty, the lame and tho lazy
leap with Joy, and move With the agility and elastic,
ity of youth; the heated brain is oooled; the trost
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied torm to move upright; the blemishes 01
youth are obliterated; the accident» of mature lit*
prevented; the oalamlties of old age obviated, and
•a aotive circulation maintained.

LADIES

as

In every

Who have oold hands and feet; weak stomaehi,
lame and weak baoks; nervous and sick headache;
dizziness and swimming In the head, with icdigtatlon and constipation or the bowels; pain in the side
and baek; leuoorrhma, (or whites); filling of tha
womb with internal oanoers; tumors, polvpus, aud
all that long train os diseases will find in ilectrlotty a sure means of onre. For painfhl menstruation
too profhso menstruation, and all of those
long line
of troubles with young ladies,
Kleotriolty Is a certain
specific, nnd will. In a short time, restore the sufib-er
to the vigor of health.
tar* we have an Blcetro-au. ical Apparatm tor
extracting Mineral Poison from'he system, such as
Heronry,
Arsenic, Ac. Hundreds u ho
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak baoks, and various other difficulties, the direct oauso of
whieh, In
nine eases oat of ten, Is the effect of poisonous drugs,
oen he restored to natural strength and visor by tM
nse of from five to eight Baths.
Offloe hours from 8 o'clock A. K. to 1 p.k.;U
8; and7 to 8 T. a.
Oonsa ltatio* Pros.
ty 141 see

Antimony,

Market,

Imj)ortations, tfc.

Call and examine our 8tock and yon will find as
of Fancy Gcods us is to bo found in
liberal discount to the trade.

1'ortland
A
Oct 6—d4w

Motlef.
SPECIAL Meeting of tho Stock hold' rs of the
New England Screw Steamship Company will
be held 8t the htramship * nice, end of Brown’s
Wharf, on Thursday, Uet aotii lest, at 3 o’clock r.
X., for the following purposes:—
1st—To see whether they will vote to increaso tho
Capital 8took to 8280.000.
2nd—To make such alteration sand amendmeuta to
the By-Laws as may bo deemed expedient.
4

STYLES OF CLOTHS,

BECKETT,

WILLI&1C.

M erch ant Tai lor,
HO. 137 MIDDLE STREET,
ton,

a

Dress

Ajiot g

FILL YOUR QUOTAS!

THE ARMY METIS THEM ALL!

by himself

GIVE

US

A

CALL!

Fall and Winter Millinery Good*,

M. C. I*. A.
STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable Me®>- "ctsM1 advertisement, in another
A chanic Association
will be held at the Library
Dr. Hughesia unequalled I Room, on Thursday Eveniner, Oct. 6th, at 7J o'clock.
5“
ln.¥88p«cialty
by any physician
in this country.
STEPHEN MARSH, Sec eUry.
I
janlwly
cota-dta

trade, il

are new

kinds of

into

ARBY AND NAVY SD1T3 MADS 10 ORDER."

oct4—Gw

Merrill, Parsons & Small,
removed fiom 131 to the

new

*P*C*°"*
wlhe™

Undertakers Good,

L.

Federal

Street,

USTear XT. S. Hotel,

>

iptaa-aim

Deceased Soldiers at He" Oilcans.
State.
or Friend. <n this
of
Orleans,
Soldiers buried in the rioinit |
80 “P
desirous of
addressing
fall,
by
this
and sent homo
j. if WTN8.LOW. Undertaker,
New Orleans, can have
No
178 Magazine Street,
and proper y at'ended to oa
that business carefully
terms.
Mr. Winslow was fjithe most reasonable
can give satisfactory Reference..
merly of State, and
I tie /Honda can have the bodies carefully takt-n up
and encloeed (without removing from the original
ectno) m Wood or Metallic Burial Cases, tna forwarded to New York by government Bteamer.
octo dim
oil

lui lev

Notice.
Oct. 6th.
Oot 6—dtll

M. L. NEAU.

Secretary 1-

.^essme™
laid,

Bank, No 102 Middle street,

thirty*-.-

> f
and that the
office of th.Treasure
03t 4 1W

Notice

on

Wednesday. October 12th, at 8 o’clock r. a. for the
officers, *o
MARTIN OOliE.
Secretary.
Portland, Sept 28,1864 —dtd

F. A,

Notice.

l'ABBOHS,

thk

■

wh*a-f.
Bm:KKY Ft, X,Treasurer,

to

Physicians.

and Staid of s physician and Drugflourishing Village In this State, on a

stock
«

Railroad, will

te sold at

a

bargain,

as

the

owner

Is

retiring from business
to W. F. PHILLIPS, H9 Middle Street,
oottdlw
Portland.

about

Apnly

choice of

House for Sale.
DESIRABLE COTTAGE HOUSE,
•

AVEltY
Myrtle St.

Brig TOnuzanilla for sale.
mHE line Brig Manzanilla, 186 tons.

PORTLAND, ME.

Market Square,

OR TLAND.

and
WArliHcial Teeth Inserted on Bold, Silver,
ruicemite bate. All operations varr<i*l*d to rive
juneSoeodisly 6 i
ntiafaction,

Cha*. Small.

Portland Benevolent Society.
Annual Meeting of the Portland Benevolent
Society will be held at the oflioe of the Portland

105

Clapp’a Block,

Ho

at d

Woolen Tarns, llosiory, Glove*, Dree*

Fire Cents Savines

Mo. 8

Provident

Budding

lorugn

OSGOOD,

Annual Meeting of the Female
TliF,
Association wilt be held at 8 o'clock, I buredk),

MerriJl»

Evaus
rooms 145 Middle St.
of
thev now offer a oomplete stock
mestio
^

MEAD, DAME AND BUTMAN THE

H.

Relative*

Imported by the last steamer and just coming

£—•

Manager.

p

his selections

sept IS—dim

as-

shall be
happy to wait upon my frieDds and the
public who so kindly favored me with their patronage during the past season.
Strangers are invited to call.
oct4dtf
E. P. DODGE.

to suit his

Fancy Ooods,

Street.

died Dollar* in Premiums.
Maine Central and Ken note? & Portland Killroads wiil pell Half Fare Tiokets to those at tom inc
the Fair, commencing at Portland tfrudav, Uct 10.
1864.
IRA K. DOOLiri’l-E.

DENTIST,

Ate.

Ciothsfor Business and Overcoats,Ellogant
8tyles fer Paletots, and the Plaided
Goods for Pantaloons and Vests,

HAVE

Watkbvillf. Oct. 2, 1364.
The Waterville Horse Association will
annual I-air, October 11,
-A»0»«*-12and 13.1864. and wi 1 offer Fifteen H an-

rr’arftT.

"1^*0 hold their seoond

and

New Wholesale House!
Don’t Be Afraid of Getting Too Many!

3d—To acton any other business that may propercome before them.
Per Order.
Oot 5tb—dtd
HENkY FOX, Clerk.

Goods, Vesting,

Arc.,

Worst, ds

I

Coat

ly

Oot 5—dlw

from New York and Bosfull supply of

Frocl,

Overcoat,

sep28dtf

an

of.

G-cods,

description

Successors to B.

York with

complain

vogue.

orders in the city, or from any paTt of the
world where our flag is respected, promptly filled.
* *

returned from New'
HAVING
sortment of

can

Of the best quality, male up according to the Latest
Fashions, and in the most finished manner.

STREET,

Free

prices which nobody

of every

WOOD &■

By EJlootriolty

A. G. OLNEY & CO.,

GARMENTS OR SDITS,

hats,

....

AND RETAIL!

ME.

All

25

CASSOCKS,

Hotel,

Of the best quality manufactured and for sale by

Portland,

I

Oct 4—dl w

TO

CAPES,

Carefully selected
prepared to furnish

M A rr C 11 E S

—

O

Pantaloon

BOS WORTH. KALER & Co,
152 Middle Street, Portland.

FORE

H.

WM.

BY

Z3f~Articles intended for the Exhibition should be
handed in a: tho "Senate Chamber," New City
Hall Bnildine. on Tuesday afternoon, or as
early as
practicable Wednesday morning.
The profits of the entire exhibition to be divided
equally between the “Widow's Wood Society" and
"Soldiers' Homo Institution."
Per order,
S. B. BECKETT.
sept30 dtd
Secretary.

“

THE

on
as

Edward M. Rand,
Bbnj.F. Lunt,
Samobl Chadwick,

Having Just received

Also the

Portland Match

OCKN

(Opposite fogt of Free Street,)
Having fitted up the above named rooms, be would
he happy to wait on all who may wish lor the ser-

Grand

AMD

which will be sold low for pash at

j
1

a

FOR FALL WEAR.

from the country prompt-

sty lb

Will receive consignments of M«- than
1
disc
•very description for public or private .ale. Salei
Stocks and Ber<ilr*oes'
ohandise solicited.
Cash advances made, with
°
prompt sales and returns.
mcbia dly

5th,

oxjO’rxxxnarca-

I

sept28dtf

Trade.

& Auctioneer

•£*-

BLOftllS, LACES,

the 18th of Octoiernext. ior the examination ol
candidates ior admission into the Medical Utaf ol
the United States Array, and of such Assistant surgeons lor promotion os may be brought before it.
Applicant* must be between twenty-one and thirty years of age, and physically sound.
Applications must be addressed to the Secretary
of war, or the burgoon General. stating the residence of the applicant, aud the date and place ol
his birth; they must also be accompanied by respectable testimonials of moral character.
No allowance is made lor the expenses o< persons
undergoing the examination, as it is an indispensable pre-requisite to appointment
There are now five vacancies on tho Medical Stafl.

Oct.

Tickets—To the Exhibition 25 cts. Children 55
lo the Promenade Assembly, 76 ots., lor a
cents,
gentleman snd lady; each additional lady 25 cts.
Fora single gentleman 60 cts.

STILL

77 Middle Street.

Millinery

PATTER,

Haa removed to the
specious store ia
Exchange Btrest, four doom below
Merohant’a Exchange.

Chandler’s Cotillion Band.

Famy

8.

VELVETS,

on

Oct 4—dlw

Jamba E. Cartir,
John H. Hall,
Gborob P. Gross.

KID

WE

FLOWERS,
FEATHERS,1

C.,

For Sale,
good second-hand Piano; price
Can be seen at
A. ROBINSON’S,
61 Kachange St.

Near TJ.

"W^ISTT

Comprising

September 21st, 1884.
Army Medical Poard, to cont-ist ol Surgeon
Charles b. Tripler, U. 8. A., President; Surgeon
William S. King, U.S. A., and Surgeon Glover Per*
in, U.S A., Recorder, will meet at Cincinnati Ohio,

To Let,

Street,

,'Jsf

SI.

Commission Merchant

good a*soriineot

RIBBONS,

An

Grand Trunk Railway Company's Refreshment Rooms. Applications will be received by
the subscriber, at his office, tor renting of the Refreshment Rccms at the Grand T- unk Station, in
Portland Possession will be g vest the first week in
November next.
CIIAS. E BARRETT,
Office G. T. R. W. Co.
Portland, Oct 3,1864 eodislm

Federal

BRACKETT,

or

Datml

Shs. Bank
Cumberland,
8000 Maine Central ft. ft.
Bonds.
20i0 a. & K. Bonds,
2000 Bath City Bonds,
1000 Bangor city Bonds,
4000 Portland City 6’s.

A SSEIfIBLY

BREAK F -A S T

105

PORTLAND, ME.

And all other articles desirable for the Millinery

JOS. K. BARNES,
Surgeon Gen. U. S. A.

PRBiUENADE

Recruiting; Head Quarters,

MIDDLE STREET.

165

^'t»*LgitCh0e?!;inni,1,!

Flowers,

2 o’clock P. M. Liberal
premiums are
offered on me various products of tho season, list of
which may be obtained gratuitously of Samuel
Rolfo, Etq., Treasurer, at his store, No. 169 Middle

RETAIL,

Manufactured and for sale

&

,1*“'house
SL.??"'
hu.m,c:Httah
i’rll0

1831.
6000 State of Alain* Bonds,
16 Shd. F«rat National
Bank,
60 alis. Manufac’rs and
Trader's Bank.

City Hall,

Woolen

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

DURAN

of a license from the Judge of Probate lor the
County
““berland, I shall sell, by public auction, at the
on the premises, on the seventeenth
a- U
2 o’clock in the afterlot of the late Reuben HolFreeport, in said County, situated iu
said
‘°Ur
°f U“d’

Society $5000 GOVT. 6 20 BONDS.
6000 Govt. 6’s

Opening at

AND

n

Administrator’s Sale.
RTOTIt'E is hereby given, that by virtue

-OH-

Will And it to their advantage to enlist with

AT

a*

xi

Will hold its Fall Exhibition of

Marshal General.

Portland.

Traveling Bags

$“u

the rromisos. We shall sell the
be Ten
meut Brick Dwelling House and
Lot, known as the
Westbrook Seminary Female
hoarding
heu.e aituated on Stereos plain, Westbrook,on the limit
the
Forrest Avenue Burse R-il Road. Tue loi is about
eight rods square.
For information in regard to the
property, apply
to Waiter B. Goodrich, near the premises, orto Wm
L. Southard or E. Uamb.in, Poitland.
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
on

Brokers.

Portland Horticultural

VETERANS AND RECRUITS

Parties wishing to purchase will please
ajjply at
ATKINSON & INGERSOL’S,

TRUNKSj

j_dtd**A1LBY

sT

FLORAL EXHIBITION.

ORDERS 09

FORA FIRST-CLASS EATING HOUSE,

A'o.

at 3 o'clock p. u., two
Wo. 40 Green Street will be
nine dnisheu room-, hard and soil
14 about 46 feet on Green street, runnine back tn w
Mtchttnic street. Lot suitable lor anOther h,,
“00heDl0
*>™» liberal—sale
nosWve
positive.
Enquire oi u.c. BARN ad. or of
& CO., Auctioneers.

FOE SALE BV

WHOLESALE

Maine

There is no better location, or run of custom in this
city. For one socking business it will be found the
best opportunity ever offered in this class of
business

ALL

VLtYIL

PANV of the BOSTON TUEAlKE.
particulars in a future advertisement.
Oct I—d5t

Managers:

soldier who has served two years in the Ar-

can now

Which draws crowds of customers.

sept27dtf

House and Lot at Auction.
Tuesday, Oct llth,
()N*™ty
brick house

JR.,

At New City Hall, on THURSDAY
EVENING,
which occasion the following gentlemen will act

my, whether discharged in consequence of Expiration of term qf service, or for

Dow’s Celebrated Soda Fountains,

»

WALLACE,

Full

SUBSTITUTES!

House for Sale I

purchased at a bargain. This is the most
central Eating House in the city, and has a Hill ran
of customers. It has also one of

in

10,1864.

(His first appearance in Portland,) and great
Tragedian,
E. E. DAVENPORT.
Supported by the Powerful DRAMATIC COM-

Street.
The Exhibition will close with

State Aid, Ao.

centaiS.’sbout

about seven miles from Portland,
30 acres of excellent land in a good .tate 01
cuitivatlon.
The House on tbe premises Is a new well built
a
stones.
brick ooeof two and half
The Uuun can
be examined at any timo by application at Reuben
Smali'sstore, Duck Pond, Westbrook.
E. BARBOUR. Adminis'ratrix.
octp td
E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer.

Eminent Magic Actor

W.

Premi-es,

theVn.d
n

Westbrook, on

EDWARD

Commencing

Uffonday Evening.
Engagement of the

*h*

0IJ

near

FOR FIVE NIGHTS ONLY!

Can be

FOR THE STATE OF MAINE.
kinds of Bobbers can be bought of Brkkd
& Tukby at seven'ecu and six per cent, offtrom
the gross prices—the same as at the General
Agency,
Boston. We keep a full assorfment at all times, and
by buying of us you will save your freight from Boston.
BKfcKJj fcTUKEY,
Oct3d&w4w
No. £0 Union Streeet.

A

Wanted I

MEAD, DAME & BUTMAN,

dtf

asr<o. w uvEiciciio st.,
ATKINSON & INGERSOL,

Wholesale Rubber Store,

88}

Leaaeo and Manager,
Henry C. Jarrett
(Also of the Boston Theatre, Boston, and
Academy
J
ot Music, Providence )
I

Oct.

Auction.

boZTJ.^'
the
it
ai o’ciock“y £‘
I__
Duo. Food In

-AT-

Information given concerning Bounties,
I'enaionr,

Provost

One-half of the Establishment

Ised4w

Eept26 3tawlm

IDE,ERING HALL.

MUSIC

BY

PO UPLAND, ME.

STREET.

OFFICE,
SURGEON GE.NERAL'S
Washington City, D.

•"«*.

WEDNESDAY,

CO.,

EGGS,

LIME

3

All

»

rJas.'msv £

Call I

INVALID CORPS!

sep*2»_

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

MIDDLE

Chicago ft Hock Island...80j

Hudson.
...111?
Chicago, Burlington ft Qulncv.’... 88?
Cleveland ft Toledo.
100
Gold closed to-night at i
bi'j and'after the Board

BUTTER,

Now ready at

j

Beading.
.118
Michigan Central...Ill
Michigan Southern.
61

Commission

Campaign,

Meall
HATS &

__

....

Academy!

style

mm

drenwlll ctramence cn
Saturday afternoon Oct'
16th, at 2 o clock, in which a 1 Fancy
Dances will
will be
»uoy mances
taught. Terme S3.00.
Prof. Smith having had
long experience as a teach
8at,8i“tion »«*
»
7
attend hie Scnool.
00^ utf

Veteran

ALIEN

CLIFFORD,

Produce

Opeu Every Day and Evening.
Private parties can be accommodated in the evening by making application to the SuperiDtencent.
If you wish to enjoy good health, and have a
merry good time, t atronize the Riding School.

ve

12

100

only

STREET,

HATCH, CLIFFORD

and Winter
and prices not advanced.
Let all who have not learned to ride on horse, and
those who have learned, drop in afternoon or evening jor healthful exorcise, or recreative pleasure.

J. W.

Cienta

I'&bxc<--»:!■vwwrss

SUCCESSORS TO

SOUTH STREET.
Superintendent of the above, with a splendid Troupe of Horses, la now readv for the Full

12j@l31c.

Market.

be sup-

Deleware, Diana, Bebeeea, Oonoord, Rodger’s
Muscadine, Hartford,Prolific, Draout, &o.
Largo Vines can be furnished for immediate fruit
in£sept29 eod3w

136
sept?

Principals

dlw

Eating

Strawberry!

New

Near the Post Office, Portland

DANFORTH <fc

Vines,including

*'“-1 70.

*°KK’ Oct. 6.
Second Board.—Stocks better.
atpniieau Gold.
.on.
United States 6’s 1991 registered,...
Iinltod States 6's 1881 coupons.!"l04t
Unitrd Statss 6-20 coupons..
United States 10-40 coupons.
smj
Unite! States one year certificates new....
94^
Canton Company..
28
O imhAriand Coal
Company pyeiVrred.4a

MIDDLE

MO.

SO VARIETIES OP GRAPES
Have been fruited the present year at this
Nursery
and can be examined by those
desiring to purchase

Oct 1—eo llm

lSdessona.

Auctiomkbb.

#f ,he l»‘e
WiiU*.S°i?rVead °‘*'tTm
Westbrook,will

tun]

AND

BLOCK)

81

and
Pc.

J, W. A DA ins, Morrill's Corner.

S

short time

a

for

*

fl'c./yc.

one course

CO.

Valuable Real Estate at
Auction.
On Thursday the 13th ins*., at 3
o’clock P M

13th.

October

«

New

PRICES

FEUCTNWANGER & ZUNDER,
TFOX

GREAT

Portland Riding

roa

Physical Disability,

other Artist

can now

TemPleatr”et>wil*

Fruits, Vegetables and

_

Plants of this celebrated Fruit
plied at the Nursoiies of

°a

__

Barnnm’e
commence hie

over

Beginners aUo’tTn.e’ ? Une °PP°rtunity

Will toon be Issued.

On all bills of *20 and upwards, an additional
disDaunt ol 5 per cent will be
made, when bought within one week from this
day.

3meod—ltw

Prolific

Gen. Skerman,

-A-nctlier

dtf

aeptSO

KUSSELL’S

39 60@

.Ill

j

H ALLOT YPES,

THE

and

Prices of the previous Week.

Engravings,

no

SMITH,

Thursday Evening,

Effort to Becruij

FALL CAMPAIGN.

Twenty-Five Per Cent, below the

—

mo t splendid Picture, made bv
Pori land.

on”'

Engine

of 8t Law mice
Te‘“” *“d condition

corner

A

®'arM1

THE

THERE!

EXCEPTED,)

N B. Partion’ar attention paid to
re-copying. Pho
tographs copied frcm the smallest Locket, and made
1 if size. Also,
Coloring in Oil and W^ter Colors,
and India Ink, by the best of artists.

PeP* Si

into the U. 8.

DDI GOODS, SHAWIS L cloaks,
(COTTONS NOT

same.

A

Gen. Grant

FOR A FEW RAYS !

SrCALL AND $GEIe^

m

mustered

Octi^dtdY

GRAND FRUIT

»*at> aaa

9

‘ h

LOW

sincere thanks lor liberal patronage
horetotore, and respectfully solicits a continuance oi

the

Every

bounties received by the recruit
for three years,
Syoo for two vea™

The undersigned will sell for

He returns his

Hotel,

FOB

CO’S,

FancP Cards, Photograph Albums, Fancy
card Frames, Cord and
Tassels, Knobs, &c.,

S.

SELECT MEN OF TOWNS

wavy,

KlVa^ILSON. }Ee°rUiting
CHARLE^KMILLIKEN, Committee*D»«DL.PICUU.

sep‘,21

Manufactory.
1,80

TJ.

JOHN T. HULL,
HENRY C BAKER,

Establishment

A

Quarters,

madeknown^?^8
BA1LKY

at this Time.

"S3E3&

<0r

APPIY

all kinds of Frames, both Mirror and Futures.

for

Head

Mnaumpit11

wain.

OF NEW YOBK,

Recruiting Office in City Building.

up the largest and most clepant

Frame

Near

BOUNTIES

servioe.

CONGRESS STREET.

Photographic

bbl8 a‘ "&*
F^ghllltoljVe'iUor-.itive6814U°
Wool-dull.

Illinois Central sorip,

SlpOO

C°rPer CoPgress and Prol»« »H.

fitted

PROF. W.

FOLLOWIKO

army OR

in flaw England, wi li
Reception and Exhibition
Rooms ontUo Ground Floor, and added to it a

50hhd8 I,orl° Kico Wc’ M“8-

Krie,...?.

e“he*400

,

Corner of Centro, opposite Preble House,

U»rd—lower; sales 2600 bbls at 18J@*>}0.
w1,7?J~du,U; OMo8u@36e: State'at 87@4So.

Stool;

M. D Tains,

Photographic Establishment

1

GRAND DANCING ACADEMY.

Terms

Federal Street,

Should Uuse

To the STATE and U. 8.
for one year’s enlistment BOUNTIES, viz —Seno
*3 00 for twoveara’ an

j A. McKENNEY’S
j

Oats—a«4c lower.

oov5S?i7i@18-,al“
Naval bt(Tres—dull

APPLY AT

volunteer

PORTLAND,

ADDITIONAL

REMOVAL

ftw* Yovlt Market
Nbw Fork, Oct. 6.
Cotton—lower; middling uplands I 20.
Flour—State aud Western 10®20c lower; sales 4500
bbls; State 7 40(g,8 00; Hound Hoop Obio 9@1100;
Western 7 45^8 76; Southern dull; tales 450 bbls at
1°@13; Canada I0®20c lower; sales 800 bbls at 7 76
®10 60.
W’heat—3®8c lower; sales&G.500bushels; Chicago
Spring 1 70®1 73; Milwaukee Club 1 75@1 78; Western 1 77® l 80.
Corn—4®5c lower f sales (13,000 bushels; mixed
Western 1 46® 1 60.

at

OF

In aWliFotV^bbe,ng

sep27oo'ilm

tJuadnile***

JAMES

will pay to any
the quota of the

on

THK

D’Lains,
Canton
Thibets,
Cloths,
Shawls, Glens, &c.,
AT

HAV RE
of
the week 90^0 bales. The market closed very dull
and nominal; New Orleans tres ordinaire342 tr. The
stock in port amounts to 5*,000 b*!e*.
Baring Brothers quote U, 8. 5^20a 68]@644.

ltangoon

C J T Y

2-4 and 3-4 Wool

42tg43.
COTTON MARKET, Sept. 23.—Sales

1

enlisting

Clo(lis)

B. F. HAMILTON &

In common Dancin*.
QuadHH.
tillions, Coutra Dances. Lancers, &c iuciadin^
Polka, Waliz aod Hehottiscbe, Polka
Terms, one course 12 lessons-Goutlemen *4 oo
Ladles 82 00. Ladies' class to commence at7
o’clock’
Gentlemen’s at 8.
oct4itd

hi wilHe Joh il’uYncvd'.n''
,F“K
in this City. AUo,
Qiadriu.7d?S?^evor*“*bt
Lotilions, Contra
dances, Lancers,

MEAD, DAME & BUTMAN.

CiUiens'Committee

barotheas,

Erie Railroad

»'

The

Cloakings,

IIKT E! ©

!

#700!
#400 !

MOURNING GOODS.

Sept. 14th.—
Cotton dull and prices weak Sales today 6000 bales,
including 2.600 to speculators and exporters.
Breadstuff’s— fla*.
Provisions—quiet and steady
Produce—dull and unchanged.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Sept. 24 —Consols
closed at 88(5881 for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.—Illinois Central rail-

bbls

#1,000

*

Commercial.
COTTON MARKET,

'•(l0
»t«»ZSInloTri26,"lle,‘
b»«

City of Portland Bounties!

Sept 26—eodlm

cutter Mahoning, of Portland,
and the Kewanee, of Baltimore. The Mahoning made the best time.

mess

1864!

B. F. Hamilton & Co.’s.

trial of speed to-day from Boston to Cape Ann and return, between ihe

now

!

105

-AT-

Xu

nJ

beginners

^,r„ThiVCrl'iCt

Armures, &c., &o.,

was a

dull; sales 10.803 bbls;

Navy, Attention

Recruiting

GARMENTS,

Prints,

Tuesday

DanceS

MAINE

Loug Shawls!

IX evv JBlaok

On

Fall term

THU

Hol“»nd,hir,b“iW‘n‘'i-,
Ward 1.

and

on

HALL
Evening, Oct. llth

UP tlle New Hall

HIGHEST BOUNTIES PAID!

St., Fox Block,

New Plaid

of Speed of Kuval Vessels,
Boston. Oct. 5.

Beef—heavy.

and

Dancing School at

MECHANICS'

MARINE CORPS.

VOLUNTEERS

In great variety.

taker,.

51}(a!52i dis:

Adjutant General.

Oct3dlw

Army

A.nthoine
a

AND

HECXtUITING OFFICE
Corner of Federal and
Exchange Sts.

NEW DRESS GOODS,

cratic.

road

IIGHT k HEAVY AKTIlLEftt,

JOHN L. HODSDON,

order all kinds o!

AUTUMN’

Another account—Little interest is taken in
the election to-dav. The Union vote is not full
in Wilmington. The republicans elect all the
Inspectors and the Assessor balance of Newcastle County about even. We have heard
nothing from Kent and Sussex, but suppose as
usual at this election they have gone demo-

LIVERPOOL

cavalry,

Near the Post Office, Portland.

FolUical,

There

$300,00
$300,00

Id Addition to
City and Town Bounties.

Do-

Clocks,

to

WUl commence

INFANTRYj

Sept 24—d& wlm

Wilmington, Del., Oct. D.
At the Inspector’s election Tuesday the
democrats carried Newcastle County by 52;
Kent County by 903; Sussex by 450. Total
1405 in Newcastle County. The republicans
han 432 msjoiity in 1803

Trial,

of

Bounty,
Bounty,

U. S.

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,

much

a

State

aa

w..p
For

ible ^sociSia'Srge„0odeomce^.Vanta£e8 °f'l£r6e‘

REASONABLE,

manufacturing

8h0,S ‘°

At Auction.
Friday, Oot 7th, 1884, at
T0.!" ?old a* Auction
M’’ the Recruiting tfarrack* in
irDntAf°4k°f
t0
aiso tto
Stove^n^1^?1,/?,®06* At 3 removed;
P. M the

haaetag_School \

BOB

the Wholesale or Hetail
Trade, at the
shortest possible notice..

elated over Gen. Sheridan’s victories. After
several skirmishes the rebels were driven from
the Atchafalaya and the vicinity of Morganza.
cannon

well

on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
cvc,,in«'- °ct »tb, 6th, 7th, and 8tb,
~Re8c'r'td
seat1, 60 centa. Family ciro!e, Scents

ONE AND THREE YEARS!

Outside Garments for Ladies’ Wear,

The French have one frigate and two corvettes off the Rio Grande.
Admiral Bosse refuses to allow a messenger
to pass his lines to our Consul at Matamoras.
His orders are to shoot everybody who
approaches his lines after dark,

One

vo™tePer°»nStreace,av'eet0£f0rtUIlity £°°d
highest bounties,

Augusta, Sept. 26,1£04.

and

[PRICES

all opposition.

are

as

,

Battalion of

^

Of every description.

"

of New Orleans

a

GOODS!

variety, ot Foreign

M«tn?HU,!l
*y

and
Aa

FOB THE U. S. SERVICE.

AI.SO OF

Bteam revenue

Campaign Song.—“ The Copperhead of
1804, set to music, is the title of a new campaign song, words by John Holland and music by James G. Clark, a copy of which we
have received from the Publisher, Horace
Weston, New York. The words are seasonable, the notes well adapted to them.

This is
an action to recover
$527.50, and interest, for
professional services rendered defendant by
plaintiff, who is a lawyer in Providence, R. I.
Defendant contends that the services were
rendered for plaintiff’s brother, by whom

mencing

has the recom-

mendation of bank officers and brokers as being an infallible guide to aid in the detection
of counterfeit bank notes.
Every business
man should have one of them.
He will save
twenty times its cost In one year by the use of

John Goddard.

one

113,647.00

Increase,

in

McCLUB

authority to raise a

.nicstic Manufacture.

The cotton crop though badly damaged is
iI not destroyed, the average will be near half a
crop. Cotton begins to come in rather freely.
the

Total,
Corresponding

PRESIDING.

Limerick and South Berwick

Very large

Cortinas is confident of holding out against

men

WANTED!

SALES.

on

will pebfobm at

—FOB—

MAINE SHARPSHOOTERS!

Fall aud Winter

DRY

JACOB

FOR

ped

The Union

Has

Hew and Fashionable Stock

Kete

ran^e of their ships.

COL.

And Lower than ia Boston or New York.

Orleans—Maeemements in llio
Grand—Insurrection in Mexico.
New York, Oct. 5.
Tlie steamer McClellan from New Orleans
28th has arrived.
Advices from Brazos state that the French
Who advanced from Bagdad were badly whipby Cortinas. The rebels appeared on the
Texas side of the river and covered the retreat
of the French,
One of Juaves’special agents brings word
to the Union commander that during the absence of Maxmillian, Miramon, backed by the
Archbishop of Mexico and the clergy, issued
a pronunclamento declaring against Maximillian. Half the city of Mexico had been taken
by Miramon and he bad appealed to the people to sustain him and drive opt t^o invaders.
The French left Monterey to co-operate with
the forces from Bagdad, leaving only a small
garrison. The iiberal Gen. Quiroga took the
garrison prisoners and began t«j fortify,
The French at Bagdad are fortifying within

Railway T«af»*io.—The receipts on
Grand Trunk Railway, for the week ending
Oct. 1st, were
Passengers,
$40,541.00
Express freight, malls and sundries, 3,124.00
Freight and live stock,
66,782 00

der these circumstances the case was withdrawn from the jury and continued to the
v.

whom are the

licious.

Wednesday.— The case of Snow v. Gaspte
Insurance Co., came to a sudden and unexpected termination for the present, in consequence of a new point in the evidence being
called for, viz, the abandonment of the 6hip,
which the plaintiff was not prepared for. Un-

March lei m.
Henry L. Bowen

Battery, among

From

Zunder,

Hare just opened

NEW FALL
St. Louie, Mo., Oct. 4.
A train which left Hannibal yesterday
morning for the West, ran off the track 17
miles from Palinayra, and was soon atterwards
visited by a baud of guerillas, who searched
the train for soldiers, seized the express safe
containing about $20,000 dollarg, took three
revolvers from the passengers, and compelled
one o! the employees to Are the cars.
A
freight train which arrived soon after the acwas
also
burned.
Three soldiers were
cident,
in the cars, but through the aid of the passento
their
uniform for cigers managed
change
vilians’ dresses and escaped.
Robert Loudon, the notorious boat burner
and rebel mail carrier, under sentence of death,
escaped from his guard tqrday, while en route
for Acton military prison.
An oAlcial dispatch from Jefferson City
says, sixty of Col. Fletcher’s men, of General
Ewing’s command, had reached Herman.—
Gen. Ewing, with the principal portion of his
troops, had arrived at Rolla.
AH quiet at Jefferson City, the enemy not
The rebel
having appeared in that vicinity.
army is between the PaciAc and Southwest
Branch Railroad, with a train of two hundred
wagons, apparently aiming at Rolla.
The Pacific road is materially damaged, hut
the Southwest Branch is almost entirely in
the hands of the rebels, and the depots at St.
Clair, Sullivan, Harrison and Cuba, and the
bridges across the Merrimae, have been burned.
Nearly all the goods in Franklin have been
taken by the rebels, and many private houses
plundered. Norton and Arcacjela were completely gutted, {ronqaie was sacked after
Price’s chief of staff and other officers had assured the citizens that private
property would
be respected.

Th« Great L.VHON Combination
Troupe,

SHARPSHOOTERS!

Middle St.> Fox Block,

from the Southwest.

Pink Potatoes.—Dr. Manchester, who
otynes a small farm in Westbrook near Tukey’s
Bridge, has our thanks for a sample lot of as
nice looking White Mountain potatoes as we
have ever seen, smooth, regular
shape, and
perfect in ail respects. J3e has raised about
forty bushels of the same sort.
The Doctor also has our thanks for a specimen of two hinds of pears raised by him, the
Virgulieu and Flemish Beauty, both very de-

to go and see tbe

display.
This evening the exhibition will close with
a grand Promenade Assembly, the music to
be furnished by Chandler’s Cotillon Band.—

About fifty of these belong to

only son of
Hon. Sidney Perbam, member of Congress
from the 2d District, and six fellow students
from Bates College, Lewiston.
They will embark from Boston for Alexandria, at which
plape they wiil report, and those belonging to
the Battery will immediately join their corps.

opened again to-day,

one

style

a

thronged yesterday and

It will be

the latest

potpmenuatory notice to secure business, but wishing to rank among the live men
of his trade, he inserts his advertisment in the
paper having the largest circulgtiop, to which
we would simply call
attention, allowing him
to speak for himself.

PLANTS, FLOWEK8, ETC.
Hon. John M. Wood made a beautiful display of flowers and plants from his conservatories,
T. C. Ilersey, Esq., filled four tables with
flowers and plants from his garden and conservatories, making a handsome display.
Hon, J. B. Brown poured out from his con?
servatories various plants and flowers. Among
them was a basket of moss, with varieties of
verbenas and coxcombs.

Miss Croswell, each,

immediate supervision ip

and most faithful manner. Mr. B. has been
too long known to the citizens of Portland to

Herman beets.

parlor

his stock of

cloths with some of the best the New York
and Boston markets afford, is prepared to furnish garments of the best quality, made under
his

splendid white lillies,
boquets,

and

oity, having Just replenished

usual, made a large display
of vegetables of tbe handsomest and best
kinds. Among them were cabbages, beets,

wreaths and

help

Gives :ej( fits.—Mr. William C. Beckett
one of the oldest
clothing manufacturers iu

as

Mr. A. Derwanger made a
flowers, plants and boquets.

successful.

taught the working classes
of the “Fast anchored Jsle” that our
struggles
against slavery aud southern aristocracy are
not only for Americans but also for
democracy
and liberal principles the world over.
Two English
champions of human fights,
Thompson gnd Smith, are now in this country, and all loyal Americans will give them a
hearty welcome wherever they go. Such men
are worthy of all
praise, and they will And liepublics can be grateful,

VEGETABLES.

particularly

so

lying journal

Capt. J. B. Coyle made such a display of
apples that one would notwonder, in viewing
them, that our common mother Eve was
tempted. His display embraced twenty-two
varieties of the handsomest fruit that has ever
been seen in this city. Hon. J. B. Brown ex-

among wbjcb were

package
The city

southern rebels and made so
many strong and persevering efforts to divide
the country as the “Thunderer,” but
George
Thompson and a few other leading English
minds have counteracted the influence of this

APri.KS.

T, C- Hersey,

to the

good degree headed off the London
Times, which is the great copperhead journal
of the Old Country. No
paper has done so

that surrounded the table.

fruit.

enough

iu some

Pears that we could not note in the crowd

hibited six varieties, and William Merrill, of
Westbrook, three varieties, all very handsome

add

Hox. Geobge Thompson of England, will
speak in Mechanics Hall next Sabbath afternoon and
evening. When Mr. Thompson
speaks his auditors always expect something
sound, instructive and patriotic, and they are
never disappointed.
Goldwin Smith, John
Bright, Richard Cobden and George Thompson have done much to
enlighten English public opinion in relation to our affairs, and have,

PEAKS.

varieties.

merely

package than formerly. This has now become
one of the indispensable institutions of our
city
and we are glad that its enterprising projectors

been on exhibition.

was

aud

tickets to pay the Government tax.
packages are twenty-three for $1, and the
Westbrook packages are only one less in each

S. L. Goodale, of Saco, exhibits seventeen
varieties, embracing many that have not before

The display of Pears

each!wander &

AUCTION

Deoring Hall,

—OF—

Fourth door West ot Post Office, Portland,

which says the dreadfui
seems to be extendits
ing
ravages along the coast. It is reported
at Savannah and Charleston, and is
certainly
raging at Jacksonville and St. Augustine.
The same paper, in speaking of the loss by
Are of the blockade runner Lynx, says she
was owned by John Frazer and Co., of Wilmington. She was bound to Bermuda, with
ODD bales cotton and $50,000 in gold, on
freight or government account.
It farther remarks that the Tallahassee expedition will not pay large dividends, and it Is
much doubted whether her exploits have
weakened the yaukee government to any appreciable extent. It is pretty certain she
turned an unpleasant amount of attention on
Wilmington and may be the cause of bringing
down on us the main force of the Yankee
Navy. The blockade here will be doubly
strict, that is certain.
The published official record of court martial cases for the past week shows the conviction of one Colonel, one Lieut.-Colonel, four
Majors, two Assistant Surgeons,fourteen Captains and twenty-one first and second Lieuenants. Nearly all were dismissed Irom service for various offences, including drunkenness, cowardice, &c.

■July- ..88>97
. 78

Miss Sarah Gardiner exhibits a dish containing four varieties.
Capt. J. B. Coyle exhibits eight varieties cf
out-door and hot house culture.
Crossman <fc Co. exhibit a splendid lot of Isabella, out-door culture.

GOODS

Authorized by the War Department.

81

scourge ol yellow fever

Whole number of passcngors fcr the
month of J une,. HO 841

splendid.

a

F

entertainments

SELECT BATTALION” RECRU ITS

ESTABLISHMENT.

Washington.
Washington, Oct. 5.
North Carolina papers deplore the loss of
the blockade runner A. D. Vance, as a se vere
blow to that State. The steamer run ashore
and destroyed on the 23ih ult., was the
L
The steamer Night Hawk was destroyed
the gunboat Nion the night of the 29th, by
phon, and the rebel captain, officers and part
of the crew captured. Another succeeded in
escaping through New Inlet the same night,
although apparently struck several times Irom
the guns of the Niphon. The gunboat Daylight drove oil a blockade runner the same

/billowing figures 9how. viz:

C. E. Bailey, Westbrook, exhibited
some lot of Isabellas.

Pally

Constitutionalist,

hundred and fifty pounds to

n-m

From

P. & F. A. Horse Eailroad Company.
Tbe Horse Railroad Company have done a
large and steady increasing business as the

Bailey, Esq., exhibits a handsome lot
Isabella, open air cultivation, and yielding

the vine.

Press.

----

prominent.

G. L.
ol

DRY

Contributions may be sent to t(je address of
“Editor National Soldiers' Fair,’’ 221 Washington street, Boston.
morning.
Tue commissioner of Internal Revenue has
It is desirable that they be furnished as
decided that the tex on the sale of merchanor
ou
as
promptly
possible, and, at the latest,
dise is to be made on the basis of the currenbefore the first of November.
cy, or coin, ‘or either of which they a' e made,
and can be paid in legal tender
Edward Everett,
Treasury
notes.
Thus, a sale for $205 wortli of merJohn G. Whittier.
chandise, in gold, is to be taxed for the amount
O. W. Holmes,
of currency which said
gold is worth. The
A. P. Peabody,
tax can be paid in
legal tender notes.
The Wilmington, N. C., Journal of the 27th
J. R. Lowell,
ult., has an article Irom the Augusta, Ga.,
E. P. Whipple.

six varieties, among which aro the Black
Prince, Muscat of Alexandria, Golden Ham-

Hainburgs

Portland

country, worthily represent the literary ability which the loyal cause and the cause of the
Dation can command. The
undersigned have
volunteered their services as an editorial council, and beg leave to solicit of you such contributions to the proposed
paper as you may
be able to furnish.

The exhibition is a very tempting one, and
the display is very large.
Misses Jones, No. 74 Park Street, exhibit

Hamburg’s

IiAB

Military'

military.

TO THE

it is earnestly desired that this paper, circulated, a3 we hope it will be, in all parts of the

GBAPES.

the

BflELEBAPB

Iu November next a “National Sailors*
Fair” is to be held in Boston, for the purpose
of establishing a Home for Sailors and Mariner,
disabled In the naval service of the country
during the present war. It is proposed, during the pciiod for which the Fair bhall be open}
to publish and oiler tor sale a daily paper, and

q0

MISCELLANEOUS.

*¥i’

ifoffe^eLfsrdu^,1r^.if^^’,‘r:
"“SwLc,
ti0.“pmdTreof

on

f
near Oxford. MjWjd
be boaU low.
supplied with pood wxter, will
Terms easy. Apply to
B,8Uop
F- UKlu
87 Franklin street.

well

Bspt 30—d8#

MEDTnjtt.
l..

■

■

—■

—

■

Lost.
all package of papers, among which was
the
or CalMor.Tetter fromwill beAdjutant General
suitably rewarded ly learThe Under

All Alone.

Ahm
nia.

▲21 alone amid the shadows

ing'lt at tbis office.

Of the glorious summer's day,
While upon the distant hill-tope
Golden beams of sunset play.
▲11 alone, ’mid darker shadows,-

Shadows of the twilight dtm;
▲nd the south wind’s gentle murmur
Sounde th like some quaint old hymn;

FKasora, (no children ) Best of
A Hoe addressed to A. D., Preen
will receive prompt attention.
tf

Office,

SITUATION in a wholesale store, either
book keeper, c'erk or salesman, bv a young
man. Good referees. Apply S. fc B. Daily Press

A

Found,

a

*°o«tldlw*

WeiLbville,
Wanted

Billings

boarders, for the wife and child of
Kevenue bervice,

Sept 16—dtf

MODERN
And

at

Manufactory, South Boston,
Wharf, Boston.

e*t Manner.

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKSf
Of every description executed In the best style.

Railroad, and other Corporation Work, done
with promptness and fidelity.

Cherries.

and
for

ripe Elderberries,pick
highest price paid
THE
clean, and also Black Cherries, by W. 8. Mains
Windham,
QUEKNOUUU t

MOBSE,

or

Sept ft—d&wtf

20 Market square.

GOLD

WATCH,open face, gold colorod dial,
attached
A
black ribbon, witn gold buckle
aed

Sermons,

a

a gold quartz rook seal—supposed to have been
lost Id gentlemens' walk at li. T. it. Depot. Whoever restores the above will be suitably rewarded
by
leavieg it at D F. Corser’s office G. T. H. Depot, or
the owner
N. S. GRANT.
Portland, Sept 12
sepl8dtl'

Bronzed

F)E

Weddincr
Notes

LOST.

$100
ON considrable

ing

furnished at short

LARGE

sum

Hand-bills,

Lost*

STRAYED

with

terms

HOTELS.
BOlSli,
Springs,

la

now

Plantation, Me.,
opened to the public, and

no

pain*

'Will be spared tills season to meet the want*
'and render pleasant and interesting to*
stay of guests. And also as usual, 1 still
J J_|t>oard cheaper than any other summer
H u«<. iu New England.
For cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaint, Gravel, Stono in the Biaadcr, and others similar, 1 warrant a cure by the use of the water. Splendid scenery and rides. At the short distance of lour miietcan be seen Rumford Falis, the largest in New Engopen Day end Evening, tor a Thorongh Budiiet r
Education. Located 1860.
land. Horses and Carriages to let.
Good Trout
fishing in stream* and ponds. A new road wat
Hanson
Middle
No. 161.
built to the House last J ut>e, making the access easier than to any other Mountain House.
Daily coach
Scholarships good in any part of the United State. from Bryant's
Pond btation of the Grand Trunk
,ae Principal has hod SO years experience; is alwayt
to the House.
on the spot, and attends to his
and
business;
promPoet Office address, Mt Zircon, Me.
ises, as daring the past 12 years, no pains shall U
D. D. W. ABBOTT, Proprietor.
in the future. Five hundred referonoes el
Mt. Ziroon, July 29,1864.
jyS0d6w
the first olass business men, with
many others of thit
to the practical utility, capaciousoity, will
ness and completeness of
my systems and manner
of teaching, and citizens oi other cities have testified
—OH THUto the same. Diplomas will be awarded for thorcourses. Able Assistants secured.
American and
Bartlett's
Plans,
Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
adhered to as regards not
Certain time*
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.Come all who have failed to be taught a business
Tbia House is al.nated directly oppoeitt
Grand Trunk Kaiiroa Depot, ana heau
hand-writing and I will guarantee to you success.
Application* solicited for Accountants. Separate in
ol Boston and Portland 6teamtre' Wharf.
struction given. Students can enter
Connected with this House is a first clast
any time. Separate rooms for Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intriand Dining Hall.
cate accounts adjusted. Ladies and Gentlemen that
J cwMJLtt BRADLEY, Jr., & CO., Proprietors.
desire to take lessons, or a full, or a
J.
Jr.
P. U. Bradley.
Bradley,
separate course,
Li either
Commercial

IB

St.,

Railway

spared

BRADLEY'S

European
Cor. of Commercial & India St£.

Oyster

Portland. April 18.1880,

I

1

HOTELf

1th©

Washington*811*

_Junel6d6m

|

j
!

TH
•be

S'ate of New York and all orts and places north
®* New York, and is prepared to furnish hard
pine
lumber in any
the cargo, sawed to any
desired dimensions, at the shortest notice; also Black
Walnut, Bay wood, fce.
JOB A. TURNER,

quantities,hy

No-&6

Aujf.

10, loo4.

Washington 8t., Boston,

Mass.

ood3m

MAINE INSURANCE CO.
Augusta, Maine.

THE

EDWARD SHAW

Agent,

No. 102 Kiddls Street.
oell

WEST BROOK.
This elegant suburban Watering Place.

upon a pleasant eminence near Oa
C^g^looatod
LJuLSpisic Pond, but miles from Portland, liavkeen
piacoa in the most ample order by
MWl1?*
bfiSUDhe
he most

American

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY)
OF

Oapiial #800.000.

SSSSSR

Subscriptions solicited. Agents wanted in every
Postmasters requested toaot as agents.
K. A. FOSTER & Co., Profkuctok*.

Portland June 1, 1804.

NOTICE
scribed

PATENT

PAINT

Informed that the

■JSSS!’’.00”venlen.t*n5 *®1! knowntw0Uallowell
mile* from
Anm^iln.iAe<Cintcr/?f
and lour miles H*liowcl1’
Augusta
from logos
har
Spring,

been reflirniehed, and is
open for the reception
of
v
oompany and permanent boarders
atten£ion wU1 ** ^ven t0 th® comfort oi

guelu7

ST

ABLIKTO,
6‘

“odamp‘
fy°pUroUvWcdnVeBle,“!e’8
Hallowe!

*

POpUl" Lote1'
mch26 eodtf

THE AMERICAN

_Hanover Street

HOUSE,

....

Boston,

I

PROVOST MARSHAL'S OFFICE,
\
First District, Stateqf Maine,
(
Portland, August llth. 1864 )
on all ordinary subjects connected
with the enrolment, dralt, exemptions, liability
to draft, credits and accounts ot men
tarnished,
should be addressed to the Provost Marshal of the
Congressional District, and in case be is not able to
an?
er them he will ask information of the Provost
Mai. bal General ot the State. Answers may he thus
secured more promptly than by addressing the Provost Marshal General at Washington, where more
important business often prevent prompt answers
to multitude ol inquiries now addresser* to the Bureau on personal and other matters of minor consequence.
By Order of Major J. W. T. GARDINER.
CHARLES H. DOUGHTY,
Capt. and Provost Marshal 1st District Maine.
Aug. 18—d3m

INQUIRIES

-IB-

ENGLAND.
LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.

mis If

[BY

ROYAL

LETTERS.]

ARCTUSINE,

Heath’s Counterfeit Detector.
infallible method of distinguishing Spurious

AN

and altered Notes.
i he work is protasely illustrated with
Engravings
bv the Amerlcau Bank Note Company, representing
the standard of work on genuiae bills. It contains
tall and oomplete instructions, which will enable
aoy one, at sight, to detect Counterfeit or altered
bills
For sale at 8 H. Colesworthy's, Bailey and

Noise's, and the bookstores generally.

For

I1 HrV^niA0!

wtabiUhmmt*,

salf^r,

CRAFTS A
8

ll

WILLIAMS.

ft 8 COKKIBOIAh Wbabf, Bosto*.
augl eodtm.

Boston, Aug. 37,1884.

Bangor.

The good Sch Kate Aubrey. Jacobs
will have immediate dispatch,
,,2Sgasjg- roaster,
For freightapply to the master on hoard,
fTtHE best preparation for the growth and luxuri* i
A ance of the
D. T. CHASE.
Wharf, or to
be“?
hair.
Sept 24—dtt
or sale
by the Druggists.
aept9dlm

SKINNER'S pulmonales

the*““• manner as Linseed Oil,
dries quickly and
very hard, can be used with
tnrk ™
w88®,8 deolcl',d advantages lor all
on marufacturinr
work
depots,
cars, engines, all kinds ot l-on
work, for roots, anti
wherever a watter proof paint is
required For all
kinds of ship work, expend to
it
anperlor to any other.
Address orders to

oct4d2w*

Canadian Bears’ Grease!

A Perfect Substitute for Linseed Oil,
AXD KOCH OHBAPBB.

Goods.

hereby given that the following degoods wi re seized at this port, on the

1ST O T I O E

21dtf

BEOPENEDI

Real

OIL.

is

S.G. DENNl's,
Proprietor.

raa\

HALLOWELL HOUSE

SAMUEL BROWN,
President.

MILLOOHAU’8

dtf

Seizure of

GEO. W.MURCH.

JiwI

WILLIAM RAYNOR,Seoretar.
EDWARD SHAW Agent, 1M Middle Street.
•otS7 lyeod

copy, one yenr, Invnrlably
advance.<8.00

HEW FURHITURE ft FIXTURES1

tainment of his gueato.
Westbrook, May 21,1804.

H.n.e-

Per.*

PRESS,

dayB hereinafter mentioned, for a violation of the
Revenue laws;—June 24, 1864, on wharf from
Steamer from Kt. John, N. B„ 1 bbl. Whiskey, 2
cases Wine (of 12 bottles each)
Jnly 16, 1864, on
board brig thos. Conner, 2 bbls Molasses, Jnly 26,
1864, on board steam 1 bbl. sugar, 1 bag Sugar.—
August 6th, 1864, on board brig Martha A Berry! 1
bbl Molasses. August 11,1864, on board brig Calmuck 2 bbls Molasses
°
August 10, 1864,
on board
brig C. H. Kennedy 4 bbls. Molasses.
Any person or persons, desiring the same, are requested to appear and make such claim,within ninety days from the day ol the date hereof; otherwise
the said goods will b< disposed ofin accordance with
the act of Congress, appiored
April 2, 1844.
J,„ CoHector.
8ept 2—dlaw8w

IN NEW

hold If uryiinre, R«nt», Leaipn v*nm
•els on the Stacks, and other
sonal Property nt tne
est rrlea.

annum.

_

town.

™

Tke Largest and Beat
Arranged Hotel

NEW TORS.

Sunday exoepted, at <8,00 per

In

«.J?iLhou#e
inJ5iiSrf0.^n?Mdrni®hing8

,

Exchange

Daily Press,

Single

respectfully solicit*
^h© public, and cordially invites s
call from bis °f
old friends.
Pleasant» retired and quiet. The
are ail new, ana theroomtThe tables are supplied with alJ
?h?na?d Btgiitly.
M *el1 “the Bubstantiafs 01 the
sead-el!fff1®8
son, and the service of one of the very best cooks in
England have been secured.
Extensive sheds and a line stable with
roomy stall*
are among the conveniences of the
establishment
A nice Bathing House sufficient for the
accommo
dation olsevoral bathers has been erected with
steps
projecting into ten loet of water, and the whole so
cured from observation
by a floating screen.
bmoking Arbors grace the banks ot the Pond ano

Feb. 1 1864.

rodlj,

The Portland

The largest paper in New
England, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mall a d
telegraph, important reading
matter. Marine List, Market
Reports, Ac., of the
Daily Press, at the following prices, vis :—

CAPISIclrl OIJ BE.

V® ®P®ci&Uy

Maine Insurance Company insure against
loss or damage by Fire, BoUdlngs, Merchandise and Furniture, on terms as favorable as it can
be done by any solvent Company. Polioiot issuer
for One, Three, or Five years.
J. L. CUTLER, President,
J. H. WILLIAMS, Secretary.

Printing Office baeone of Soper’ Improved Calorie
Engine* for motive power, and la famished with
improved and ooatly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—
from the most celebrated makers. We have In constant nse one of HOB’S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, oapableof throwing off 8500 Sheet*
an hour; one of Adam'* Power Presses—the beet
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Fatt
Machine Job Presses-, Baggies'superior Card Pres ;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed office.
The Daily Press Job Office is believed to be as well
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those Bending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortest possible time
and in the neatest and best manner.
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as oheap as any other establishment
In the City, County or State.
All orders for Job Printing must be directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, No. 82} Exohange street,
Portland, Me.
The JobOffioeis under the personal
supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PBINTKB, and Is himself an experienced practical work*
man, and employs only well-skilled mechanics in
this department of his work.

THE MAINE STATE

Pleasant Suburban Resort.

indulgence of the lounger.
Hoping for a share of the public patronage the undersigned promises to spare no effort tor ihe enter-

undersigned has been appointed by the abore
Compam, 8 le Agent tor the sale of lumber, lor

immediately relieve Coughs,
t’o'da,H oargenes-s Loss of voice,
Bronchitis,
Lassitude. Thirst,
ond
Vw 1 ft!,

every
geso*

sympttom of the first
u monarv
Consump*
hit' iD f0,m

iv'.r*7 4r2 tB sul'able
?he*l,Wr f<,.r'.a
?
,n lka3i
e*’ «

L" of

for
T attan.
More ***n »”d
111 wb» over.
.iax the vocal organs receive
Solo bv all Druggists
instant relief by their use.
Prepared by B. M. SamwaP., Ctaeraltt, 27 Tremont
street, Boston. H. H- Hay, oor. Free end Middle

/ifk
tin n,h.ree

5«« .?„ator,aDd

street., .applying *g«nti,

»ap27eo<lf«>w6m

Saco River for Portland at e-45
(Freight Train with Passenger
Cars) and 9.15 a.x., and8.30 p. m.
Leave Portland for Saco River, 7.46 a. x. and
2.00 and 6,20 r. h. The 2.00 p. X. train out, and 5.45
a. x. train into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger cars attached.
Stages connect at 8accarappa daily for South
Windnam, Windham Center and Great Falls.
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish. Steep
Falls, Baldwin, Sobago, Bridgton, Hiram, Llmington, Cornish, Denmark, Brownfield. Lovel, Fryeburg, Conway,Bartlett, Albany, Jackson and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bouney Eagle, South Limington, Limington and Umeriok.
dom, Madison, raton, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
Fares 6 oents less when tickets are purchased in
the Office, than when paid in the Cars,
DAN.

Portland April 7,1864.

CARPENTER, Supt.
dtf

MAINE CENTRAL SJAILKOAD.

tatlon, for Lewiston and Anbnrn, at

-1th rent of on*
T®
? the'b2W,*f:Millinery,
beet stands in
X of the

r. <)■■

IvM

tf

oity.

Address through
Portland

MU.f.iNF.R.

lfTo~VA
HEALD has
his
R E

l, !

removed
office <rcm No. 341
Congress 8t. to the opposite side of the street,
and Temple streeis. office formcorner of
erly occupied by Die Baoon A R reel in.
sepgdtf

DB.

Congress

Chain Cable for Sale.

A

ONE inch

sepMSSw

Boston.

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A.I., and returning is due InPortland at 1 p. n.
Stages oonneot with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this
line.

Waterville, November,

C. M.
1883.

MORSE,Sup’t.

deol4

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.
8UMMBR

ARRANOBMBNT8

Commencing April 11th, 1864.
rwawnri
Passenger Trains will leave the BtatwflBw* tion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays ex-

oepted)

lollows:
Portland for

as

Leave

p. x.

Boston, at 8.46 A. K. and 8.06

Passengers
Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Salem and Lynn.
to J. O.
For more extended intormation,
Kendriok, Bangor; the local Agents at the varions
landings; the Depot Masters of the P. 8. fc P-,
Eastern, and B. fc M. Railroads; Abiei Somerby,
Portland; Lang fc Doiano, Boston, or

isdtf

June

Chain Cable—new—for sale by
MeGILVEBY, BYAN A DAVIS.

CHAS. SPEAR, Ueneral Agent.

following

tho

of

r. w.
Leave

6.80

Portsmouth tor Portland, at 10.00 A.

m.

TWO TBIPSPEB WEEK.
On and after Monday, March 28,
the superior sea-going steamer
NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. B.
Winchester, will leave Railroad
Whari, loot of State Street, every Monday at 6
o’clock P. M., and tho Steamer NEW ENGLAND,
Capt. E. Field, every Thursday at 5 o’clock P. M.,
for j&aatport and St. John, N. B-, connecting at
Eastport with steamer Queen, for Robinson, St. Andrews and Calais, and with oUuce coaches for Machias, and at at. John with steamers for Fredericton and with steamer Emperor for Digby, Windsor and Halifax, and with tho E. h N. A. Railroad
for Shediao and all way stations.
Returning, whl leave St. John every Monday and
Thursday ai 8 o’olook A. M., for Eastport, Portland
and Boston.
Through tiokets procured of the Agents and Clerk
on board Steamers.
Freight received till 4 o’oloek P. M., Mondays and

Thursdays.
mayfldtfC, C. EATON, Agent.

THE STEAMERS

These trains will toko and

Freight trains leave

leave passengers at way

daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
Portland and Boston

Portland, Oct. 30.1863.

oo31

edtf

PROPOSALS
FOR

Portland and New York Steamers

^fes&A
fallows:

Leave Browns WharL Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 1 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’oloek, P. K
These vessels are fitted up with lino accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable ronte for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 87,00, inolndlng Fare and State
Rooms.
(foods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Qsebso, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M., on the da7 that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 Welt Street,
Mew York.
Deo. 6,1868.
<tf

FOR SALE & TO LET.
House and Lot No. 31 Dautorth St.* For
Sale.
The two and a half storied wooden dwelling
"
House and lot, No. 81 Danforth St coutain-

LILiug ten good sired rooms, with a bathing
room—piped for gas throughout—a furnace that

will beat every part of the house. Cistern lor rain
water and a never failing well of drinking water.
On the premises are a good
Copper pumps, Ac.
barn and Bheds. The lot is about 126 by 44 feet. The
houseean be examined anv day from 10 A. M. till 6
P. M by calling on the subscriber who will fhrnisb
particulars and terms of sale.
J. R. BRAZIER,

Ocean Insurance Company Building,
No. 27 Exchange 8t.
Aug. 8—dtf

Department.
August 26,1864

)

f

will be reoeived at this department
until the first November 1864, at 12 o’cluok
noon, for the construction oi the l ustom House authorized to be erected at Portland, Me, according to
tue plans and specifications prepared at this Department; said proposals to be either lor the whole
building, or separate for different kinds oi work: the
Department reserving the right to reject or accept
the proposals
invited, or any part thereof,
where it deems the interest of the United Stat> s requires it; the Department also reserving the right to
exclude the bid of any person or persons, whom
there is just cause to believe will not taithfully perform the contract. Also all bids that upon investigation are below a fair price lor the work.
Bids will not be received in gross, and the Department having prepared a soheoule oi the approximate quantities of each kind of work and material
required, (which schedule may be had at the office
of the Supervising Architect, Treasury Department)
toe bidder will be required to affix his prices thereto
for such articles and kinds of work as he proposes to
bid for, and then carry the whole out in one gross
amount.
Ninety per cent, of the amount of the work done
and material delivered according to contract price,
(said amount to be ascertained by the estimate cf an
Agent oi the Department appointed for that purpose) Will be paid from time to time as the work progresses, and teu per cent, retained until the comple
tion of the contract, and acceptance of the work by
the Agent aforesaid, and be forfeited in the event of
the non-ftilfillment of the contract.
Contracts will be awarded only to Master Builders
and Mechanics, and the assignment thereof, except
by consent of the Secretary oi the Treasury, will be
a forfeiture of the same.
Each proposal must be accompanied by a guarantee, signed bv two responsible persons, (certified to
be so by the United States District Judgn or Attorney of said District), in the sum of 86.000,00 for the
whole work, or of a proportionate amount if lor any
part, that the bidder will, when required, if his proposal be accepted, enter into a contract and bond,
with suficient securities for its 'aithlul performance.
Forms of the bend and certificate required; also
the plans, specifications and working drawing- will
be iurnisned on application to the Supervising Architect of the Department.
No bid will be considered, unless it fully oomplies
in all its details with the requirements ot this advertisement.
The Proposals must be sent to this
addressed to Isaiah Rogers, Supervising Architect,
and plainly endoreesd:
“Proposals for the Portland Custom House."
Proposals will also be reoeived at the same time
for tne old Custom House building and materials
therein, (the four granite columns on Fore street
(60) days from
excepted) to be removed within
date of the award, and in case the sale of the same
be awarded to the successtul bidder forthe new Custom House, the amount of same will be taken as part
payment of his aontract.

PROPOSALS

hereby

Department

sixty

ISAIAH ROGERS,

Supervising Architect.

Sept 2—dtd

To Wood Dealers
10,000

andLumbermen.

Cords Wood and

Logs Wanted.

desired for cargoes of the following woods, visWhite or Canadian Poplar,
Hemlock, Baswood, or American Linden, Beech,
Yellow Birch, and White or Red Elm and White
Spruce—all to be sound and merchantable.
Offers may be made to furnish by the cord, or In
the log of 8 or 12 or 16 feet long, Irom 6 inches in
diameter upward, to bo delivered on navigable water
for vessels drawing when loaded nine feet. Parties
please state the kind of wood, and the amount they
oan furnish, where they wish to deliver for
shipment, and when it will be delivered there, and tne
lowest cash prioe pereord or 1000 feet, as they desire

PROPOSALS

to contract.
For further
please address

[together

B.

or

sending proposals

BUFFOM,

Aug

Providenoe, r! 1.

no

23—d3m
AS6T.

UABTKR S

OFFICE

tiailroad.
TniB house contains fourteen finished
and is well adapted to accommodate two families,
with separate out buildings, stable, fco., and a well
of ater in tho yard. A large part of the purchase
money can lay on mortgage if desired
This property will be ofiored at Auction ou the first
of August, if not sold before.

Notice.
a stranger in this
city, would like
to form the acquaintance of a middle aged
gdntleman of wealth. No o'hers need answer All
correspondence striotly confidential. Address for

young lady,

K. K. X). MASON.

$8,400,000.00

than that of any other Company in America.
Be liable information in relerenoe to all the
panies will be freely given at this office, from
missioners Reports for successive years.

valuable real estate
Free street, known
THEthe
“Furbish property.” The lot Is about 106
on

as

Free street and extends back about 174 leet.
Said estate will be sold as a whole, or the easterly
half of tho dwelling house, with lot about 40 by 175
feet, will be sold by itself.
Application may be made to James Furbish, Esq.,
on tne premises, or to
UEO. E. B. JACKSON,
on

Julyldti69 Exohango street.

whe^wo

Portland, Feb. 1864.

feb26eodtf

For Sale.
CUFF COTTAGE, containing over 30
a
rooms,largo stable and sheds—situated two
■jJU-fcjfc and

jijAAa

one-half miles from Portland, and

the

iin®8t situation in Cape Elizabeth lor a wa—ytering place, and summer boarders. For
GEO. OWEN,
particulars enquire of
101 Commercial Street,Portland.
ap7dtf
For SaleT
TWO story House and Lot, situated on Port.
land street, with Stable and other out
buildings.
Also two adjoining lots containing about eight
thousand square feet. Enquire of N. STEVENS,
No.47 Portland street.
June9dtf

To LU,

tenements at the

and Brackett Sts.: also
TWO
of JABEZ C.
St.

corner

tenement

one

ef Salpm

Green
Inquire
WOODMAN, Jr., Real
Estate Broker, 81 Exchange St., or NATHAN M.
WOODMAN, 28 Oak St.
septfidtf
on

House For Sale.
TWO story wooden bouse, No. 18 Adams street,

A 11 finished rooms, convenient
for two families
For

plenty of good water.

particulcrs inquire
B.

J. WILLARD.

■

ol

To Let.
in suites, over Stores Nos.
JT
Exchange Street, opposite the International House. Apply on the promises to
A. L. BROWN.
JT* <*tf

To Let,
by us. Possession given

oooupied
STORE
immediately.
Front Offleeln
now

Also, a
J*n8 dtf

now

Hanson Blook.
H. J. LIBBEY fc CO.

To I.et.
occupied by

THEMechanic Hall.

E. E. Little, nnder
Enquire of
C. P. KIMBaLL,
Proble Street,

Authorized

Capital,

CAPITAL PAID
Invested

com

Com-

^

For Male.
aod I.ot No 216 Cumberland street.
quir- at City Clerk's Offloo.
seplSOdlw

H0U8E

AMD

IN

61,&K)
34 600

28,000
24,600
4,000

%

This Company is now
to issue policies
upon all kinds of property in the city or country,
liable to loss or damage by fire, at as low rates as is
taken by any other office.
The patronage ot the
mercliauta and citizens generally ot Portland and
is
most
vicinity,
respectfully solicited,
A. K. 8HURTLEFF, President.

prepared

B. Brown,
J. B. Carroll,

J.

A

To Let.
VEST plasuit unfurnished
28 Danlorib street.

House

to

room

Let.

inl.t.t

Sent

by iexpreaa to any address

H. M.

Payson,

1). W. Clark,

H. I. Robinson.

Andrew Spring,
PhilipH. Brown,
Jeremiah Dow,
Portland, August 1,1864.— isdSm

STATEMENT OF TSE

Company,

not

due

or

Insurance

of the insured and at rates as low as any othoi
Company. Tbe issue of fTrpp Policies renders it at
p-'least equal if BOt superior to fhy
participation

treble riled

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.
WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vioe President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary

EWPortland Office, 166 Pore Street.

HUNGER, Agent.

TBANSIENr PRICE LIST

312

1864,
St.

Congress

On Saratoga, Chiistiana and Eugenia shape, 60

cents.
On Jocky

Crown and English shape, 50 oonts.
Blooking Felt Bonnets, 60 cents.
For coloring, 20 oents additional to the above
prices.
Milliners prices in proportion.
sept22 dtf

GRAJTT’8 COFFEE & SPICE MILLS.
ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

J.

C3-RTX

1ST T

,

Wholsea'.s Dealer In all kinds of

COFFEE, SPICES,
Salceratus & Cream Tartar,
Nev) Coffee and Spice Mills, 18 and 16 Union street.

Portland.

Hew Hayen. June 38th tarn
Messrs. C. G. Clark fc
Instantaneous effects of
f,0/.In^keTll;nown
fh«
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Core, in cases of cholera
morbut.
1 had been for twenty four hoars
purging at the
stomach and bowels,
every fifteen minutes.* 1 went
into your drug store to prooure somo
brandy as 1
had always boon told that it was a
good remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness at
onoe attracted the attention ol the olerk in
oharge
and he asked me at once “what Is the matterf" I
replied: “I have been lortwentry.fonr hours vomiting and purging, and 1 am unable to stand or walk
from weakness, and this deadly Bickness at my stomach completely prostrates me/' He produced a bottle of Cos's Dyspepsia Cure, saving, “taken large
swallow of that; it is now 11 o'olooi; taken another
after dinner.”
From the moment I took that first dose of tho
medicine my sickness at stomach was gone—its effect
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat
my dinner with
as good a relish as ever hungry man partook las I
was well cleared out of rood.) and lollowed
bv a
teaspoonful of cure. I havo not suffered a partial,
of inoonvenience sinoe I took tho remedy
Ita action was so wonderftil and so i'mmndi.t.
that 1 oonld hardly believe the evidences of
mv own
senses, and I desire to puulioly make kn«».
faots, that the whole world mav avail
°
it. use
Like bread,it thould
. F ace
one’s house, and I believe that
no one should
away from home without a bottle of It in 1*
or where it oonld be
quickly made

Co.-<&tuZZ?-i d&re

Hats for

Me.

Coffee and Spices put up for the trade, with any
address, in ail variety of packages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roastod and ground for the trad* at short

'fiSd

Ttqlyyoi&s,

themTJive^ar
CT‘orv

io
clock*
available.P

GEO. L. dr an

i.:

notice.

|7~A11 goods entrusteda tthe owner's risk.
marchlOdtf

Owe qf the Tirniy-fivt.
New Haven, July llth, 1864.
Cou—Sir —Having been troubled with tho
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. I have
taken the usnal kindsof medicines, which have done
me no good. I saw your advertisement of a medicine to oure the Dyspepsia. 1 have tried it, and
ionnd it to be thk medicine. The first 16 drops (the
7th of Jane,) that I took, relieved me in one minute.
I have taken it three or four times, hut have bad no
distressing feeling in my stomach since taking tho
first 16 drops;
alpiongb before, I oouid not eat a
meal, an4 sometimes no more tfra.n throe or four
mouthfulls without distressing me.
J. F. WOODRUFF.
Kespeotlully,
M«.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned
THEnership
under the

have this day formed a Copartname ana
style of Fline A
Wbittemore, and have taken the store formerly oo
by
Fiiog’No
copied
Henry
81, Commercial street
where they intend doing a Commission and Whole
sale business, in Teas, Tobacco, W. 1 Good, tirZ
»*ooa», Grooories and Provisions.

HENRy FLING

PortI»ndJnly8,l8flEP11KNWHliT“IOK«firm heretofore
and
existing under the
THE
stjieof Cloudman, Stevens & Co.. is hereby dl.solved
name

by mutual consent. Messrs. Cloudman A Steare authorized to settle and ad
hist the aflkirs of
yens
the late hrm.
JOHN CLOUDMAN,
B.

STEVENS,

Portland, Sept. 1,1864.

Messrs. Cieudman A Stevens will continue tb«
business at the old . and No. 162 Commercial
street.
_sepl6eod3w

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Sweat and Cleaves aa Attorneys at Law, la this

THE
dissolved by mutual consent.

The affairs ol
day
either party.
late firm will be adjusted
Mr. sweat will continue in business at office
117 Middle street, Mussey’s Kow.
Mr ■Cleaves at the office of Howard k Cleaves,
91 Middle street, over Casoo Bank
L. D M. SWEAT,

by

Portland, July

the

*

Ho.
Ho

HATHAH CLEAVES.

18tb,18M"

DB. W. R. MERW1N Ac Co..
•9«i rRPWfTOj**,
No. 6® Liberty St., New Yor*.

febfl eodfcwly

DB.

JyUdto

I. B.
BE

No. 5

HUGHES

POTTED AT HI®

WHKH£ be

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

can

be consulted privately, and with

tbe utmost confidence by tbe ufllioted. at all
1
hours daily, from I A. It, to t T. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are
suffering aader the
affliction of prlrato disease, whether
arising from
impure connection or tbe terrible vice of sell-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch ol
the medical profession, he leels warranted in Uca»
AHTKiina a Ccaa la all Cas**, whether of
Ion,

Devoting

standing or recently contracted, entirely removin,

2®&S&8
perfed
E3:
He would
the attention
tbe afilioted
call

of

to

f»el of his long standing and well earned reputation,
bis «*iU and see

furnishing suffioient arr4rar.ee et

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

I

Every intelligent and thinking person most know
that remedies handed out from
I
general use should
!
tljfljr efficacy established by well-tested expo*
rience m the hands of a
regularly educated phy-{oian, whose preparatory study fits him lor wl the

!

duties he must ftillili; yet the oountry is flooded with
Boor nostrums and
cure-alls, purporting to be the
beet in the world, which are not only useless, but alThe unfortunate should be faktioways injurious
ulax in selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrevertable foot that many syphilitio apUents are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced pbysiefone iq
general practice; for it is a point generally conceded
by the best syphilographers, that the study and management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be oompetent and
suocessftil in their treatment and cure. Tho inexperienced general praotitioner, having neither opnor time to make himself
acquainted with
portunity
their pathology, oommonly
pusrucs one system of
treatment, in most oases making an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and dargeroa* weapon, Mer-

_

HAVE CONFIDENCE,
All who have committed an exoess of
any kind •
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth, or the stinging rebuke o» misplaced * onlideuce in

matcreryears,

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and
Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
to® Baromoter to the whole system,
vo not wait for tho consummation that is
sure to fob
low, do not wait for Unsightly Uloers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
_

and

New Haven, June 11th, 1894
_Ma, Coi—Dear Sir:—The bottle of Dyspepsia
]
1 reoeived from yon, gave instantaneous
Medioine
relief. I only used It when my food distressed me.
j was about like taking two doses to-day, one toIt
,
then every other day, increasing the quanmorrow,
tity oi tood and decreasing the medlclne.until I was
,
enabled
to eat without taking anything at all.
My
ease was an extreme one, having suffered tor seven
years. I now oonslder myself cured, and by using
only one bottle of medicine in the spaoo of two
months. The dose was a teaspoonful.
Eli.** 8. Alls*.

j

Bold by Druggists In city and oonntry, everywhere.
Price $1.00 per Bottle.

Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

Young Men troubled with emissions in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit lu
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge mode.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young men with the above
disease, some o
whom are as weak and emaciated as though the'
had the consumption, and
thoir friends suppose!
by
to have it. All suoh oises yield to the
proper aid
only correct coarse of treatment, and in a short tiM
are made to rejoioe In
perfect heaiU>.
MIDDLE AGED
There are many men at tnen».
„-.oars
troubled with too frequent evacuations iron toe
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smsring or
banking sensation, and weakening the •ystem in a
manner the patient cannot account for. 0< esam.
tning urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often no
found, and sometimes small particles of semen cr
albumen will appear, or the color will bo of a thin
milkisb hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearanoe. There are many men who die of this
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, wkieh is the
SECOND STAGE OF SUMINAL WEAKNESS,
I oan warrant a perfect cure in such eases, aud a
fall and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons whooannot personally consult the Dr.,
oan do so by writing in a plain manner a deecrip tiou
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned If desired.

Addrees,
DB. J. B. HCGBEB,
_So- * Temple 8t., [corner of Middle]1 Portland.
WSsnd Stamp forolrcular.

eclectic Medical

f"V B. HOOBE8 partioularly invites all Ladles whs
their

a

medical adviser, to oall at his rooms, No.

Street, which they will find arranged fa!
especial accommodation.

Dr. H.’s Eoleetic Konnvsting Medialnosare unrlvatin efiloaoy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action Is speeifio and
eart&in o ■ producing relief in a short time.
ssADIES will Una It Invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried la
vain. It Is purely vegetable, oontaiuing nothing la
theleastinjcriouito the health, and may bo taken
with perleot safety at ail time*.
Sont to any part ortho oountry with full direct ions
by addressing
jJjj niJGHES,
Bo. 6 Temple Street, corner of Kiddie, Portland,

ted

* B.—LADIBB desiring may eons alt one of their
A lady ot experlenoe in oonstant att- nd

own sex.

tan]

Orders by mail, from either dealers or consumers,
promptly attended to.

C. 6. CLARK A CO.
ff'hoUlale DnggUte, New Haven, Conn.,

Proprietors.

■old in Portland by W. ft. Phillips, H. H. Hay.
Ud all other dealers.
mareh3eodly«

Infirmary,

TO THE LADIES.

need

Notice ol Dissolution.

case.

To those who have trifled with their oonstitutit a
until they think themselves beyond the reach of
medical aid, we would say, Despair not' the CUE It
OKEE CURE will restore yon to health and vigor,
and after all quapk doctors have felled.
For fell particulars get a circular from
any Drug
store iu the country, or write the Proprietors, wke
will mail free to any one desiring the same a fell
treatise in pamphlet form.
Price, S3 per bottle, or three bottles for 16. and
forwarded by express to all parts of the worl4.
Sold by all respectable druggists everywhere.

PRIVATE MEDICAL

MKS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, Jane SDth, 1864.

AT

most stubborn

as men

While Journeying on the cars, my stomach beoame badly deranged, causing severe
pain in my
head. Had it been on the water it would have
been called sea-sickness, a lady sitting by me,
knowing my condition, reached cut a bott.e saying,
“take a swallow.” I did so. and in loss thgn five
minutes my trouble was ended. Tbe medicine was
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Care," and from the effect it had
upon the Stomach, and what I have learned or it
since, 1 think it mast be an excellent remedy for
Sea-sickness and Dyspepsia.

rate*.

Bleaohery,

tits

cury.

The undersigned having been appointed Aobkt
and Attoknby for this Compatjr, is now prepared
to issue Polioies on Insnrable Property at ourrenl

Sweetsir’s

at

Im ortant to Travelers.

'Portland Board of Pefetrenctt:
Johh B. Brows A Son, Hbbsbt Fixtohxb a Co.
U. J. Libby A Co.
Joun Lyuou A Co.

Pelt

Sickness

Those who know my constitution, wh»t my condition hw been lor the last thirty
years, will believe
With me that a medicine that will reach my case will
reach almost any ope.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Care has
enabled me to eat
anythin; I please, and it is very
seldom I now have to use the medicine.
It relieved
me in an Instant when I was in great pain
My
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
E‘ Bia80TTHew Haven, June 36,1864,

I

ffM. E.

Blocking

Sick-Headache,

Mr. Coe
The bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure y ou
g»ye me has backed up your statement concerning
ft. i have on|v used half a bottle, and can eat pine
apple short sake or anything el e, without trouble,
It acts like a charm. The relief it affords is
instantan ecus.
Jamb A. dowuby.
Lowuby
New Haven, June 18,1864.

Middle St.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW, Seo

BOB

Breathing, Trembling, Wakeftalness, Eruptions
the Face, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consuniption, and all tbe direfel complaints caused by departing from tbe path of nature,
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
one on which all can rely, as it has been used in our
practice for many years, and, with thousands treate l,
it has not felled in ft Biggie instance. Its eurfttKf
powers have been sufficient to gain victory over tho

Madison, Conn June30,1864.
Promthe bcnpgt dprjvpd by (be use of Coe’s
pepsia Cure in rny farndy. X am prepared to say Dysthat
I never Intend to be without it and advise in who
are afflicted with Dyspepsia to
try it.
PaiLARDIB LUWIS.

This Company will issue Polices to be free after th*
payment pi six, eightor ten Premiums at the option

JOHN W.
3,1864.—dtf

AMD LEAVES

of

4 Votae/rom home through our City Papers.
4a* en, Conn, June 18,1864.
Allow me, through your columns, to acknowledge my gratitude ip®the benefit 1
nave received from the use ofepe’s Dyspepsia Cure.
Although! was » great BUfferor from Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one
oufice has
enabled me to eat anything I please, without pain
1 hare now stopped using the medioine as i no
longer need it.
Palmira Eymam.

Company.

June

ROOTS, BARKS

PROM

Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Premature old Age, Weak Nerves, Difficulty

m.J4
■'
Messrs. Btlitors

PARTICIPATION.

Of New York, Office 113

ttSBAT

An unfailing cure for Spermatorrhea, Semina
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self poiution; such as Loss of Memory,

TESTIMONIALS.

deo6 dtf

Company
Broadway,

COMPOUNDED

Prom the Pattor <jf the Methodist B.
Church, Madison, Conn.
I have used Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in
my Sunily
and can willingly testily to its value as a
medioine
h**“y Gidmamd, i’astor M. E. Church.
Madison, Conn., June 30th, 1864.

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.

102

Cure !

INDIAN MEDICINE,

OAK

J. C. CHURCHILL, Agent,

o.

THE

Instantaneously, we pledge onr
ofhonor^-our reputation as I'harmacefavorable acquaintance witbfthe people as
proprietors of the World-renowned “toe’s Cough
Balsam," if it is used according to our directionwhich may be found with each bottie.
We add below some Testimonials from our neighbors and townsmen, to which we ask
your careful
attention.

ANDES,_I

Portland Mutual Fire

Cherokee

utists—our

8176,411 M
EX

Instantaneously.

Immediately

I word

88,026,879 71

adjusted,

rsoFBijrroEs,

WILL

I COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE,
and

rhe Capital Stock la.81.500,000
and with the surplus is invested as follows:
Seal estate, uninoumbered,
887,963 19
Cash in hand, on deposit, and in agents'
hands,
216,960 66
United States Stooks,
612,817 60
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds, 650,160 Ob
Bank and Trnst Company Stooks,
l,ulf ,270 00
831,960 00
Mortgage Bonds,
Atlantia Mutual Ins. Co's scrip, 1862-3,
16,886 60
Amount of Liabilities lOr Losses

a

No. 68 Liberty St., New York.

feot of

On tbe lit day ef November, A. D. 1368, as required
by the Laws of the State of Maine,

Total Assets,

tbs

DR. W. R. MERW1K k Os.,

will not and cannot exist where the cure is used.—
It removes the disease uy removing the
cause, not
like Alooholic Bitten which cover up your bed feelings for a few moments by their exhilaratiug effects.
Beware ofsuch remedies or beverages, but in their
plaoe use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human meohani*m in
perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physelogioal laws. That such will be the ef-

H. J. Libby,
H. N. Jose,
J. N. Winslow, G.W. Woodman,
Alvah Conant, H I. Robinson,
C. H. Haskell,
8. C. Chase,
N. O. Cram,
Wm. Moulton.

J2tna Insurance

oi

Sold by all druggists, everywhere.

Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels,
Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeling of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,

TRUSTEES:

St. John Smith,

receipt

on

prioe.

COE’S DYSPEPSIA CUBE I
Fever and Ague,

John Lynoh,

a

three bottles for $5.

on

JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary.
DIBJSOTORS :
8. R. Spring,

full treatise.

Prioe, CHEROKEE INJECTION, *2 per bo
or

tresses you, or sours on your stomach,)you will get
in a very few days so that you can do without the
medioine, except occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle is used up, we will guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
as hearty a breakiast as you over sit down to in > our
healthiost hours, and we will forfeit to
you the price
of the bottle, upon your shewing that our statement
is not oorrect.
The medicine is powerful bnt harmless, and whilst
a single teaspoonlul will at once relieve the
dyspeptic sufferer, the whole Dottle would not materially
Lin, I? tt is entirely vegetable aud contain"
no
opiates Ail classes Oi disease that have their origin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled in the same instantaneous way, by the use of

856,800

Stocks,

IT

a

Friee, CHEROKEE REMEDY, Bit per bottle, or
three bottles for S6.

thue enabling you, by hearty eating, and the use of
the cure after eaoh meal, (aa often as the food dis-

$300,000.

Loans on Mortgages of Beal Estate at twothirds its value,
Loans on pledge of United States Securities,
Loans on pledgo of City Scrip.
Loans on pledge of Bank
Loans on pledge of State of Maine Bonds,
Loans on pledge of Androscoggin County

Bonds,

Believe Ton

same

En.
“

mail free to any address,

DYSPEPSIA CURE!

$500,000.

JOSEPH WALKER.

MACHIN,

Cure the Worst of Yon,

COE’S

follows t—

as

ALBERT

T.

rtltement*

year—not

29 EXCHANGE ST.

OFFICE

To Let.
STORE in Galt’s Block.
ONE
H.
Apply to
«d22 dtf

0Ur

so lb

Portland, May 14.1884.mavl4eodtf
Offices sfngleor
TjlOUR
162 and 164

By the Me of the CIIRHOKRE REMED Y and
CHEROKEE INJECTION— the two mcdiolnee at
the game time—all improper discharges are removed
and the weakened organs are speedily restored to
foil vigor and strength.
Kur lull particulars get oar pamphlet from any
drug store in the country, or write us and we will

not in a
in a month—nor in a week—but
you shall Bee its beneficial influence at once immediately* and the day you take it. To you who have
lived lor years upon Graham Bread and
plain diet,
who dare not eat anv thing the least-wise
hearty—
first, because the Doctor nas ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for tear the distress it causes—
and
on
rising
souring
your stomach, wesay sit down
to your dinner, eat as hoarty a meal as
you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress you. lollow it by a single teaspooufhl of

DIRIGO

A

first class

Ui>°n

Poaitively

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

of wood

pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
torch, beech, tamarac and bass wonfitcany amount.
II. T. MACHIN, Portland.
Enquire of

tion).

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CORE"

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt,

tores

land, on the south side of the river
Lawranoe, in Canada East. It is iatercceded bv
two considerable rivers with oligible Mill site. Well
woodod with evory description of timber, such as

CHEROKEE I EJECTION Is intended as an
ally
assistant to the CHEROKEE REMKD Y, an
should be need in conjunction with that medicine in
all cases of Gonorrhea, Gleet, Fluor Alton or Whiles
Its elects are healing, soothing and demuioent; re
moving all scalding, heat, choadee and pain, instead
of the burning and almost unendurable pai that in
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack injecor

tfon. To meet the terrible ravages of this worst of
iu diseases, we have prepared

INTERNATIONAL

Free street for Snie.

ease.

refuiiug its subjects a particle of nourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most
Monixlng distress, and Oftentimes complete prostrs-

Policies issued on the non-forfeiting ten year plan
as well as in all the other usual forms.
Every considerate man who will apply to L\fe Insurance the same principles that would guide him
in making other investments,or in themangement ot
his own business will assuredly investigate the advantages of the Mutual benefit System, as illustrated in the history of this Company, before
insuring
bis life in any other. By neglecting to do so he will
probably pay from 10 to 25 dollars on every 8100 as
tbe price of his failure to inform himself.
Remem jer. the Dividends are SOper cent. The
fit st ODe is paid you just four years from the date of
your policy; a Dividend is paid you every year
thereafter, while tne Undivided Surplus from which
all dividends are made, is nearly 81,003,000, larger

Gravel,
especially recommended in

is

original purity and vigor; thus removing from the
system all pernicious causes which have induced dis-

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,

paid for claims by death ex-

ceeds

THE

A
St.

Gleet, Gonorrhea, and

those cases of Fluor Altou, tor Whites in
Females)
where all tho old nauseous medicines have failed.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated
form, the
dose only being from one to two
teaspoonftals three
times per day.
It is diuretlo and alterative in Its
action: purifying
and
cloanslng the blood, oaasing it to low in all its

Dyspepsia is not only the sore forerunner of death
but the companion of amiserable life. It has well
been oalled the Nation’s scourge; for more persons,
both old and young, male and lemale, suffer from Us
ravages, than from all oilier ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of its vigor aud energy, gives
weariness and total indisposition to those once
strong and active; renders the stomach powerless to
digest the food, and has tor its attendants,

$2,350,000,00

Fire Insurance

Stock and fixtures of a Provision Store,
favorably located in a thriving manufacturing
town, on the lino of B R„ a few miles from Portland. This is a good chance for
aparty with a small
capital. Expenses small; rent only five dollars a
month. Will be sold low for
pf busioash—change
ness cause of sale.
Present quota of the town to be
filled by enlistments. Call on or address immediO. W. BURNHAM,
ately
International House, Portland, Me.
Aug, 23,1864—dtf

For Sale.
SQUARE block of land, ot about 73000

udUnD“

Balsam

Parties now insuring In this Company participate
in the benefits of this targe and increasing surplus.
This Company has paid to the assured in Dividends,

ALLEN HAINES.

Provision Store for Sale.

)

THE

U»«e days.

mA

aug26

yOARTER

Forage Dpartment,
(
Street, N. Y dept. 12 1864 I
Government will require in all purchases of
Hay on its account in the State nf Maine a
strict adheiance to Sections 86. 36 and 87 Chapter
V
88 of the Ke> is, d Statutes of Maine of 1868
The law is just and proper for the prevention and
detection of fraud, and must he striotly complied
H. I. BROWN C.pt and A O M
with.
J. B. Fisher, Q M. Agent, No. 90 Commercial St.
Sept 20—dim
Portland, Maine.

A

House for Sale.
two story dwelling house on Congress 6t.
nearly opposite the oastellated Villa of 8. L.
Carlton, Esq., and on the lino of the florae

Store

Treasurer American Wood Paper Company
no

Dwelling

feet

FROM BOOTS.
liU|
CHEROKEE RE MED Y, the great
etio, cures all di-eases of the Urinary*.
g4ns such
»s Inoontinenoe of the
Urine, Inflamation of the
iKldneys, Stone in the Bladder. Btrioture,

Prepared by the Proprietors of “Coe’s Cough

ceptions.

f)led

on

CHEROKEE INJECTION.

TBH

STOMACH ADD BOWELS

$1,807,650,17

while the total amount

Remedy

OOMFOUXDBD

This surplus is nearly *1,000,000,00 larger than
that of any other Lite Company in the United States
and sl.G00.0t0 larger than any other, with two ex

—

•.and

Cherokee

I

Cent.

Declared annuand have been for several years.
ally, ana paid after two years.
A dividend is declared and paid upon l>v“.
every payment made, whether the party is
or not. sar“Ao other t
ompany in the United State*
does this.
Ice assets on the 31st of December last, as shown
by the New York Insurance Commissioners'Report,
were sufficient to provide for its
Computed premium reserve," the payment of “Alt its dividends,"
and every other liability,
contingent or absolute,
and leave a clear net surplus of

i

Portland, July 21, 1864.

Indigestion

Diseases
Or

Per

IPifty

and

now

are

on

iGrteu Ftreot, with a front ou the street of
86 feet and ruuoiBg through to Canton Sr.,
with the buildings and lot ou eastJ
ierlv side of Canton streeC Aleo phe stable
aua 46 by 100 on the westerly tide of Green street
Thelo*«eontain about 11,000 teet; all the unooouland is e«*.peptable to irr provements. 1 lie bulldogs are in good oruer and now rent for $600 per
annum
For terms kmuiro of
JOUNC. FBOCTCB, Lime street.

AT LAST.

--A.WD-

ol this Company

Dividends

The Annual

I_

_

are

particulars,

Special attention

Hotel for Sale.
Tho ‘‘C&ledouian House," situated

tolacoVMKBD

An ALL

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

Custom House at Portland, Maine.
Treasury

Dyspepsia

•npenor™a”°9'™-

8206, COo

LINE.

The splendid and fast Steamships
M
"LOCUST POINT,” Capt..Willett,
^
HTV^aud "POTOMAC,” Captain Siifiiis3SaaZ330*wooi>, will,cntil farther natiee, ran
a

Sept 29-dtf

ERECTING THE

is the
* .^perience
20
wii, and of the
Its own history after
-.ho insure.
beat evidence of it*
v
to those
great advantage' it aflords the following ^
is asked to

Insurance Oo. of Portland, Me.

Will, until farther notice, rnn as
follows:
Leave Atlantlo Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o’olook P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7ino’olook I’.M.
Fare
Cabin....M.OO
Froight taken as usual.
The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every *600 additional value.
dtr
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
FoL.18.M68.

and

Ore.*.

=—K>*-

Central Office Ho. 30 Exchange St,
Sept 17—dtf
Portland, Me.

Voreit City, Lewiston and Montreal

as

a ne.

bouuht rom

luh y

'-

Portland and Boston Line.

p. u.

stations.

Bteamahip Company.
Calais & St. John.

SEMI-WEEKLY

World'•

Tk.

ADO o c'OO.OO
^6,00

first-class

International

Eastport,

has now

Cnfurtunute.

{OH DYSPEPSIA HIRE!

Ct“^

of all Life Assurance ComMOumulation of over

'I

-=

*'

-ue

4

_______

of this Line via:—Peruvian,
<7 ~T~ IT. 1^* Hibernia, North American, Jura.BelNova
Scotian, Moravian, DaaSjBMBESSigian,
mascus, Wiu sail from Quebec, avaitv Batukdat
via
for
Liverpool
Mobbing.
Londonderry,
Also the steamers St. David. St. Gbobqb, 8t.
Audbbw. St. Patbiijk, tri monthly from Quebec
for Glasgow. Prepaid and return tiokets issued at
reduced rates. For passage apply to H. A A. ALLJ L. FAB.MEK,
AN, Montreal, or to
No. 10 Exchange street Portland.
maylSdtf

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.80 A. H. and 8.00

No. 66 Cedar

Rare Chance.
the

For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 r.u.
BETCBNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. w., and
Portland at 8.80 a. h. Leave Bangor at
7.80 A. w., and arrive in Portland at 215 p. m. Both
these trains connect at Portland with trains for

arrive in

<

invite the

E

that cannot fail to satisfy.

| The largest daily paper east of Boston, and having
a larger circulation than all the other dailies in the
city combined, Is published at the Offloe in Fox
Block, 821-2 Exchange Street, every morning—

subscriber,

ap!6 eodfim

On and after MONDAY, April
lth„ 1864, trains will leave ae
follows, until further notice:

SUMMER ARKAWQg.MF.WT,

THE DAILY PRESS

maytfdtf

ZIRCON

Program-

_

can

Milton

-AND-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

At Saoo River tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipoe, Newilold, Parsonsflold, Eflingnam, Free-

POSTERS,

Shop-bills,

i

Board.
of

h

York* CumberlandftSuilroad.

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trank

AT THU

f°* 811 018 D,DaTtmantB at

notlee.

plain printing of every description. Also,
Rule and Figure work, executed neatly, and on

bo obtained by
Rooms,
Board,
SUITS
applying immediately at 30 Danforth street.
May 11th.

copying.

Portland for Bath, Augusta, Waterville,Kendall’s
Mills and Skowhegan, at 1.10 P. M.
Portland for B&tn and Augusta 8.16 P. M.
Passengers for stations on the Androscoggin Ballroad will change cars at Brunswick.
The 1 It,' P. M. train from Portland connects at
Kendall’s Mills with Maine Central Railroad for
Bangor, Ad., arriving same evening.
StageB leave Ba„h lor Rookltnd at 9 A. M. and 3
P Mi
Stages leave Augusta for Belfast at 4 P. M.
Stages leave Skowhegan at 6 10 P. M. for Anson,
Soion, Ac.
Through Tickets for all the stations on this and
the Androscoggin Railroad, can be procurred in
Bobton at the Eastern or Boston and Maine stations.
B. H. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.
April 18, 1864.
ap28 tf

And

Portland, July 18,1864.—dtf

ough

Passenger trains leave 8kowhegan for
Port.ana and Boston, at 6.45 A. M., AuA. M. and Bath 1210 P. M. Augnsta
for Portland and Boston at 5.80 A, R.; Bath 8.30 A.

mes, Circulars,

from the pasture of Mr. Francis Roberta, Westbrook, last month, a three year old
gray Colt, small size; whoever wil! return him or
give information where he may be found, will be
suitably rewarded, by calling at No. 89 Spring St.
FRANCIS E. EMERY.

|

Attorney

gf Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Danetc., iy every variety and cost,

UVW A\U>.

Celebrated Mt. Zircon Mineral

VEBRILL,
mil Counsellor, at K». 117 Middle Street,

O ards,

ces, etc.,

of money, and papers of no
value to any one but the loo-er. The finder will be
rewarded as above on returning tho same to No.
8 Central Wharf, or 72 Braoketi street.
Portland, Aug. 811861.
aug31 dtf
a

MOUNT

D.

Labels,

Central wharf, or around the Grand Trunk
Depot and yard; aCalftikiu Wallet contain-

Troy N<w>.

BYRON

Colored

a

sum.

Are obtained tor Wounded Soldiers
(dischargers
and the friends of deceased soldiers who are entitled
to the same by

and

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealors
got up Id the boat style of the art.

"W anted.

<s£<kZ\

Pamphlets,

Fut up in superior style.

family ot four (no small children) Z nice
genteel two storied house, In tbe centre ot the
city.separator in a block. Address Box 110 Portland Post, Office.
septSdtf

Thare ie onla one advantage’ that i kan see,
in going tu the devil, and that
iz, the rode iz
eazy, and yu are sure to git there.
am
Lastly—1
violently opposed tew ardent
apeerlts as a bevrldge, but ’or manufakturing
purposes, l think a leetle ov It tastes good.—

and all kinds of

Reports,

and

____

SPRING A SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

a

to a

The man who kant git ahed, without pulling
others back, iz a limited cusb.
Woman will aumtimea confess her Bins, but
i never knu one tu coulees her faults.
Ob! what a wurld this lz tew liv in, for the
soul that iz afrade ov dirt and deviltree.
Young man, study Deffereocc; it iz the best
card in the pack.
Houeata iz the poor man’s pork, and the itch
maD’a pudding.
Thare iz a luxury in aumtimea feeling lone-

*

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding #60 In value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every #600 additional value.
C. J. BEYDGES, Managing Dlreotor.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
nov6
Portland, June 26, 1864.

INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OF LADING,
TIMS TABLES, and all sorts ot LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short notice.

Lost or Stolen.

wisdom; many
wize, when tha

BOUNTIES!

Down Trains.
Leave South Paris at 6.45 A. M., and Island Pond
8 60 A, M.

M.

oral

W anted I
Elderberries

man’s reputation out-

PENSIONS!

Up Trains.

Leavo Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at 7
and lor Island Pond, Montreal and the West
A At
at 1 26 P. M.

Commencing Monday, April 25, 1864

Bill-Head* Rated and Cnt in the Neat-

n.v.

Civil KnWriting,
Arithmetic, Correspondence. Card
Marking, (and teaching from printed oopies and
Text Books will be avoided please call, or address
the Principal.
B. N .BROWN.
Portland. Oot.2,1868.
oo29 eodfceowly

On and after Monday, Jane 27,1844,
trains will run dally, (Sundays exceptuntil farther notice, as follows:

Cards,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

or five rooms, near the centre of the city, for a
family of only two persons, fcuch a tenement can
be renttd to a good paying tenant, and leased for e
number of years to one who will take good care of
tne samn, by addresing L. J. D., Box 42 Portland
P. O., stating location, &c.
tf

I bavn’t got as mutch mutiny az sum folks,
but ibave got az mutch impudence az enuy
ov them, and that lz the nezt thing tew mun-

Book-Keeping, Navigation,
Phonography, Higher Mathematics,
ffineering. Surveying, Native Business
Commercial

city.

PLEASANT and convenient tenement of four

more

Law,

Fancy Types

jOf every variety, style and oost,

Wanted.

lz what you kan make on the

testily

oolleotlon of

Business and Professional

his office No 9 India
Sept 19—dim

A

Hampden, both
ticketed through to and from

Bucksport, Winterport

fast

Ono

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R

Shook Makers Wanted.
FEW good workmen will find steady employ*
ment at tbe highont prices, by applying at

nulher.
“Be sure yon are rite then go ahedbut in
kase ov dont go ahed enny wa.
Sekts and creeds ov religion,are like pocket
compesses, good enuff tu pinte out the direcshuu, but the nearer the pole yu git, the wues
tha work.
Men aint apt to git kicked out ov good society tor being rich.
The rode tew Kuin, lz alwus kept in good
repair, and the travellers pay the expense ov
it.
If a man begins life bi being a fust Lutenant
in biz familee, he need never to look for pro-

Block,

our

ment in the

sepl6d8«*

A
MORSE’3 Shook

Returning will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
street, Portland, every Monday, Wednesday
md Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, connecting with
the Eastern, Boston and Maine, and Portland, Saco
Boston and Way
and Portsmouth Railroaos, from
Stations, leaving Boston at 3 o’olooa, P. M.
The Boat will touoh at Rockland, Camden, Bel
State

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go.

rLMH.eiMHn

at

Will bear favorable comparison with any establish-

U6 Congress street.

ises.

6

steamers

MACHINERY,

Book and

A

It lz sed “that a hoss don’t kno hiz strength”
—and i don’t really suppose that a skunk does

Oft.

an

proved

oommence her Summer Aron MONDAY
MORN-

Monday, Wednesday and Friday Mornings, at

ery

RAILWAY

•--

glmblet.

wazonla windy.

other
offioer In
no

Boarders Wanted.
J EW geiiti- men with their wives can obtain
board; also a low sing e boarders, at 13 Atlantic
street. Enquire of MHa. BUiLEtt, on the prem-

Stickiu up yure noze don’t prove ennything.
a soap
biler, when he iz away from hiz hum
uutella evrythiug.
No mau luvs tu git beat, but ’tlz better tew
git beat, than tew be rong.
Awl kind ov bores are a nusance, but it iz
better to be bored with a 2-inch orger, than a

Don’t mistake arroganse for
people hav thought tha waz

Our Establishment is furnished with all tbs ap-

THIS
panles,

roix,

apply

Of Oanadb.

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING,

Drug Clerk Wauled.
prefered that has had ono or two yean exApply

jgup.

r.

Gao4 JUwt lot

nu

most suooessii.

iPtf |^~rti~fr-*
I
JbBDDS^DuINO, Judo 6th, Leaving Bangor ev-

BUMMER ARRAMGEMKST.

Or a Small Rent Wanted
In a convenient looation. Part of a home preferred.
Address
STEPHEN BERRY, 1721 Fore St,
Sept 21—dtf

ONE
perience.

TRUNK

OKAHD

Will

way's.

Or Passengers for California, hy the Old Line
Mail Steamor and Panama Railroad, may be secured
may28dfcwtt
by early application at this ollioe.

ed)

for

moehun.
The onla profit thare iz in keeping

Travelers ivUl find It greatly to their advantage to
procure theirtitkets at the
Union Tieket Office, 31 Exchange Street,

Every description of

Rent

Board Wanted.
private family, where there are

a

IN

Wooman’s inflooenze is powerful—espeshlla
when she wants ennylhlng.

a

10

Me.

HOUSE in a desirable loeat’on. Ren* from *2(»
to $500. Address, Box 1999, Portland Po.t Office,

a man

tne

cheerfully granted.

LAND,

Built expressly for this route,

CAPT. william

18

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

LADY

STEAMER.

18^

Inoorpora

NATIONS

THE

FOh

insurance CO.

LIFj?

1864.

the HEW, BTAUNCH AND COMMODIOUS

LITTLE,

(UP STAIRS.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

septs 7dtf

make* up nia mind tew bekutn a rascal, that
he should examine hizselt cl ugly, and see if he
aim better konstrukted lor a pnool.
I argy in this way, if a man iz rigbt, be kant
be tu radikai, if he iz rung, he kant be tu consarvaiitf.
When you pra, pra right at the bulls eye.
‘‘i'eli tne truth aud shame the Devil1 kno
lots ov people, who kan shame the devil eazy
enutf, but tother thing bothers them.
It Iz a very delikatejob, tew forgive a man
without lowering him in hiz own estlmashuu,
and yures too.
Az a general thrng when a woman wares the
britches, she haz a good rite tu them.
It iz admitted now bi evryboddy, that the
man, wbo kan git fat on berlony sassage, has
got a good deal of dorg in him.
I am poor, and i am glad that 1 am, for i find
that wealth makes more people mean, than it
does generous.

It aint often that
lasts biz munny.

the >ame

property and paying for this

It iz highly important that when

dorg,

Grand Trunk R

tbs lloe of the

owner can

A

ME.

Attention U res pest fully invited to our nnrlvnlled
facilities for executing in

upon
PICKED
K., between Oxford and Meohanio kails, gold
by proving
have
watch The

D.

WestI

Agent for all the great leading routes to China*
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, MUwaukie,
Galena, Oskosh, St. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St. Louis, LouisvUle, Indianapolis, Cairo,
eto., etc., and is prepared to furnish Through
Tiokktb from Portland to all the principal oities
and towns in the loyal States and Canadas, at the

octdlw*

Office.

looking down,

W.

West & South

lowest rates of tare, and aU needful information

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND,

as

Loom Clam.

than one
board.

821-2

Block,

Fox

Wanted.

And each deed and word of
courage.
They with benedictions crown.

v

Proprietors.

of

oslt two
reierenoe given.

But, abore the olouds and darkness,

of Josh

N. A. FOSTER & 00.,

Wanted Immediately.
NEAT CONVENIENT
RENT, fora family

A

alone, our nation standeth,
VS bile dark shadows o’er her brood;
Mo Ul t\e still soarce discerneth
Little now that seemeth good.

Sayings

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

West, North

Arrangement,

Summer

TO TRAVELERS

-TO THE——

0. Box Ho. 660, stating

Portland, Oct3,1664.—eod8t

Like some hymn of holy worship.
Sung by noble men of eld,
Who, for lore of truth end justice,
Did and suffered deeds untold:
Like some requiem soft and plain tire,
Breathed with lore abort the slain
Who hare for their country Allen,
B rarely Alien—net in rain.

axe erer

CALORIC POWER

oct4d8t

tbis office,
terms, no.

REDUCEITbATEsT

MHB

IMPORTANT

Wanted to Hire.
SEVEN OC1AVE PIANO, in thorough order,
tor careiul use in a private family. Inqutrwat
or address P.

A

PRESS,

THE DAILY

Portland and Penobscot Biver,

**"

MEDICAL

Mutual Benefit

■'

Written for th* Pr*n.

8 cars

|

STEAMBOATS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTS,LOST,FOUND

POETRY.
.aosa—cac

■

k:

INSURANCE.

dhwly

PORTLAND DRY

A
payable at
mal street.

DOCK COMPANY.
EJ(Tllt Dollar* per share on the
,?,02? of tb* Company is now dee snd
the offloe
of the

Jaly 10th, UM.-4U

Treasurer, 117 Cosine
O. If. DA YU. Treasurer.

